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,rritroducti

3
A study of dance and rigion reveals the fund rental

naturof humanity, that is, our continual se-arch for beau
truth, and goo4dnes.s Throughout time and through cari-
ous cultures, we have sought perfection in life and happi-
ness after death througli dance and religion This cullec-
iion (Aesstiys continues that search. Hopefully, this yolume
will link the Pagt v. thelTreseiat and enable us to under-
stand life's simplicity in the midst of multi- cultural cum-

.
plexity.

The first section...of this volume provides an overview of
the history of dance and religion Chadwick provides a
historical review up to the Middle Ages and describes
dance as a'''catalyst for religion" during this era. Brooks
discusses dance and the Catholic Church during the Mid-
dle Ages and contends that although the Church con-
demned dance officially, it actually contributed to the
growth of dance in medieval Europe after the tenth cen-
tury Schmitz's article describes the gradual acceptance of
da-nce, particularly sacred dance, up to the present time
when "we have come almost full circle in the use of dance
a§ a means of religious expressioii." Smith looks at dance
among the Plains Indians of America where much of their
culture, enriched and enlivened by dance, has vanished.

The second section of this work, "Danne and Organized
Religions," includes several authors who examine the 'role
of dance its selected religthuS denominations. Fallon's
article presents a parallel oven-few- of religion and dance
in America and argues that our failure to explore and
develop the role of dance in aesthetic education has left
Society ignorant of our ppacity for human experience
Arrington proudly proclaims that the Aormon Church is
the "dancingest denomination" which seeks "to develop
in the secular as well as the spiritual realm Thomas
presents a.historiCal Overview'. of Southern Baptists' views

°oh dance and sugge4ts ',that a more moderate view is
evblving. Carmull recounts the_ significance of Jewish

t-
gas''

dance in religiuils observances and Ingber
in

brief
commentary un reiYing biblical festivals in Israel Fr.
Cuppinger relates several experiences with sacreddance

d feels "amev, and growing awareness in the Church of
the need and ability to pray not only with the lips, but with
ones whole being." Ruck concludes thesectionsby boldly
asking 'religious people to explain dance theologically.

The third section discusses the use of dance as spiritual
expression and as prayer. Herrera and Mutphy describe
dance as .a spiritual experience with elements of move-
ment, form, rhythm, and meaning. Pruett discusses DIM-
can

,.

§ aesthetic for the use of dance in religion whete man's
concept of beauty grew frurrOhis understanding of the
human body. De Sula declares that "stance ,draws its
strength from the living flow of the universe." Wheeler
humorously examines his return to organized religion
through a physically tuned and tuned body. Adams and
Rock examine the modern danceform as prophetic which
reveals some of the truths about ourselves.

The fourth section, the most practical for those who
would dance in holy places is concerned with a variety of
problems with this presentation. Wolbers questions
whether "to dance or not to dance* and feels that by
dancing we are pro-ving our humanness. Beach describes-
her early initiation into dancing in churches but states
"dance can effect in the heart and mind some new vision, a
vision of moment, a vision that turns us around." Cochran
states that as the dancer's training goes on, the dancer
becomes aware of the perfection of God's creatipn. Deiter-
ing argues that out of this new technique and awareness of
purpose, new forms of dance should evoke te better serke
the purposes of sacred dance. Ferguson explains the need
of sacred dancers to have adquate training to support their
desire for 'expression in movement, Finall Shutter ex-
plains in great detail the most practical* and appropriate
ways to use dance within' a Catholic Liturgy.
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rom a historical perspective, religion must be con-
.

sidered among the Most powerfuiof cultural forces. 1

Every group of people has developed a system of
religion These religions were not always soph,ticated but
were-poerful and suited to each group's knowledge of '
itself and its world. Throughout the evolution of these
religiohs,sfrom the eai-liest; and unrecorded; immemorial
beginnings of...the human race, the religious dance has
vividly portrayed-the Manner in which peqple liave per- .

ceived and-sought to deal with .the mystical and super-,..
. natural aspects (If 44ir world.

It has been pbstulated that dance and re ligion evolved as
,

one entity-,1 recordeciliistory leaves no ddubt that the two
were united for thousarids of years. During this time, the
religious dance served many purposes and took many
forms. Among the most fascinating an.d potent of these is ..
the dance that induces aeextreme ecstatic state for the
performer. Ecstasy may be defined as an `'abnormal State

itof 6nsciousness in which th reaction of the mind to
external stimuli is either inhibited or altered in charac-
ter."2 In the more restricted sense it is almosI equivalent to
a trance, but any self-induced xciteirialt may be refefred

. .
to as a kind of ecstasy.

In all cultures throughout history, human beings have
demonstrated an innate tendency to pursue some means
of exalting the consciousness above the mundane level of
daily existence and experience. The methods used to pro-
duce this state of mental rapture are numerous. The drink-
ing of Kava by the Polynesians, the inhalation of tobacco
smoke by the North American Indians, the use of hashish
,

by millions of Asiatics and Africans, the use of opium by the
Chinese, and the spiraling use of narcotics and hallucino-
gens in modern cultures, are some of the means used to

,,.4 alter the state of consciousness and to produce pleasura-
ble, sensations. Other methods include fasting, flagellation,
hypnotism, and dancing. The latter is considered by many°
to be one of the most pervasive of all. Crawleylexpressed-
this view as follows:

The powerful neuro-muscular and endoti al influ-
ence, leading to

and
the , both to

the popularity of dancing in itself nd to s.employ-
ment Or special purposes, stab as the pro uction of
cerebral excitement, vertigo, and t,ctio epileptoid
results. '

1

When ecstasy: is associated with religion, the state of
dissociation is explained by assuming that the soul has

-established communication With spiritual beings The soul
goes out of the body to the land of the spirits or the spirit
takes possession of the Aul. This was the literal and primi-
tive meaning of the Greek ekstasis

Irt ekstaiis the APul is liberated from the cramping
prison of the body, it communes with the god and
develops powers of which, in the ordinary life of
everyday, thwitned by the body, it knew nothing'
Being now a spirit holding communion with the
spirits it is able' to free itself from Time amt see what
only the spiritualgye beholds things separated from
it in' time and spate.;

In every part of the world there are people who regard
this ecstatic exaltation as the only true religious act that
renders- one capable of communicating with the spirits.
These people base their religious performances princi-
pally upon those means that have proved most capable of
iuducing this ecstasy. The meads most commonly adopted
by such people is a "violently excited dance."5 Sometimes
great groups of people attain this state of religious exalta-
tion. The cult of Diohysos, through the "virtiginous Whirl

vishes of the Orient whirled around ithheir violent ances
of the dance" became possessed bytthe god.6 fie der-

. until stages of excitement and exalbtion were attain
The Shakers of New England danced themselves into
trances; God was said to speak through their mouths. The
most fascinating of alt were the dance manias which broke
out in Europe, especially during the Black Death of the
fourteenth century. The people were driven by an uncon-
trollable iinpulse to dance, and bystanders were irresisti-

' bly drawn into their midst. As the malady spread by contag-
ion, great numbers of dancers made their way to various
churches where they performed before special saints.

The impulse to unite with a gud through eleskisis and
therefore throu the dance has a long and involvyd his-
tot). It is 4aS.complicated as man's religious experiences,
from the.animisnr and dynamism of primitive-people, to
the gods of Egypt, Greece, and Rome, and finally to the
,GricrotChristignity. 1



Primitive Peoples.

Even though cave drawings and other 'artifacts have
enlightened our understanding of early man, a great deal.
9)- the knowledge that we have regarding his way of life is
derived from studies of existing primal\ istic cultures The
studies indicate that his.mreligion hassbeen explained in
terms of animism and dynamism. Cnderlying both these
religions is the belief ''that conscious volition is the Ulu-

ate source of all Force."? It is through the ecstasy of the
dance that primitive people invoke the supernatural to act
according to their will.

Accounts of prthiluve people's ecstatic dAncing comes
from all over the globe and is so pervading that a comphIte
account is impassible In the following summary ,an at-
tempt has bee made to relate the purposes andcharac:
teristics of such dances and to provide insight into the
states of consciousness of those who attain thei treine
ecstatic state In describing the role of dance in pr 'this-
tic cultures, Sachs provided the following view

The dance become's a sacrificial rite, a charm, a
pray& ands prophetic vision It summons and dis-
pels the forces of nature, heals the sick, links the dead
to the chain of itheir descendants, it assures suste-
nance, luck in tge chase, victory in battle, it blesses the
fields and the tribe It is creator, preseror, steward,
and guardian 8

For whatever purpose the dance is performed, the
dance which produces the extreme ecstatic state is gener-
ally described 4 being out of harmony with the body'
Numerous accounts refer tb the movements as frenzied,
hysterical, spasmodic, and uncontrolled. They are charac-
terized by extravagant gestures, grimaces, and are ex-
t reinely vigorous. They require the sustainehent Of
exhausting effort and are continued until the desired ecs-
tatic effect is attained Brown's account of the war dance of
the Maoris captures, the essence of'many of the dances.

The Maoris often turned their faces into close mita-
. lion of their demon-like carved images But the thrust

out tongue, the wild rolling eyes standing out of the
head, the fierce grimaces, and the quivering hands
and fingers, with the accompaniment of deep drawn
cries and the stamp of the foot, had all the advantages
of living movement to add to the ternfilng effect. It is
dcult to efface the deep impression that its massive
energy and furious, almost epileptic passion makes
on the mind when produced by. hundreds. It- sur-
passed in fury anything that Kava or any other drug
or fermented liquor could have given to the har-
moMous movements of a mass of warriors i°

Dancers who attain the ecstatic state transcend the
human and the physical Spirits possess them and render
them capable of feats unknown to ordinary people. They
locate sorcerers, receive instructions film the spirits
concerning sacrifices and observances of the tribe,12
heal the sick, 14'15'16'17 and propitiate the spirits of the dead,
of haing, fertility, and vegetation.1,"920

.

.St

as

The ecstatic state is oftr accompanied by a loss df
ser)sory perception and extreme modifications of belias-
ior Self-mutilation without evidence of physical pain is not
uncommon 21.22'23,24.23 Other beim tors include the drink- ,

ing.of blood,2." eating foreigh matter,2729 evidence of er-
ugo and nausea,29 exposure of the sex organs." :" and
apparent loss of volitional consciousness 32'33,"

_cruick.shank provided the following observation- of a
novice Fetishman of the Gold Coast of Africa who had
attained the g2 csiatic state through dances%

They axtite themselves by this e.tercise into a perfect
frenzy, until the Fetish talks possession of them, when
Oho. lose all accountability, and toss theniselres
about wild4y, 'trembling all over, and staggering like
a drunken Nan In frightful convulsions, with eyes
rolling, mouth foaming and ,every indication of
total unconsciousness of all around them, they per-
fectly confirm that they are no longer self-,possessed
but are under the influence of the Fetish, a& guides
them whzthersoever 1.1e u'ilf. 35

Dances which produce similar results have been observed
in primal\ istic cultures all over the world As evidenced by
their widespread popularity and their longevity, they must
he considered among the most powerful and indispens-
able elements of the religious'experience.

.Ancient Egypt

Oesterly is of the opinion that the ecstatic dance was
unknow n to the ancient Egyptians since it is not evidenced
on the inscriptions or in Egyptian texts.' Yet a brief r:iview

.of the religious life of these peopk would Indicate that
they indeed did know of the ecstatic dance and performed
it on certain occasions

The Egyptologist makes no attempt to account for all the
peculiarities of the Egyptian religion in one classification
and usually discusses the facets -of animism, an-
thr4omotphism, and polytheism. Among the greatest
Egyptian deities were those Manifested by natural
phenomena. The sky wasthe goddess Nut whose arched
hack was the suppo t; the earth was the gad Gel); the sun,
Re; the Nile, Hapt " Perhaps the most renowned of the
gods was Osiris w o was considered the god-king, thus
part god sand part human He was the god of fertility and
also the god of the dead, of resurrection, of the funerary
cult, and judge and kin g of the underworld Each god had
his own calendar of days m which feasts and festivals were
held in his honor It is these festivals that there are
indications of the use of ance to produce the state of
dissociation Among the m st famous of these, festivals
were the Osiris festivals at Ahydons. Ac rding to legend,
Osiris was a good and wise ruler. His brMier, Set, became
jealous of his popularity, killed him, and cut his body into
fourteen parts. Isis, the sister-wife of Osiris? found the
parts, reassembled thew and enabled the god's resurrec-
tion. At the festivals, the death and ensuing resurrection of
Osiris were depicted in a Passion Play, in which sym- -

holism, mystery, music, singing, anti joyous dancing were



used "to stimulate the deepest religious emotions and fan
the flames of ecstatic joy "38 Although the templew as open
to everyone, only the initiated were allowed to take part in
the reenactment of the drarha The miyatex.w ere assured
that their participation/would allow them, like Osiris, tube
victorious over death and thus to becothe immortal

Spence stated that thiee types of dances were per-
formed at these festivals the Dance of Lamentation was
performed in imitation of the sorrow of Isis, an armed-
dance by the men had as its purpose the protection yf the
god fromarther destruction, a fertility d.mce by both
sexes sought to transfer strength and vitality arthe rise
god 39 The movements used in these dances varied from
slow, rhythmic movements to those of "abandoned
ecstasy, "40

We are told that the aristocratic Egyptiad:, did' not in-
dulge in the amusement of the dance either in prn ate
assemblies or in public However, that they were familiar
with the ecstavof its power is evidenced by the following
statements.

Fearing lest it (the-dance) corrupt the manner of a
people naturally lively and fond of gaiety the Egyk
!bans forbade lho-se of the higher classes to learn it
They dreaded the excitement from such an occupa-
tion, the excess of which ?idled and discomposed the
nzind 41

In contrast to the aristocratic class, the peasants were
avid aancers'who-are thought to have performed fertility
rites which included haryest and rain dances." Wilkinson
stated that the taste of the dances depended upon the rank
of the people performing them and that the dance in the
temples differed from that of the uncouth peasantry He
indicated that the latter preferred a lively style, and danced
with a spirit that was more in the manner of-the Europeans
than of Eastern people.43

China
.

De Grout stated that animism .w as the religion of China
in the dawn of her history and that animistic beliefs ex-
tendinto the twentieth century'' This animism centers on
two classes of spirits. those of natural phenomenon, those
of the dead 45The basis of Chinese religion is an animated
universe The regulating power of the universe is called
Tao, or Order of the %Ad Tito is composed of two
the Yang and the Yin The Yang represents light, warmth,
production, and life, the Yin is darkness, c(ild, dTath, and
the earth 'The Yangand the Yin are divided into good and
.evjl spirits, called shen and kwei, respectively. All that is
good in the world is attributed to shen, and all that is had is
caused by kwei The tvio classifications of the spirits are
engaged in a perpetual struggle with each other The
purpose of Chinese worship is to inducetheir gods to
protect thegt against the evil spirits, to subdue the kwei
and to stimulate the shen r These processes involve
highly developed system of magic in which exorcism
played the greatest part .

:

Exorcising processions'are mentioned in Chinese texts
`from the time of Confucius, aild the myths shah account
for them would inklicate that they were prevalent e'en
before that timr. ,the procesions, called "no," were
sanctioned by the *state and had as their objectne the
averting of disease.4,' Great numbers yf people, particu-
14r1y boys around he ages of eleven to fifteen years,
,donned devil masks and -the masks of gods and spirits,
wore brightly colored embroidered coats and dresses, and
armed themselves with spears and banners They would
parade through the streets and houses .ind expel the dui
mons with their noiseinaking. The male and female wu,
dancing to drums and cymbals, would become possessed
by a divinity who would speak through them

Although the "tilul ceased to be a ritual.of the State after
the Tang dynasty- (A.D. 618-907), DeGroot observed that
these processions persisted into the current century as The
processions were organized by ,the parish temples.'In
some parts ofte Country , the temple god gave orders for -
the details of the procession through a possessechmedium
who was ordered to carry his image M the procession
These processions of the people were elborate and color-
ful Hundreds participated in them, and all carried some
objecto divert the evil spirits. 'During the course of the
procession, a templesod descended into the "wu."

The specialists of Wuism, who act as seers, soothsayer
and exorcists by the power or spirits which posse
them, have been observed. engaged in processions
which are organized in times of epidemic stripped to
the waist, dancing in a. frantic or delirious state,
covering themselves with blood by means of swords
and prick-balls, or with thick needles thrust through
their tongues, or being seated or stretched on nail
points and rows of sword-edges. On such occasions,
they stick.daggers into their arms and cheeks and have
been seen carrying heavy pewter amps, fawn& by
hooks thrust through their arms. By frightening and
intimidating the specters by so great a display of di-
vine power, these men support and complete the work
of the "sai kong" who mote in the same processions.""

The sai'kpng were those who had shen or divinsity in
them. They were by mature frail, nervous, and hysterical
'and were therefore susceptible to the e&tatie state. Espe-
cially at religious festivals these young men would begin to
"hop, dance and waddle with wild Or drowsy looks and
nervous gestures of arms and hands."5' These acts Were an
indication that the od or spirit was entering the youths
and that they would soon have intercourse with it.

De3root's accounts of =Mt processions were based on
his observations of these events during his visits to China
during the late pineteenth and early twentieth centuries."
Mary recent accounts are less descriptive, and although
dance is cited as an integral element of these rituals, it is
unclear if the more extreme eistatit dance -remairks.""4
The frequent mention of dragon And lion dance teams
givessome indication that professional dance has become
a feature of the procesyons and has perhaps replaced
some of the more spontaneous and ecstatic dances.

6
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That dance continues to play a role in the tint:k:
Chniese religions is supported b \ the fact that the`Taoist
priests 'most ;possess skill in the performance of ritual
dances "yhisj.larice skill,.11on SN ith perforthance of the
mudras, acrobatic tumbling, and the ability -to climb a
blade-side-up ladder, contributes to the priest's magical
ilowers and thus to the demand for Buis ser\ ices This
requirement of lince skill might date hack to the Emperor
Shun (min Chinese chroncilogy,2258-2208) According to
legendan history and folklore, Emperor Shun was the first
man ti; accredited ith making a magical flight in NN,11101
tht? Soul left thebods; Ehadestated

. .
a perfect sovereign ??mist hat.' the powers of a,

,'magician "EL-stets)." was no lass necessary to the

c

,-founder of a state than his hobnail virtues, for this
magical abditv was equivalent to an authority, a
Jurisdiction over Maitre ',bc' step of 1 u the Great,
Shuns .succe.s.sor, does nptyldferfivm the dances that
induce tr i>trance tin scarce The cc-s-taw dance '
fi gins part (il the-proceduresfor acquiring-a pou'er of
commimd over men and nature 56

Dance has a long and involved history among the
Chinese, but because of tIV2 diversity of the social sy stems.

lie vastness of the country, and niore importantly, the
vanalions of tl-te folk religlein, a complete review of dance
as it relates to the religious mots' is impossible This
problem is 'Compounded-by the lack of cycuinentation or
the maccessibilits of accurate reCords

Greece ( ' . .. A

Horrir's Iliad and ;'Odyssey" and I lesiodls
Theugurn are important sources orinformatiov ;bout

(%reek religion fumer's epic poem4iChcate that by 800
B C the Guteks ad attained a' m_mature and \Nell-articulatedulated
polytheism, and Hesiod added a seemingly inexha istive
list of deities and spirits of nature which demanded and
recessed the allegiance of the god fearing Greeks The
eolution of all the gods and goddesses is intricately in-
u:Irssos en. In a complicated Greek mythology All of them,
according. to I lesiod, had a genealogical relationship to
one another' It \Sas also noted that, as in Egypt, dr deities
were, anthropomorphic

According to MN lunar, the Greeks worshipped the gods
of their choosing 17 The fay ors of the gods were obtained
by rather SIM ritual act and sacrifices performed by
small f. grout s Additionally, each Greekstate held its
Pali lestisals in ionor of its most highly esteemed

deities 'Besides tI e state religion to 'Much esery Greek
automatically belAged, there %sere certain religions
kilo ii as mysters -re gion, The.se differed in many details
from the official reli non of the state MembersheWas
persomal and Noluma rather than automatic Cli.). obtain
membership, peopl had to be uilling to undergo
sppcified purificanims and initiations and pledge got to
reS cal the secrets of the Ituals The m} wy religion3As ere
made up of qmbol lc nit s NN hose aim \VA to pros oke in the
initiate a m} stic exporieb -e which led Him to regeneraubn

4, and redemption, to unit u ith a'god It is in these rituals

that the ecstatic dance of the Greeks becomes mi*t e\ ice_
dent

i
s .

The most popular of thy my stel-y religions vas that of
Diony-sos Much is thought to hay c originated in Thu ace'''
The rites of the Thraciafi cult NS crc orgiastic in character
Rolide's account Was as follows

Tbefestu al legs lieill on mountain' tops in the dark-
ness of night cumd theffickering find unconam light
of'forches The lot to 0141 tt'otibled sowi d of noisic u.as
heard. the cla,li of bronzecymbals, the di dl thunder-
ous roar of the kettlednims. ahti through them all

.pelletreitcyl the waddening unison o /' the deeptoned
flute Ex-cited by this wild music the chorus of. . ,up -shippers dance with shrill dint; acrd jubilation
Fe iear nothing oysmging. the violence of the (kola'
left-no breath for soul; These dances were something
very different from the measured movement of the..
datic-ct-step In wieill! Ilotticr's Greeks tufranc& and ,.
tumed about in itiePalan It teas in frantic, whirling,
headlong eddies and dance-circles that these ilispirc
coinpames danced over the inountain slopes .They
were mostly women who whirled round in these'Cw-*

- cidar dal ce.s till the pouit of e?vhalistion um reached
,the;' werc wangely dressed, they-wore bus:salal, long
flowing garments, as ityseents, stitched tosiether out of.
fax-skins. over these uvre doeskins and they (not had
horns fixed to their beads Thew hair teas allowed to
float in the wind, the;' carried- snakes sacx.-ed, to
Saltaztos in their hands andbranchls12ed daggerc

-Titthisfasbtowthey raged wildly laitill,ery srtise-u,as----7
wrought to the high&st pitch of excitement, and in the
sacred frenlly they fell'iipon the beast selected as their
1 vim and torettie.ir captured prey lonkfrum Nib
Then ilia, their teeth the) sozedthe Mt-1.11140es!) and

.)
detoured it rale°

. -

The":objectne of these festnals was to induce a my stic
experience through excessne stimulation of the senses
The uorshippers became. possessed hy the di 'nay and
entered into direct LOMMLlication-hxith ibEspirit

This ecstatic uorship of the ThraLtan cult bore no re-
semblance to the Greek religion during the period of thc,
Homeric poeMs and was probably considered by the
Greeks as sasageund barbaric Yet the Greeks recognized
that in this type of enthusiastic religion there was an ele-
n-ient that appealed to the nature of mankind, gradually,
though it had to user-come man} obstacles, the cult of
Dionysus triumphantly spread user both mainland and
isla1ds of Greece`' Here the god became Hellenized and
humanized lie ryas considered the god of life and death,
of segetation, of fertility, and duringa later period, the god
of vme. Although undergoing Greek refinement, the
ek.stams of the Thracian cult NaS 110 lust. In addition to the
cheerful daylight festnals of Didnysos in Athens, ther,-e
-remained the old ecstatic rites in'u Inch men and N\ omen
danced user the mountains in nocturnal teselry "2 The
drinking of human blood, the eating of [-nu 'llesh2and all
the signs of outward b frenzy and possession came to be
regarded as the I leilenic form of the uorship of Dionysust

10 \
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appearance in the Greek -o!ld around,6Q0B C ": Accord-
rOrphism, another ofi e tnyste,y r religions, made its

mg to theOrphic myth, Zagrevs, w ho tv:rsilie son of Zeus
and'Per4eptione;was slain hs the Titans Ills bodt Nas torn
to pieces and deNoursed Xthena rescued 111:, heart, which
was tlien swallburd by Zeus Zagreus was reborn, as
Dionvtos, child of Zeus andaSemile The Titans were de-

..4stroyed bt the lightning of Zeus, and the human race
evolved fromtheiriaslws Thus 4s derived the diaafistic
conception of the body and sold Bec'71u.se of the murder

,,ctininutted by the Titans, the Orphics lwlitnedrthat people
inherit an original sin from which the Lin me soul must be

,freed Although this could be accomplished only bs death,
it could-be temporarily

,I

experienced through participation
in the mystery which "delivers the soul from its bodig
prison andbuigs it uvouch with divine essence I."' Rohde
stated that. the Orphics adopted the Dionysiaciorms of
Norship and Thcated that Qrphic rivls wag ecstatic
and enthusiastic, although some'of the more barbaric acts
were elimmated."7, -

The grev.s-tep that Whelks took was. that, ande be
kept the old BaechtcAith that man

.
might bec °me god,,

he altered the coreptipn of what god teas, and he
sought to obtain time goAead by aholly different, , ..
meatisibe grace hi? sought ays not phfstcal nttoxtoa-
tam, but spiritual, ecstasy. the means ado /fed not
dninkenness but abstmetwe''and,rites of **ice'-, .
non 66 ' . , i

. S. 0

ThertLI little doubt that the dance was the nieans em-*
ploy ed to'attain the spiritual ecstatic to which Rohde re-
ferred° Maccluoro stated that the amend vadjiions and
writers al.wlts connected the dance with the ill:,teries,

: and the Orptlikb -thew:Ayes belies ed that the my st6rt
'dances w er''eifanted by Orpheus. Ile further stated that
"the my stery'wa;;tiothing,but a magic dance,- in which file

...

initiates reproduced the deeds of the god and by this
means beaim part of the god 67 .

. Another of themystery Feligion!)Was,that of Eleusis. This
t 'cult .clatesback u2 prehistonefimes and wkisbased on the

'anyttiology of Demeter, Pgrsephone, and Hades."' The
-earlier, rituals were perforthed to assure abundant liar-
vests.. In lAter times it becamC a mystery cult with wale-

/ spread popularity _ ,---

Rome
The earliest recorded history indicates that the Romans

were a simplistic people hose Ines centered on agricul-
ture and closely _knit family groups Religion was as a family
affair, directed toward the propipation of those spirits v hit

'ere deemed wsponsible for their elfareAround the
sixth century 13t , Reiman religion came under the influ-
ence of the Etruscans and Greeks of the foreign gods
were adopted, and during.; the pe?'iod beginning with the
Republic (about 500 B C ), the Roman religion was embel-
hshed with mythology anthropumorphism, temples, and
Images and ,statues of the gods The mystery cults of
Eleusis, Dionysos, Isis, and Attis and Cybele, aimed at the

1

_redemption of the ipclit idual rather than the protection of
the 'Al kingcicims, provided a new tt pe of religion -W.:untie
v hen there- was disillusion dent y itll the old .

In comparison sixth the 6reekt., the Romans seemed to
hay e had fewer &suit. ous experrenies%This illaN be,

ittributed,to the distrusj of re ig ous emotion b the Roman
1' sandlot-ales and the regulation of religion by Ronlan laws,

and culoms Oe'sitrIt was of the opinion that, w lule the
, ecstatic 6xperienLe among the Greeks watt to bring unity.

yy 1th the gods; among. the Romails, it was a matter of
sacrificang.their bkfod 19 The goddess of fotrtilit), for the
purpose of securing abundant hart ests "" Ile specifically
referred to the festnals held'in laonor of Attis and Ct bele
ss ho bec'ame yin nufiesof Rome around 20-i 13 C

Cs bele, considered the Mother of the Gods, was the
,Viatic goddess of fertility. Some consider her to be the'
irgin mother of Alt's; sshil wthers ,acv that she w4s his

loser 7" Two 'accounts are alsVgn en conceriaing the death
of Atfis One is that he w ati killed by a`boarm}1 the other is
that "he unmannenapself under a pme tree and bled to
death "Th This self- mutilation would account for the castra-
tion of hivnests upon entering the sect ice of the goddx.'ss

The main festival of Cybele and Atfis Was:celebrated to
March The third day of this festnal was khow ntas the-Da't

' of Blond, the Arclugal las or high priest stabbed' his arms
'I and presented his blood asap offering to the chy rnitiesis

. did other members of the clergy.

1 Strived by the wild barbaric ntr4lc of clashurg.cynt-
bals, rumbling drums, (uiting horns, and scream:NI
flutes, the inferioc clergy' whirled about in the dance

wa gglineheads and streaming ban-, until,
in a frenzy of excitement, and tirseirstble to they
gashed their bodies with potsherds or slashed them
with knives nr order tp bespatter the altar and the
sacred tree with their flowing blood 71

This alien religion gradually incrcaed its-popularity in
the-Roman world and was incorporated into the estab-
lished reliOon of Rome by Emperor Claudius Its.powerful
and rapturous excitation of,the emotions must have been
yery appeafing'since the festivals survived until the fourth
century of this era!'

Another goddess whom the Romans worslwed in ecs-
tatic rites was Atargatis Tliese rites were much like those of
Cybele and Attis in that -men danced themselves into a
frenzy and then lacerated and mutilated themselves un-
sparingly:''

Among the gods who asete indigenous to Rome and
who sculls ed the influx of foreign gods were Mars, gener-
all considered the Roman god of war, and Saturn; the god
of sowing and barest This sun nal stresses the impor-.
tance that the Romans placed on military s mites and their
longstanding des ()non to the gods and spirits of agricul-
ture and family

Both Mars and Saturn had dancing-priests called Saln
The sacred processions of the Sall in honyr cif Mars took
place fn March and October and lasted for as long as three
weeks , 5

2
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Headed by trumpeters and dressedm full battleo-
parelithey marched flab' the city, at all the altars
and temples they balled, and solemnly danced the
taw dance in three 'treasures ,singing at the same
time 71.

`Frazer stated that the Salo also danced to ins okAalurn

As the Romans sowed the corn both in spring and
autumn, and acs doWn to the pFesent taw, in Europe
superstitious rustics are a'ontto dance and leap high
in spring for the purpose otwaking the crop.vmtv
high, we ?way conjecture that the leaps and dances
performed the priests of the old Italian god
of vegetation, were similarly supposed to-quicken the ,
growth of the corn ba homeopaths i minatwe'

.

. .

NL I ude in its se t-) ices some-of the ritualistic elements with
htch the pagans, w ere acct 'omed A speech of Clement

Ot Alexandria ( No-216) indicateLphat the ritualmn of
the. in)ster) religions had penetrated Christianity.

s
/ will show you the Word and the nostmes of the
Word and describe them fOr you as an image of yonr

.1

ou'irfate This is the mountain beloved of God On it
rejoice God's daughters, the most heautiful

'alactikerval the reverent ftstri'als c the Warr/ to the;
iicconipamment of constantly repeated ckoral danc:
ing righteousness man mciy take par; in them.
Whilst tourches are borne before me / perceive the
heavens/and God / am led into the semi& of God
Tibu,'alsoif thou'ivishest, mayest,let theyseif be led
Then-.0.ialt thou dance in a ring, together' wr
angels 7.7 ,

. . . - /
The worship.of :iaturn -and Mitas and the rituals of the 1..

Sabi remained 'popular well into the era of qhristiapit)
the ,Saln were not pnll to be !mind in Rome. Similar
froupgs of trie dancing priests exists i in many cities of,

,, ancient halt The superstitiolr; rustics to. which Fra'zer
. r,eferred_were to he fouMlail user the-cOuntr), dapZ:ing for

their gods in the pursuit of health, leftitty, protectAn, and
abUndtinCe.

4The Christian Chpreh
. .

In orde,r to conclude the rule of the eLstatic dance as .111

. 4indispensable element of the Nliglyns of the Eurdpean
world, is necessary to trace its history into the era of
Christiana). It ts,here that its puwe wasto 1/5ireckoned
with by the Church leaders.

When Christiana) was introduced r the preco-
Ruffian world, tits. s Lonfronted all the prob ems °Now

itt-fcontend andtrahph user the religious beliefs and.custoits that were''deeply :rooted in the 1,istoq of the
masses ofpeople: The mystery religion's wlere flotp.alhing;
and people had gro t6 exVect and demand t1 dramatic

Jand mystical rituals which offered the ecstatic expel-ten-cc
of union, with the deity. Their, worst y ofiesser gods,
goddesses, Atid spirit:\ 'Was less ecstatic, but the frequent
rituals, "41:,; processions held in then- honor were

sconsider-edessential for everyday needs andTfotection..it
was in this atmosphere that the Church Fathers sought td
convert the Massesto Chnsti.anity. The inethods chosen to

4
contend with these existing religion were: synthesis;
lent opposition.

In the first century after Christ, becoming a member of
the Christian Church was relatively simple matter. Mem-
bership was available to those who would express belief in
the basic creed Consequently, ,converts entered the
Church with little or nomal knowledge of its doctrines
and-, more importantly, without relinquishing their al-.
legiance to their old gods and their faith in their old
rituals 76 The extent to which the.com ersions Occurred is,

evidenced in Acts 2 4.4 where it is stated`that about 3,000
people were bapre2.1 in one day

With the realization that the cons erts would not sub.
6 scribe to a religion without rituals, the Church began to

. (--,These' words teavr no doubtthat dancing occurred
' :;'hen the mysteri6 of the Church were revealed to the

'-
novitiates There is also evidence that,' in the'second cen-
tury, children's choruses

0
played musical instrumeins,

sing, and tlanced as a part of the se*, ices iii fiat the
pe.opItt datIced at the end of prayel- as ws;11 as-in connect ion
with baptism.

These attempts atippeasemeigt were not totally satisfac-
tory, .111 the intense and spontaneous faith of the people
posed numerous prohlems for the leaders of the Chui-ch
and often caused the theologian~ a ilreat deal of mbar-l
Fassmesp It w44-, fre'quentl) necessary to the,

4., peopleand remind them that the Church daigte wasa
r

'blessed dance. However., the pagans werenOt inclined to
relinquish their old waysthd their enthuwasm for their
dance ofteil caused them to disregard the admonishments
of the Churcli T)vical of the descriphons of their dancing
is the on of Balelos (3-14-407) who condemned the
dance at thr, celebration of the Resurrection.

.1. .,
Custmg aside the y, oke of service under Christ and the

- veil of virtue from theft' beadsdespising God and His
angels, they (the women)sbamelmly attract the anew
`Hon of eite,2van With unkempt hair, (loft irk'
bodices 4ini.776pping about, they dance with lustful
eyes and loud laughter, as ifseized by a kind ofifrenzy
they e.' cite the hats ofj'ouths They exebt te rhigdances
in the churches of the .1Iartyrs and at their graves
instead of iii the public buildings, transforming the
Holy places nub the scene of their lewdness With
ktr1C.ts songs they pollute tkair and sully the de-
gradedgraded earth with their feet in shameful Postures 78

a

lea

.*

Approximately a latindtwl years later';;Gkesarius (470
542 ) declared that tfnce, beforethe church43of the saints
were a relic of paganism. He stated.

There are especially unfort(nuite and miserable
peophi rib() do not fear or blush to execute dances
and hop before the churches of the saints, and al-
though they come to church as Christians, they return

-as heathens. 79
1 1)
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The dance came under more severe condemnation with
the beginning of the sixth century, rnd from that time on
prohibitions of the dance multiplied There are several
factors which may have contributed to the cause of these
prohibitions and to the neessity of their lungeivity

The early Christians 141 lived with the expeCt.itiohs of
the return of Christ and the coh%ietion that the world.,,
might end at an inoment.When thesew ere not realized,
iliekeWas an ensuing lapse into the seeking of satisfaction ".
of physical needs This causedThe Church to inteiisif} its
conviction that the physical9aody was the source of all
moral and spiritual problems The world-rejecting aspects
of Christianity were underscored, and a strung and fanati-
cal distrust of the body was encouraged The writings of.
the Church authorities on tl)e dance during this period
indicated that dance was thought to contribute ra'ithe
abnormal intensification and to the fu101ment.uf the sen-
suous ,in mankind Those who danced' were threatened
with excommunication, and a common confessional qiies-
tion was "Have you danced-and hopped, as the Devil
taught the pagans to dog """

'Another reawnfor the increase in
dance was the dance "mama" as rjealed irithe dance
epidemics.ofthe Middle Ages. At no other time ill history
has the power of the dance been more profoundly dem-
onstrated than in these epilemics. With few exceptions,
the dances were performed in the churchyards during the
fegtivals of various saints, despite the commands from the
ChUrch authorities, the dancers,were either unwilling or
unable to cease their dancidg Especially during the four-
teenth century when the Black'Death swept over Europe,
the dance epidemics reach an intensity that rendered the
ecclesiastic4 councils helpless iri their opposition ''to
them." Outbursts of these nee epidemics occurred as
late as the seventeenthfcentu i

Backman's descriptions of the anceS,of the epidemics
hear a Marked resemblance to those of the Mystery reli-
gions and other primitive rituals The dancers were ac-.
cused of being possessed (by the devil rather than by the
god), they danced in order to be healethand protected and
to cast but demons, they sometimes demonstrated
masochistic-behavior, and some danced themselves to
dieath. The dances were accompanied by songs, the music
of drums, and all the outward frenzy of the old ecstatic
rites.

Further, historical study oi dance and religion wo uld
include such medieval highlights as the "Festival of Pools,"
the Children's Festivals, and the Bergerette. These and
various other Church dances continued to be performed
throughout the Middle Ages in European countries. The
dances of the clergy were eventually unable to withstand
the repression by the authotties, but the dance4 the
people endured until after th#Refoernation.

Afterword
The,ecstatic dance is a religious 'phenomenon that has

contributed immensely to the brilliant and fascinating his-
- tory of da4ce.Although it is only one small 'thread of the

totality of dame and religion, it prokirs an excellent
medium for establiShing the %ery po erful and enduring
role of dame in the evohennent and expression tit reli-
gious beliefs throughout the world.

'The most amazing aspect of the ecstatic' dance is its
ability to endure despite the numerous antagonism kites
it ha4 incurred, especially since the ad% ent of Christianity
Since the beginning of beliefs in spiritual beings,
primitnisti% cultures hae embraced the religiohs dame
Today, man% of these cultures remain as they were
thousands of years ago, unawar'e of the God 01 Chrk!ztianr}
and steadfast in their belief in the power of dame. In the
Very ancient country of China, the processions that date
back to Confucius, are still performed today, and they
seemingly ha% e lust nale of their magical 0% ertones The
mystery religions of the earl) Greeks and Romani, endured
hundreds of years of condemnation by Church authorities,
e% en though the old gods and their ecstatic festiyals were
e% entually abandoned, masses of the European people %lid
not relinquish iheir dans.:.e. The manias of the Middle Ages
covered a span of nearly one thousand years, and histo-
rians consider the great diince epidemics to he one of the
most fascinating psychological and religious phenomena
of Modern history.

The ecstatic dance did no end with the Middle Ages, as
e% idenced by the dance of the vhurling den ishes of the '
East, the Khlysty of Russia, the Shakers who came to

.America from England.during.the latter half of the
eighteenth centur4, and various other sects such as the
Holy Rollers. However, under the curious,and critical eyes
of onlookers and Church authorities, the old abandoned
ecstasy' that chatacterized the rituals of these more-
ern sects eventually disappeared.

, '
Today, the Once ecstatic, powerful, and indispensable

dance is.rarely witnessed in the religibps.of modern cul-
tures. Degpite attempts to revive the religious dance, this
form of worship remains un- the perimeter of Christian
- worship. When itys included, one feels that something is
missing. Viewed in the light of dance history, that sgme-
thing must be that only a fragment of the ecstatic element,
the becoming one with dud throUgh the dance, remains.

, .
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The. Catholic- Church

andDqnce.in the Middle es-
Lynn Abduct( Brooks

The course of the history of theater and dance was
shaped and colored by the philosophy, laws, and
rituals of the Christian Church Although many his-.

torians tend to recognize only the restrictive influence Of
the Church on dance, a closer ft)ok'at these secondary'
sourals themselves, with support from primar) sources,
reveals that the Church actuall) created a context for new
flowerings of social, theater, and religious dance .

, Philosophical Influences
Christianity was subjected to all the prevailing religious

influences of the messianic period, among them Judaism
Old Testam'ent aspersions on clanc e g., the legend ofkli
Moses and the Golden Calf, and Isaiah's condemnation-of
women "mincing .. and tinkling with their feet" (Isaiah,
3:5), were echoed in such New Testament stories as

. Salome :s ,supposedly lewd dancing before Herod St. Paul,
a 6onverted Jew who espoused a particula'rly severe doe-
trine-of the sins of the flehi, attempted to root out such
sects as the Gnostics, who had an a_Docryphaf text in which
Christ leads his disciples in dance.

The pervasive Greek influence on Christianity which
began with Aristotle and Plato led eventually to the Chris-
tian duality betwe0 spirit and flesh and good and evil.'
According to Taylor, Neo-Platonism, which developed in
Egypt circa 2-'0 A D , further inflated the theme of the evils
of the senses as opposed to the loftiness of the mind.2Later
contributions of Neo-Platonism to Christiana) included an
expanded interest in the spirits and magic of popular
Superstition.

The moral decay- of Rome itself was such that Christians
sought to purify it by expunging all traces of paganism,
such as existed in the theater The Roman Empire offi-
daily adopted Christianity in A78 A D but as early as 300,
the Church refused baptism to entertainers and by 398
threatened to excommunicate any Christian attending the
theater on a holy day In the 5th century, a monk was killed
trying to halt a gladiatorial contest, and from that point on,
the Church's suppression on theater was unremitting. No
recorded dramas suryived and only itinerant entertainers

,continued the performing tradition
The great early Church fathers, St. Jerome, Gregory the

Great, Isidore of Seville, and St Augustine, )1goiously

preached against the theater' Infusing Platonic and Neo-
Platonic dualism with an overwhelming sense cif sin, they
furthered the degradation of the body and influenced the
entire medieval period in this respect

Ascetic trends appeared early in Church history and
continually cropped up throughput the Middle AgesqL-The
proponents of these trends condemned wealth and luXUry
and prekhed celibacy, vegetarianism, fastn, self;
Mortification; and iconoclasm gthough theop sects were
at first persecuted by the Church, their beliefs had popular
appeal arid eventually affected official Catholic doctrine
Martyrdom or severe austerities became a pi'erequisite for
sainthood' Devoted men and women round such ingeni-
ous means of battling the flesh as wearing scratchy horse-
hair shirts, standing barefoot in ices and sleeping on cold

'stone floors In a religious ambience of this nature, such
pleasures as dance and other 'entertainments were hardly
encouraged.

The fall of Rome in 476 A.17 left Europe witVitaiii
centralized power The Church stepped in to becomelfie
only arbiter of morality, law, education, and social struc-.
ture The Roman belief in the 'authority of institutions
above that of individuals lent to the Church an added
element of strength

The Clergy Condemn Dance
According to Coulton, medieval theologians were nearly

unanimous in their condemnation of dancing as immoral.6
The devil himself is accused of being the "inventor and
disposer of dances and dancers" and those who dancstre
seen to have "the devil's bell" bound to their-necks.

The de%il is the most famtus medieval dancer, playing
the role of the lively, acrobatic, lewd trickster in popular
entertainments. Clerics decried the fact that dancing took
place on pilgrimages, in cemewries, churches, taverns, cas-
tle's, and town Squares. Many texts record the stories arcu-
fated by clerics of God's wrath at dancers: He cut off their
feet, condemned them to dance until they died of exhaus-
tion, rooted them to thyr dancing ground, or set them
aflame. ,

Bishop Durand of Mende (circa 1311) complained that
the holy days saw the most abuse, with people seeming to
care mor,e,"for songs, jests, dances, caplerings, or foul and
unhonest chants" than for &me sentiments.' "Noxious

1 r.
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games and vanities making theuse of mourning and
funeral prayer into a house of laughter and excess.' were
bewailedby the Bishop of York"

O ances against fools and minstrels attempted to
destroy these eYil influences but were rarely enforced
Even 'rade plays, based on Christian themes, were said
to delighten men bodily" and so to hasten damnation .9
The Church also denounced tournaments and Associated
festivities, especially women ., ho disguised themsehes
during the parades According to Henry., Knightoni
fourteenth-century commentator, these -women rode
along "debasing their bodies with folly and scurrilous

,wantonness He further noted that God showed his disap-
. proval of these practices by Visiting the tournaments with

thunder and 'lightning 10 Dance, maskingmd miming
were clearly seen as the devil's work, and much to the
Church's chagrin, his following was legion

The Trend to Humanism
After the Lill of Rome, there followed about four cen-

tunes of warfare, invaSions- of Christian lands by barba-
rians or barbarian lands by ginstians, and intense mission-
ary activity that eventually spread Christianity throughout
Europe. There was little time or encouragement focongi-
nal thinking as the Church struggled against schisms and

°heresies in an effort to metamorphose its newly-converted
populations into a cohesive,Christian unit. Education de-
pended on../he writings of early Chttkh fathers and on
Latin translations of Aristotle and Plato Since the Church
maintained the only schools in existence in the Middle
Ages, as Taylor 'has noted, it is much to its credit that
education in the Greek and Roman classics was continued.

By the eleventh century, the Church had consolidated its
power and established its,,supremacy in Europe. The pass-
ing of the Millenium relieved the medieval fear of Dooms-
day and allowed (Or a spirit of confidence in life. A coalesc-
ing of the antique and Christian cultures ensued, leadtng
to the growth of humanism in Western Europe.

The renewed vigor of the human spire also led toan
Increased religious emotionality, exemplified by such
men as St..Bernard and St. Francis of Assisi. Their personal
letters reflect their love kir humanity, their religious
warmth, and their personal interest in life. A new concern
for popular education, exemplified by the use of the
vernacular. in '.texts, developed. A stress on such romantic
elements of religion as love for God and man was Para.12
lelled by a secular interest in the courtly ideals of love :As
well as allowing for econOmic expansion, the Crusades
(1100-1300) brought to Europe Moorish and Oriental
influences in art. This secularization of interests and the

_flow of money into hands other than those of the; Church,
freed resources for investment in popular entertainment$,

The Church Contributes to Dance
Although the Mass is a worship-centered rather than,

entertainment-centered ritual, it contains the seeds of
10 dramatic elements, e g , the singing of the Mass, the elalk

.

biun and cunseL ration of the host, proLessions of Llergy to
the altar, antiphonal Lhanting resembling dialogue, the
-':plot" or story of sacred history, the often colorful Cos-
a:tines of the L` lergy ind the LharLh's arLhitectuie which
Lreated a stage/audience separation. These fe,itures,
not Lonstituting drama themseles, served as focal points
fdr diamati9 developments

Anusi 4th-century Alexandrian priest, proposed an
twenty dramatic interpretation of the liturgy which in-
cluded hymnS, pantomime, and dance " His work was
considered heretical and was suppressed by the Church
According to Bevingioni Spanish noblewoman of the 4th
century reported witnessing a Palm Sunday. prOcession in
Jerusalem which uSed,the actual locations';of Christ's pp-
sio,n and resurrection in a dramatic preseritatton.'2\The
Easter week liturgy was generally the first portion,of so-
credbistory to receive theatrical form, being dramatically
interpreted in Europe as early as the 7th century, accord-
ing to Kirstein 13

Amalarius (780 850),43ishop of Metz, urged exploiting
the dramatic potential of the.Mass through dialogue and
gesture'" Clergy enacted roles of figures in Christ's life,
and the altar served as a tomb, a table, or some other
religious' prop. Despite its tremendous poptilarity,

ofdramatic Mass raised the ire of the Church because of its
exaggerated emotion and use of movement.

Many texts on medieval dance or drama15.16" include
the unusual story of the German nun, Hrotsvitha, who
found a copy of the plays of Terence in her convent library
at Gandersheim Her abbess was of Byzantine background,..,,'
where theater had flourished far longer than it had in the
West, and from these two sources, the volume of Terence
and the stories of her abbess, Hrotsvitha was inspired to
write six dramas based on New Testament themes. It was
not until about two hundred years later, however, that

'medieval theater had developed to the point where her
plays could be perfdrmed.

There were isolated instances of sacreLdancing in the
middle ages within the Church itself: in 7th-century Eng-
land under the Abbot Meletius; in Paris under the senior
canon and choristersr in Seville and Toledo with the per-
formances of Los Seises. The Regularis Concordia, pre-,

isented after Matins on Easter morning in England circa
965 -975, showed consciousness of such dramatic- ele-
ments as the clergy's costume and movements, the possi-
bility of portraying eipotions and using props;''and an-
tiphonal dialogue

Honorius of Auturr, in his Genima Animae (circa 1100)
wrote in ^support of the Mass as a theatrical presentation,
referring to the celebrant as a "tragedian" and to the
church -as a "theater."8 Texts from the eleventh and
twelfth centuries reveal an increased use of dramatic pre-
sentation in church at such peak points. of the, year as
Christmas, Epiphanye,t,Easter, and the Feast of the Inno-
cents While mauy of these texts were extra-liturgical, all

religiousreligious themes. "The I loly Resurrection," presented.
in England, and "Adam," of English or Frendi origin, each
made use of scenery, Lharacterization, stage and

I.)
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merit direction, and emotional, portrayal. "The Play of
,Daniel" from Beauvais, France, calls for eight procession-
als, music, and-even "ritual dancing."9

'Beginning in the twelfth centur there was an extensive
tise of Saints Plays,. also known as Miracle Plays. These
displayed a romantic, even sensationalist, slant, and vke
performed in the vertucular outside of the church billet
ing itself in an area established as a theater-in-the-round.
More and more, in the reading of these plays, directions
for movement and emotional expression were included in
the texts.

English craft guilds, with Church support,.presented the
ramous Corpus Christi Cycle of plays from 13Z8 to the
sixteenth century AI calle M tery. Plays, these plays
were performed tw months aft Easter and involved

4 pageantry, Bible sto ies, and legen of miracles. Actors
were often paid, min, trels were emp ed, and elements
of farce andocomedy 'ere included. The rearing inde:
pendence of drama rom ChurCh liturgy an of was
becoming. clearly evident.

In the late fourteenth century, the Morality Play de-
veldped, a theatrical genre wholly outside of the Church
itself These plays told the story of a single Christian life in
allegorical terms, based on the conflict between good and
evil The devilish figures grace again contributed humor',
slapstick, and satire, with the Church itself oftefi the butt of
their mi icry Official dcictrine condemned these dramas
in the Mi e Ages, although Bevington notes that by the
trnie,of the ormation, conflicting religious factions
Propagandized b means of the Morality piays.20

Aside frOm these dramatic works, other instances of
dance associated with the Christian Church attest to the

,- growing freedom with which dance was regarded in the
later Middle Ages Sachs records a French legend of about
1200, "Del Turileor Nostre Dame," which tells of an old
minstrel who could no longer sing.2' In order to pay
homage to theVirgin, he danced, (skipping, running, and
jumping) until he fell down from exhaustion. Pilgrims
often hired musicians to accompany them on their; jour-
neys and to sing and play as they passed thrOugh towns.
Even holy. people danced by the 13th century. Mechthild of
Magdeburg Wrote an allegory of the Soul and God in
which the Soul "strives to follow in festal dance the exam-
ple of the prophets, the chaste humility of the Virgin ...
Then comes the Youth and says, 'Maiden thou hast danced
holily, even as my saints "12 A French nun was described
by Jacques de Vitry as being "seized with ecstacy five-and-
twenty times a day, in which state she was motionless, and
on returning to herself was so enraptured that.she could
not keep from displaying her inner joy with movements of
the body,tlike David leaping before the Ark."22

Less virtuous associations' of the Church with dance
include records of payments by convents to minstrels,
despite the/prohibitions of Church authorities against "lut-
ing and dancing" among nuns and friars.. " -4 More wanton
clergy even confessed to leading the dances at parties or
weddings,22 With or without Church sanction, by the last
Middle Ages, dance was clearly beginning to flourish.

Medieval Dance Survives - I

Pagan influences on religion and stiperstition con-
tinued throughout ;the Middle Ages. Cutts records one
abuse of Christian ix orship. in Scotland, where a priest led
his parishioners in a dance around a Priapus idol 26 Such
pagan feasts as the Floralia, the Saturnalia, anti Halloween
became transformed by the Church into Easter, Ehristmas,,
and AkSoul's Bve'Curt Sachs claimed that the juggler's acts
were "profanati6IIS of old religious dances," and that
popular folk dance., such as caroles and morrises, con-
tinued pre-Christian themes of courtship and revels."
Dancing in.the churchyards, the sources of many a cleric's
tirades and warnings, was another pagan-influenced prac-
tice Cults of the 'deae, evident in so many pre Christian
cultures, were not 'easily_ suppressed by the Church and the
allure of the graveyard continued in full force during

tmuch of the Middle Ages.
A manifestation of the continued appeal of cults of the

dead was die Dance of Death, which was urigmally repre-
sented only,in poems and pictureqhe concept of death as'y
the great leveller, the destroyer (if:social and economic
imbalances, wa:s tremendously popular After the Black,
Death in the mid-thirteenth century ,,there was an upsurge

the Dance ofDeafh, with grotesque parodies of funerals
and frenzied dance outbursts such as the famous St Vitus'
dance and its Italian version, tarantism. These clan:
seomanias as they); were called, erupted periodically
throughout the IA kci d 1 e Ages in all pans of Europe, as-early
as 750 A.D. and continuing through to the seventeenth
century. Frequently, the manias took the form of masses of
people dancing frenziedly from town to town, begging
food and money, and sweeping up new recruits as they
went. In 1260, flagellants appeared in Germany and Italy
Seized with the compulsion to expiate their sins, proces-
sion's of repentants travelled,through Europe making pub-
lic display's of whipping, scourging, and other mortifica-
tions of the flesh. These manias were targets of the Inquisi-
tion, although their persistence throughout the Middle.
Ages attests to the futility- of any attempts at suppressing
them. .

There was a lighter side to medieval dance and the
minstrels and jesters provide good examples. Minstrels,
travelling entertainers who sang, danced, played instru-
ments, and recited verses, were often of noble birth and
were popular at fairs, inns, and ca ties. In the late Middle
Ages even the Church employed minstrels, who after play-
ing at the Mass would step right out of the chapel and intl.
the dance hal1.28Clergy patronizeqminstrels for their own
entertainment and for celebrating holy days. In the rand-
thirteenth century, court jesters appeared, enlivening the
castles with their dance, games, songs, and wit.

Conclusion
The early Middle Ages were a time less concerned .with

the arts and education than with political struggles, war-
fare, economic survival, culture clashes, and the spread of
Christianity. The overwhelmingly negative attitude of the
Church toward the human body and to earthly pleasures 1.1
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brought about the decay of theater and the widespread
condemnation of.am sort of dance during the period from
400 1000 A.D , despite the clandestine activity of certain
clergy and itinerant entertainers.

By the tenth century however, Christianity had finally
established a strong political, cultural, and moral domain.
Through .Church influence and investment, classical edu-
cation add the arts once again began to flourish, leading to
the small bloom of twelfth century humanism, and them to
the great flowering of the Renaissance, when ballet was
burn. The Church's attitude toward dance, although ufli-
daily-and sometimes inpractice negative, can actually be
seen co have. contributed to the growth and encourage-
ment of later medieval European dance, as evidenced in
the development of liturgical dramas and the evolution of
social and professional dance forms.

If wjare tabeheve the secondary sources, supplement-
ing our inquiry with direct references to the writings of

',medieval commentators, then a revision of our view of the
Catholic Church and dance is in order For it appears that,
perhaps much to its own surpeise, the Church became the
foundation from which European theatrical dance forms
were built. This view awaits further validation through a
more thorough study of the primary sources themselves.
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3 11Who .D ces Not
Knows Not the Way ,of Life:

the Changing RelationsIgips of Dance and Religion
Nancy Brooks Schmitz

stern civilization's relationship ilith sacred
dance has changed with the evolving theology of
Christianity and its interpretation of Biblical

sources The first five centuries of &shank), firmly estab-
lished ritual church dance as a way of expressing joy , astway

of salvation, and a way of praise The most common ac-
ceptable (orm of sacred dance was in imitation of the
angels although other form's did exist Early Christian
dance served as a living experience of the mysteries of the
faith and of the joy involved in its revelations. However, the
period in Church history between the sixth and fifteenth
century was marked by ambivalent attitudes toward sacred
dance and dance in general Ibis ambivalence survived
into the religibus traditions of modern times. It 4s only
within the twentieth century that dance has begun one
again to find an acceptable and welcome entry into reli-
gious worship,

In the fifth century, dance and theatre in Rome had
degenerated to a spettacle of brutality and eroticism. Early
Christians having suffered under these Roman excesses
condemned the Roman way of life. Beduse dance was an
integral part of Roman life, dance as a spectacular enter-
tainment was condemned by the Church fathers.

The Church became the only power that remained unaf-
fected by the collapse of the Ronan Empire, by the ensu-
ing loss pf faith in the existing institutions and cultural
traditions, and by the loss of hope in life. Therefore, it was
Christianity that became the revolutionary force in Euro-
pean civilization G. G Coulton stated that it was Christian-
ity which took more men out of themselves, and took them
farther than any other recorded event in Western history.'

-- By whatever process, Christianity fused into one single
wire the main strands of pre existing thought. Roman State

Philosophy; Judaism, the Oriental Cults. From
the first it took its impressing ceremony and system of
goveInment, from the second, higher speculation, from
the Jews their monotheism,and from the Cults their mystic
exaltation.

As the ChUrch's authority grew as 'a spiritual leader,
teacher, sand lawgiver to the West, it started to regulate all
forms of activity This included legislation on dance. This
legislation first concentrated on theatrical dance and reli-
gious dances which had degenerated or which had be-

, come excessive. 73

. ,

S'acred dance was a form of expression that the people
appreciated and needed. It also served as a way of enticing
pagans into Christianity. The motifs of pagan dance were
often so similar to Christian sacred dance that only new
sy mbolism needed to be associated. Also, the early Chris-
tian missionaries on converts of the pagans readily when
they incorporated the established worship, forms of the
pagans, including their dance, into the Christian worship
Lewis Spence writes that

When a religious system is suppressed and another
takes itsTlace and official status, the customs.associ-
ated with the olderfaith are not easily discarded by the
folk. The sanctionrof tradition keeps them alive. The
Church might thunder at the peasant or appeal to him
to desist from the practice of his antique pagan rites.
But the peasant was taking no risks. He had a lively`
dread of the elder gods and no mind to offend them. 2.

Often old rites were secretly maintained, the time inevita-
bly arrived when the origin and meaning of the ritual were
comp)stely forgotten by the people whose ancestors had
celebrated them. Once the significance of a custom was

' lost, its progress and development discontinued. There-
fore, the observance of the custom betame merely me-
chanical or misunderstood as being an amusement or
pastime.

Two different sacred dance traditions developed during
the Middle Ages in the Christian Church. The first sacred
dance tradition was a dance performed by the clergy as
part of the service. The second tradition of sacred dance
developed was connected with church ceremonies or fes-
tivals. In this tradition, the dances were performed.by the
congregation with approval and guidance of the church.
These were known as popular sacred dance.

Movement was ritualized in the sacred dance per-
formed by the clergy. In most cases the dances were
performed in conjunction' with saints' days, Christmas, or
Easter. These dances either followed prOcessional form or
round dance form. The movements were symboliC of the
theology of the church. The congregation were merely
spectators of a ritual act. '

During this particular period, the Mass developed. The
Mass actually was S disciplined sacred dance. There were

. .1
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definite movements and postures for the participants This
was especially true for those active in moving the ritual
articles, such as the' candles, books, or censors Margaret
Fisk cites the Catholic Encyclopedic actionaty as the
source for a statement concerning dance. "Some, of the
movements of the ministers in sacred ceremonies such asP
celebrant, deacon and sub-deacon at-High Mass are in the
nature of a foirmal dance."3 Othersources find the Mass
similar to David's dance befOr,e the Ark, performed in slow
motion.

The second tradition of sacred dance was also per-
formed most often in processional form, however, round
dances were also popular. Dances usually took place not
only in the church, but in the clerchyard and surrounding
countryside as well These dantes took place during reli-
gious festivals, saint's days, weddings, or funerals. This
type of sacred dance became difficult for the church to
regulate since its popularity was so great. Because of the
nature of the dances and the occasions upon which they
were performed, the dancers dere often spontaneous in
their movements. The very nature of the dapces such as the
rhythmic stAimping and hopping steps often caused an
uncontrollable ecstasy. These dances were also accom-
panied by feasting and drinking. Probably all of this con-
tributed to the excesses trollied upon by the Church.

Prohibitions against religious dance intensified during
the sixth century: But while-the church hierarchy issued
edicts against dance, the priests and monks were reluctant
to enforce them. This was probably because the writings of

Judith Rock in "Breit* Given to Clay"

O

the Church fathers were the principal object of studs, in the
monasteries and in the training and education fqr the
priesthood. Since the Church fathers had often written of
the meaning of sacred dance, and had not opposed it, the
priests and monks could not concur with the prolukitions.'
Therefore, in most cases they continued to ignore the
edicts.

At first these edicts were aimed at controlling excesses
during the dance festivities or at dancing taking place at
inappropriate times. During the fourth, fifth, and sixth
centuries numerous religious councils ordered the dis-
continuance of dancing during the nightwatches on the
eves of saints' days. In the seventh century, edicts were
issued to ban the Festival of Fools from the church and to
prevent indecent songs from being sung at'festivals,

Gradually, the number of piohibitions ffiultiplied.Pro-
hibitions were not only aimed at excesses, lilt at all sacred
dance. However, this was-not consistent. This can be seen
in the edicts of the Council of Toledo. In 539 A.D. the Third
CouncAt Toledo issued a warning forbidding dance in
the churches during the vigil of saints' dlys. In the next
century, the Council forbid theFestival of Fools with as
music and dancing. In that same century- the Council
suggested that Archbishop Isidore prese t a ritual rich in
sacred choreography. This finial becam part ofthe Mass
known as Mozaiabe. It was used in the s ven churches in
Toledo and in the Cathedral of Seville. Th ance involved
became known as Los Seises. Its practice continued into
the present century despite all opposing edicts. Intact, in
the fifteenth century Pope Eugenius II ordered" his dance
to cease. However, the choristers or choir boys were
brought to Rome where they performed before the Pope

who remarked,' "I see nothing in this children's dance
which is offensive to God. Let them continue 'Ao cUnce
before the high altar." Backman writes that this dance most
probably symbolized David's dance before the Ark. He
also states that interpretations do exist which indicate that
the dance represents the dance of the angels as well.4

Nhinerous edicts were aimed at preventing women
from dancing and singing in the churchor on the church
porches. Also prohibited were "devilish" songs which
were popular to sing for the dead during the night.
Backman speaks of threats of excommunication at the
beginning of the tenth century for those women who
viSited graves in order to beat drums and dance round
dance6.5

. ,
These edicts occur concurrently with the changing

theologies of the church\ Coulton explains that stress, was
laid upon'the fall df maa4vith the idea of the -body as evil in
contrast to the divine sbul,' In conjynction with this, the
pleasu res of the body were denied. daiety, laughter, joy,
singing, and dancing were viewed as not befitting to the
Christian. Festivity, and dancing was considered pagan.
Instead of aiming the,proDibitions toward the excesses
which accompanied the dance, ,e.g drinking, singing
obscene songs, and wearing of masks, thrice was prohi-t
bited'altogether. Thus beginning in the thirteenth century

.. .1 4and cootinuing into the sixteenth century, complete pro-
hibitiOn of sacred dance was ordered.
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Reasons for these bans were based not only on per-
ceived excesses, but also upon such ideas as. one should
listen in silence to the Word of the Lord, dancing and
singing were the work of the Devil, dancing lowers the
dignity of the church, dancing desecrates the church and
churchya.rd, ring dances disturb divine service and rever-
ence for them Backman cites the Council of Narbonne
which attacked church in the severest terms.

Since to the dishonor of the Christian name, and in
contempt of holy thing& thel-e are performed ring-'
dances and hop-dances and other three-step dances,
as well as other improprieties, the Council desires to
root them out entirely, so that henceforth nobody will
flare to dance in a holy temple or a churchyard .

during service'

Sacred dance by the c,15rgy, eventually stopped, but the
Church remained unsuccessful in suppressing popular
church dances. The numerous edicts only served to push
religious dance out of the church, into the" chdrchyard and
cemetery, and eventually into the streets. It is evident that
the church fought long to abolish dance 'kith little success.
It was the Reformation which ultimately succeeded in
suppressing sacred dance

There were miral, doctrinal,' economic, and political
Causes of the Reformation which beton in 1517. The lead-
ers of the Reformation were highly critical of traditional
chtirch.custorris They fought to suppress the use of images
and the worship of saints. They also sought to uppress
pilgrimages and processions. The Reformation was, an

s. .

attempt to revive the dembcratic outlook of primitive
Christianity and its concern fdr social °reform, equality,
tolerance, and freedom. But much oftlyls ideal was lost-in
the course of pushing the Reformaticiii forward. It also
intensified the major struggle of Christianity, asceticism
v humanism or the soul vs the body. The Relformation

.prea&ed the renunciation of the world. It wag- totally
unappreciative of danceand other arts, as well 'As all
worldly pleaillr,eS. The mind was considered all
tant The body was thbught of as woithoui'hlue in religious
growth and Worship.-

The growing Protestant movement used the neiOnven-
tie tracts against dance.

- .on anisniformation or
d against dance were:

tidnof the printing press to
These' tram mere often based
misinterpretatiOns.The reasons ci
that Christ's pieaching was of the spirit, not the body; joy
and amusement was in conflict with the Church, the, bodyf
was the temple of God .It is interesting to note that these
same reasons had been usea ea. [-her in favor of religious

r. danc, The Protestants based their theology upon The
Holy-Bible, It was the fault oi'dietnterpieters that Thello/y_
Bible was believed to forbid fC.IF:and floppiness,:-

Tracts repelfedlyetted that daks was accompanied by.

drunkerintss*irder, lewdness divorce and nakedness.
If.e:Onse-,..cif-tflig:Alsociation it was coadered to be the
Vt,,tikof t1 deyd These tracts eased their defense of their

the tiblicarsory of Salome. In this scrture
5afei*s dan'e0S-sa5companied by feasting a_nd

*- married: his' brother Phillip's wife, Salome

1.

a
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LIJnce was interpreted to have been entice since it was
said to have pleased Herod soiliat he gave her anything
she desire4 which was the head of John the Baptist. There-
fore, Salome's dance is associated with the evils of glut-
tony, drunkenness, adultery , and murder. By way of asso-
ciation dance was, therefore, evil.8

Anothet Biblical source often cite) was the dance of the
Golden Calf. Since this.dance was performed around the
idol and c i5d was angered, the interpretation was that God
disapproves of both the idol and the dance.

Some of the intensity of these tracts can be seen in the
following excerpt from a booklet at Utrecht which Van Der
Leeuw cites.

The heathen arQ the inventors of dance. Those who
cultivate it are generally idolators, epicureans, good

for nothings,despicable or dishonourable comedians
or actors, as well as souteneurs, gigolos, and other
dissolute, worthless, wanton persons Its defenders
and followersare Lucian, Caligula, Herod, and simi-
lar epicureans and-athiests With it belong gluttony,
drunkenness, plays, feast days, and heathen saints'
days 9

A new reason was added to the growing list against
dance. This was based upon the seventh Commandmeht
whiCh was interpreted to forbid not Only adultery, but all
sins of inapurhy such as unchaste looks, words, jokes and
whatever violates Modesty-or leads to impurity. It was
thereforelaught that.one must avoid curiosity of the.eyes,
vanity, and Immodesty in dress. It was also taught that one
must avoid indecent dances and contact with the opposite
sex. Thus the idea of the connection between the body,
dance, and eroticism is brought into'the open. It is for this
reason that the real disapproval of:sacred dance by Christi-.
anity was generated. Van Der Leeuw,suggested that dance
even in the simplest and most proper form brings out the
glory 'of the body and attracts the oppOsite sex.'° Harvey
Gox stated that dahce'bot uses the body to celebrate and
also celebrates the body." In its teachings, Christianity
has been the outspoken enemy of alb body and all the

' sensual pleasures, none of w
cent. It taught not to fin
only guilt whichzvas pasSeki d

preacheciiiie idealf
the flesh. Van bier-Leed-w.wi:

ich are believed to,be inno-
i-fication

I

the lefte body. It le
from generation to pnera-

irginity and mortification of
es that:

It is obvious that a view of itre that shrinks from the
body cannot stand for beautiful movement, that a
religion which exalts virginity above all must hate the
enticements_of the moving body,-that ,lbe hope-for
releasefrom- the body of this, death expects,kak f tts
from any of feeling,- and .certaini- _not .
froin any the holy, through lante.'

tinter Reformation that the .
=CathOlic ehtirC eturn to a puree form of Chtisti-,. .

anity by putting greater emphasis upon the cessation of all.,
religious dances. In addition, the church insisted upon a
liturgical unity without any creativity in worship. There- /2
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..--..-:-1:7,,,,; - 4 Ifore, w;thlthe' increasing prep,.: cal q se;41.'iertgiQuso
dance and no possible way fo4 'reamer v4:14'11P,i014.
dance either' disappeared, i.i. ''veT i I v 1,_ itted
places, or anl.certain religio ;us s iinQ5'19,1k
expressions at weddings ,,ind furter or miln d.

. gP* ,miniscent in the Mass 1 :
.. ? tr - .... .. -

-
Dance barred from the church, ant ,14)ty rd,

4..began to manifest itself either as a theatrical 1.0
or as a folk art. It.was oilly in isolated areas rdhie

. -,i: .- '-remained a part of the religious worship 4:thelp.qop1V;
Thus it was that the dances of "Los Seises" in iiitr4cm,
-of Seville oe the processional dance arounciltitaltSr-kt:

- Echternach, Luxembourg which existed intoltheesent
century as remnantsof medieval Christianity.. 4

Even before the sixteenth century, religious ice hadti
become so severely ritualized that its very life , feelulg
had been squeezed from it. Only in the poptiolitg religious
dances did spontaneity, creativity, and lioness} in feeling
continue to persist However, with increas'ed pressui-es of
the church, civil authorities, and finally the Refotiniation,,
these popular dances became more sedate and ritualized
until finally they too disappeared What'ivas left to Christi-
anity then was an anti-festiye, joyless spiiit.. , -,

Expression through dance turned toward thezhewre or
the village sqdare' It became a source of light, entertain-
ment and a means of socialization and Uniflittion.'The
continuing urbanization of the population took the people
farther and farther away from the greatest source of reli-
gious inspirtio'n,--nature. The new culture of the cities
was based not only upon Protestant and Roman Catholic
influences, but also upon scientific investigation, the intel-
lect, and industry. .

The culture so focused upon the processes of induS-
trialization that the people lost contact -with their bodies
and consequently with their spirit as well. Alienated, there-

from his identity, man became an image without
pet'sonal humanity He became part of an alieNted Sixi
et, a society which treated man as a replaceable6machine.

, /It was from this type of societylhat the United Society of,
Believers in Christ's Second Appearing, colpmonly calla
the Shakers, separated themselves in the latter part orthe
eighteenth century Strangely enough, this religious see'
developed from Huguenot sects wh
from a dualistic religious movement of the thineenth cen-
fury It is notabldthat the dualism, the spirit Allgbody,df
the Shakers was to Manifest itself in a totally unique man-
ner. Instead of opposing danci, the Shakers used the.

dance as a vehicle for greater spirituality. ,In 1776, under
the direction of Ann Lee, a small group of believersestab-
lished a community in New York. According to Edward
Antrews this ,

se ideas descended

fellowship followed the example-of the primitive
Colic church; men and women living together in celi-
bate, confessing and forsaking all fleshly practices,_

working industriously with their hands, holding all
gOiAjin common, speaking and singing in'un-
kiown tbJigues, worshiping joyfully, preaching that

ev

o

4
Clinst had actually come to lead belrei.eimo a perfect,
sinless, everlasting life the life of the 13

This sect rapidly whiled converts Gradually the tell-
tively simple elements of Mother Ann's mystic faith were
developed into more elaborate beliefs By 1898 the doc-:,
trine of a dual Diety, car mascuhne-femmind Godhead,

to that of the Hind. wreligion, was formulated. The
T.,seven principles of the, cliccirch (duty to God, duty to man,ya.
r3epapijoh. from .the world, peace, i#mplicity of language,

right. use tlf property, and celibacy) formed ahe practical
and external law of the life of the Shakers by ,1823.,

The songt, music, and dances used in Shaker worship
were inseparable forms of expressing praise, joy, need, or
unidn withGod Originally, their dance was not 'an orga
nized form elf worihip The first meetings were often form
without structure, Andrews relates from Shaker records.

After assembling .together and sitting for a while in
'silent meditation,, then were taken with a nitgEity
trembling at other times they were affected with a
mwho, shaking, and were occasionally exercised in
singing, shouting, or walking the floor, under the
it of spiritual signs, shoving each other
aboul or swiftly passing and repass-mg each other,
like clouds agitated* by a mighty wind."

Meetings became a scene of trembling, whirling, shaking,
quivering, sighing, groaning, crying, screaming, jumping,
turning, stamping, and falling.

Andrews quotes contemporaries of the Shakers as
sources for information concerning how these worship
services,appeared to outsiders.From a source concerning
Heavy dances he quotes that it was performed

by a perpetual springin om the house floor, about -
four inCheS up and down, both in the men's- gnd

o women's apartMeizt, moving about as thick as they
can, crowd, with extraordinary transport, singing
sometimes' one at a time, and sometimes more' than'

/one.
2" The elevation draws upon the nervesso as that they

Limy internals ofshudderingaSyf they were in a strong
fit of the ague Thcsometimes Clap hands and leadso
as to strike the joists above theZreeads. They throw off
their outside garments in these exercises, and spend
their strength vex cheerfully this way '5

r- Mother source, Daniel Rathbun,: is quoted.

Everyone actsforhimself, and almost everyone differ-
ent from the other; one will stand.with his arms ex-
tended, 4cting over odd postures, which they call

,sVms; 'another will be dancing, and sometimes bop-
ping on one leg abouhthe floor; another will fall to,
rying arpund, so swift, that if it be a woman, her
clothes will be so filled with the wind, as though they
worn kept out,ky a hoop, another will be prostrate on
Ow floor, another will be talking with somebody, and
some sitting 15y, smoking, their pipes, some groaning
most dismally; some treinbling extremely, others act-

/4
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ing as though all thew nerves were convulsed, others
swinging their arms, with all vigor, as though they
u ere turning a uheel -Then all break of and baie a
spell bfsmoking, and some tunes great fits of laugh
ter 16

The Shakers termed this experience labouring. Its pur-
pose was mortification, the debasing of Nide and self in
spirit through humiliatioh of the body.,MIthe movements
oi the dance, the shaking, falling, rolling; and whirling
were a means to loosen the bodily ties, the sins, and the
faults to cause a purification and simplification of the spirit
Therefore, through the ecstasy of the,dance a means of
cleansing the spirit was established which SHikers
biteved was an acceptable work of God, nianifestations or
a superhuman will to which they had to submit Dance,
which had originally been an involtintary reactibh to their
emotion was integrated as a voluntary duty ofjeligiou's
worship

The Shakers had to justify their use'of dance to the
outside, world which had learned to frown upon dance To
the Puritans who lived near the Shakers, dance was the
work of the devil, certainly not a fitting means of religious
expression. The Shaker worship service aroused intense
prejudices amqng these neighbors. Often these prejudices

-Vied to persution. Therefore, tracts were issued which
listed scriptUral references to dance. They pointed out that
since not a,single passage spoke against dance as a means
of sacred worship all opposition waS unfounded. Edward
Andrews points out that the Shakers arguedthat the exces-
ses ascribed to some in the dance Should not obliterate the
dance's function in divine worship? Andrews cites Wells
and Green, authors of A Summary View of Om Millennial
Church:

God has, created man an active, intelligent being,
possessing importantpow. ers andfaculties, capable of
seriing himself according to his needs and circum-
statices, and be is required to -des te these power and
faculties to the serviee,of God Since we are blessed
wit4hands and feet, those active and useful members
of the body :shall we Not atknowledge our obliga-
tions to God who gave them in our devotions to ;Jim?,

attitude of the body should be such as to
express outwardly and assist the inward reverence of
the sOul.I7

13), the end of the eighteenth century the nature of the
Shlker dances changed, As the society established itself
into a more formal organizahvthe mode of worship

. .

Including songs and dance became more organized.
There were several reasons why this occurred. First, the

zeal eyd energy of the community was slowly
diNerted into building the society. 5ecundl),, and probably
most importantly, the Shaker-leaders realized that their
success as a community rested upon their acceptance by
,those living around them. Therefore, as they began to
open their meeting, to others, modifications and ritualiza-
don of their fdrm of dance were affected. Set hiance,
movements were in froduced. Father Jusegh Meacham in

-
7

troduLet1 the square order shuffle which he claimed to -
!we learned from a 'mon of angels dancing before God.
This shuffle gradually licame executed in a most slow and
sqlemn manner NA, ith iations or "gifts- enhiening it,
Father Joseph's successor, Mother .Lucy Wright, around
1804 envisioned the angels in heaven jo)isully skipping
Gradually, the speed of the shuffle accelerated to wfiat was
called the skipping manner. "Gifts- once more enlivened
the service Even the old nranner, :back,- or "promiscu-
ous" manner of ecstatic dance was occasionally revived.
HoWever, by 1815, with the advent of anthem;, and written
music, worship becarn,e once again more ritualized. Hand
gestures were prescribed for certain songs. Maneuvers
were established. At first these maneuvers consisted of
single file ranks moving in forwarciand backward steps.
Soon ring-dances and the four-square form were intro-
dtitEd. More'--complex movement patterns were intro-
cluCed such as the kflow square, mother's star, mother's
loVe, square and altpass, and walking the narrow path.
These patterns came to assume special significance., Ac-
cording to Andrews, they were symbolic of the travel of the
soul heavenward."'

It is significant to note that during those periods of
emotional stress whiCli recurred throughout most
Shaker history, the ritual form of worship was forsaken. In
these highly: excited "awak&ings" as these periods were
called, the old mlnner of "back" or "prOmiscuous" dance
manif9sted itself However, as the numIter of Shakers de-ip
dined after the Civil War, the worship form slowly lost its
inner vitality of spirit Indeed they still believed in their
cause and type of worship; but lacking the freshness of
new impetus; from inside the sect, their dance became
more and more sober. Without spirit, their worship form
became a, mechanical repetition of the old forms long
before the Shaker communities-had ceased to exist.

Tite.Shaker religious worship form is imporkint to.un-
derstand especially since it is not Far removed in 'History
from the present. Even though its vitality lasted a little over
a Century, the gittern of its development and demise was
the same as was followed by all religions. At first there was
a period of intense, child-like mysticism This mysticism
led to 'a spontaneott, creative, emotional worship in
which ecstatic dance played an irreparable role with song
and tune. As the religious beliefs became more elaborate,
the dance gradually'became formalized and separate from
tune'une 'Music Whenevter there was a brief period of new
religious impetus, the dance again became spontaneous,
and emotionally charged As the impetus and itality of the
religious movement ceased, devotion to the form of wor-
ship continued, but the practice was devuid of spirit and
merely a lifeless repetition of ritual.

It is notable that even the juMificatiopsIor dance in the
orship sera ice of the Shakers followed the save patterns

as did those for dance in the development of Christianity as
a whole. In, the first, ecstasy of emotional response,,w-or-
ship was so integrated that no justification was needed or
given. It was only after the elements of religious expres-
sipn begin to separate and ritukhze that justifications were 17



given Therefore, the dance was rationalized according to
,scriptural references which mention dance specifically
and then later to interpretations of rylpous beliefs -

ReFagious dance at the beginning of the twentieth cell;
i

tu ry was nothing more than a relicof the past and a hesitant
awaiting of the future T9,most people dance was incon-
ceivable as an expression of the holy Elements of dance

0 appeared in the church preserved odly as relics of the past
These elements were rituals devoid of real meaning In
fact:life-itself, so fractignalized between the spirit, the
mind, and the body:was devoid of meaning With this
disintegration of the personality, man had Jost an impor-
tant key to happinesshis humanity. The dualism of
medieval Catholicism and the Reformation churches had
given the impetus and energy to the development of a
higher, more refined culture at the expense of the iudi-
vidual personality isilo ern man was a hollow shell, his
body, mind'Illd spirit ere no longer connected; he was
dehumanized and isolated not only from others, but also
from himself Thus the man of the twentieth century
strongly yearned for unity of life for harmony It was this
search for unity which helped rediscover thqrueessence
of the dame as an expression of the spirit

Dance as a form of the religious expression. of the
twentieth century did' not recewelits impetus from reli-
gious groups Instead, it received not only its impetus but
its rebirth as a means of escape from the existing theatre
dame, Classical ballet It was the art of Isadora Duncan
which caused dance to once more become something of
the spirit and the mind. Duncan hoped to bring about a
renaissance of religio,n 1:1 means of the dance as expres-
sion IN hich'stemmed from Man's inner self, his emotions
Her autobiography expressed her feOngs that dance
could he a "holy pursuit of highest beauty" and could help
people develop spiritually. Duncan's own fife lacked the
discipline necessary for implementing these beliefs How-
ever;her dance acid, beliefs did inspire others to work in
this direction. -

It was the work of Ruth St DemS and Ted Shawii in the
second and third decades of this century which truly gave
impetus to The rebirth of sacred dance, first upon the
concert state, then in churches. Ruth St Denis sought to
symbolize the spiritual truths found in the religions of the
world in her choreography for the concert stage. Margaret

...Fisk votes Ruth St , Denis' statement of vision for dance
that it might leave "the lowland's of mere aestheticism and
entertainment for the clear austere summits of spiritual
revelation Ruth St Denis is quoted as describing sacred
dance as a "dimension of The free moving of our divine
,selfhood in any direction, in any posture, in any gesture or
'rhythm that releases our highest and most harmonious
eNistence;19 In 1947 she established the Church of the
Divine Dance in Hollywood which provided a place for
experimentation in sacred dance. It was her vision that this
experimentation might bring about a vital understanding
between the church and the arts.

Ted Shawn believed the dance was the, first and finest
'means of religious expression As early as 1917 he pre-

--; 18 sented entire church services in choreographic form in

iI

over thirty cities I hs writivs, his speeches,. and his
choreography promoted the idea of sacred dance This
intense belief nt a lngher purpose of dance was transmit-
ted tai the mans pupils of Dentshan, the school which p-as

-founded by Ruth St Denis and Ted Shawn It was t us
itality of spirit which ii Aired their students- not to ,

particular tradition of n'tovement, but to a sincere belief
that dance not only could but must reveal man's inner soul,

' his passions, his sorrows, his needs, and his yearnings
Thus dance once more becameimore than an amusement
It could serve the spirit of 44an, helping him to transcend
his humanity and causing him to grow toward love, cour-
age, goodness, and greatness. The style or styles of move- ,

ment which evolved from this rediscovery were based
upon each artist's individual quest to find a movement
source which could serve not only the body, but the mind
and the spirit, too These individualistic styles became
known as modern dance.

Modern dancers and choreographers have 4vealed to
us over the past fifty years that dance motivated by the
spirit,can create a tremendous impact upon the spirit of
the observer, awakening and intensifying his awareness of
life Doris Humphrey, Charles Weidman, Martha Graham,
Jos'e Limon, and others have shown through their dance
that spiritual themes can reflect life and that life itself can
reflect spiritual themes. They have revealed to us that
dance has religious meaning, but that it does not only
express religious feelings. For as Van der Leeuw states

all feelings, from the most solemn to most frivol-
' ous, find their e.xpressiotz in the dance The religious is

not a particular sensation alongside other sensa-
tions, but the summation of them all Thus the dance
can also serve a purpose which we too, would call
religious. 20

More than anything else, modern dancers have helped
contemporary society to discover that the body is a beauti-
ful, expressive, and holy iwtrument. The shame of the
body created by the ddalism of Christianity is now being
replaced by a celebration of the body. This celebration is
intensified by man's inner need to integrate each of the
areas of his identity, body, spirit, and mind and the areas of
life (prayer, work, and play) into a whole.

Only when all men learn once more to dance will a
general consciousness of life be created. Dance must be-
come a natural and healthy expretsive medium once
again. It is through dance that the body, spirit, and mind
can become integrated and man can once more become
humanized. As is stated in Lord of the Dance.

Dance is an expression of the uhole being and
u'holeness is of the essence of Christianity, which-calls
for the devotion not of the mind alone, but of heart,
soul, and strength.

Dance can be the unifying action in life. It can be not only
amusement, but it can also be a useful and holy action. It is,
as Havelock Ellis States, "the loftiest, most moving, the
most beautiful of the arts, beCuse it is no mere translation
or abstraction from life, it is life itself."22

1
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Judith Rock and Tom Martin (Body and SoulDance

The time has come when dance is once again welcome
in many churches, One organization, the SacrtaDance
Guild, has done a considerable job in reestablishing the
ties of dance with the church It has encouraged inclusion
of modem dance and rhythmic choirs in l'eligious ser-
vices.

Dance in religious education today is based upon the
idea of a living experience of God By dancing this experi-
ence, religion becomes a part of or a living thing. Bruce
and Tooke state"that:

Unlikesome other forms of knowledge, religion can
never remain on a purely or even mainly; intellectual
plane; as a skitic fact or doctrine It has to be trans.'
la ted into the being . . 23

. - ..
Margaret Fisk writes that dance creates a stronger base for
loyalty tor .the church through participation rather than

4 intellectualization. -she also suggegts that participation in
danCe.creates A sense of beltinging atich feeling of signifi-.
cance.24 ,

A much greater effect. wit be felt if dance in r,eligious
services.. is alldikedlo be thetleeply felt, spontaneous, and
creative it -once was. M Oan needs the ortunity to
uniquely respond to his feelings without th need to ver-
balize or justify his reactions: Maxine Sheets believes that
dance is literally thinking with the body.25 A dance can be a
true expression without thought in words or images taking

. place. Throughout histury ,-Cra"nce as a means of religious
e rience has followed the same patterns of develop:,

...4"11.11111M11.1".111r1111.11M11"111111111111"1111
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Company) in "Common Ground" byDiane Koelin

mint. These patterns of dance expression reflect the pat-
tern of the religion and vice versa.

We have come alruost a full circle in the use of dance as a
4 means of religious expression. It is clear that, as Havelock

Ellis states, "Dancing ... cannot die out, but4will.always be
undergoing a rebirth ... it perpetually emerges. afresh
from the soul of the pr.q1e."26 Even when seemingly
repressed, dance periodically must break out through all
restraints 27 It is as if dance responds to,,an inner need so
basic as to transcend all cuituraloVerlays. It is froM
tive times that movement haskienoted life:It is even in our
time that the mystiCism of life is manifested in dance.

tt3Rance is Religion. For in dance, man'succeeds, in 'trans:.
cenidnien.g. this world, becoming one +.1 the 'or
divine.'
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Religion and Ritual:
Dance of the Plains Indians

1:11141'"
, Karen Lynn Smith

i.

he American Plains Indians are the inhabitants ofa
large cultural area that extends froth Tex'as to Sas:

--Icitchewan and -from tife Miggis7sippilb thelkOCIdeS,
including the land that was once the rolling American
prairie. Dancing was such a frequent amusement of all
tribes that the ceremonies themselves were called
"dances" by the Indians. Dancing, Catlin said, entered into
theirfohnOfnvorship and was a way to appeal to the Great
Spirit, to pay devotion to medicine, and a way of honoring
and entertaining strangers of distinction in their country.

sawsaw so many of their different varieties of dances
atno>igst the Sioux that I should be disposed to de-
nominate them-the "dancing Indians." it Would seem
as if they had dances for everything. And in so large a
village, there was-scarcely an hour in any day or
night, but what the beat of the drum could somewhere
be heard. These dances are almost as various and
different in their character as they are numerous
sat e of ,them so exceedingly groteNuk zuzi, laugh-
able, as to keep the bysta. nder in an irresistible roar of
laughter.--others are calculated to excite his pi64-and

lorciVy appeal to his s/Mpathies, whilst others disgust,
and yet others terrify and alarm him with their fright-

ful threats and contortions) :;

A brief description of some of the most important dances
with religious significance follows.

Sacrifice to the Morning Star ""1-,

, In this dance, a,Pawnee warrior would ca ,pture a yotIng
maiden from a neighboripg tribe; her body was painted
red and she-and her male captor were dressed incostumes
from a special' medicine bundle. The ceremonies lasted
three days; on the fourth a scaffold,was erected. The right
half of the captive was painted red; the left halfwas painted
black., She wore a fan-shaped eagle-feathered headdress.
At the "rising of the morning star, warriors rushed toward,
her as iCattacking the enemy and her Captor shot an arrow
through her heart with a bow and sacred arrow. Every,
male in the tribe then shot an arrow into her body. Feast-
ing and dandritfollowed for three vidse days. The victim
represented'the evening star and the ceremony the re-

, newaldf life otleartb. nig ceremony "to the death" was

eliminated after a wArior who loved the sacrificial victim,
rode to the scaffold and rescued her.

Dance to the Cardinal POints

This was a ritual of prayer for long life for the participants
and the entire Sioux Nation. Stones and turtles (the symbol
of long life and fertility) were alternated to fol-m .a wheel
with spokes Four couples advanced and retreated, turning
to face each of four directions. Men were painted with grey
mud; their hair was loose and had mud rubbed into it. The
women wore white dresses, painted their faces yellow,
and marked a redcross on the forehead; they carried sage
and four eagle feathers.

The War Dance

This ceremony began with the striking of a post by the
Chief in the village center and reciting his brave deeds;
others similarly, struck the postand recited while joining
into the dance wtott included pantomimic repre-
sentations of in-citieugAof.,border warfare by warriors,
l. ea dets, and greartiitn:--allusions to heroic deeds. or f'
subtle stratagenis of themselves or ancestors br descrip-
tions of threatening danger or_ violence about to be per-

.

petrated. The war dance was not graceful amusement nor
healthy exercise. It was ceremony, not recreation, and was
conducted with411seriousness belonging to an important
public duty. Vicur tuner in 1839 described the "striking
the' post" dance of the Osage in this way;: aiff

The warriors made maniacal-contortions,'AmMag'
,

and capering like wadmen.,These people, so serious
rind sd composed the day before, lo,pked as if they
were possissed of the devil. They were making such

*mat they seemed to be on the point of dislocating
beirld)vs,rolling their eyestiiidly and twisting their
Iiin10 about, mumbling indistinct words, and utter-
ing the war cry in a low voice, beating drungtor
blowing the reed flutes; some took upia warlike song
which they, accompanied by strikink their fans on
some pieces of wood. The dancers, out of lredth and
covered wfth perspiratipn, began to eat.2r 21



Victory and Scalp Dances

These were the most universal of all dances. To the
Plainsy:. idian, warfare was a game of tag,in which he fought
to distinguish himself in his tribe's eyes as reckless, daring,
andexcitmg. The rewards were honor, glory, and prestige.
Sioux victory dances lasted from several nights to fifteen
nights and were a combination of rejoicing and exulting
over vanquishing,the enemy and mourning his lost as a
brae man. They preferred to fight other Indians, because
they considered the white man an inferior and an adver-
sary. Victory dances included a parade to exhi t ooty and
trophies obtained during a raid, a give -away of o and

.clothing of the warriors, the warrior's dance recount
coup and portray his part in battle, the women's dance
with scalps and othetrophie,s, general or social dances in
celebration of the victory, and a feast furnisfied by the
families of warriors in honor of their safe return.

1

1

This was a celebration of the ,new year iti which grat-
nude was expressed through-elaborate rityals of thanks-
giving, purification, and sacrifice. Old cfctitaingpQttery,
and utensils were destrdyed, fires were extinguished; and
newtes lit to symbolize renewed health, life, vigor, and
spiritu power From Canada to Mexico, the East Coast to
the Rockies, it was a time of amnesty, where hatred was
forgotten, crimes and injuries forgiven, and when
openheartedness and friendliness became the order of
festivity.

George Catlin's "Green Corn Dance of the Hidatsa

. ,..oxit:'' --

The Green Corn Dance

-711111.=.0701.11.111.1nr = INNI"7111111111.1111111W.

On the first dayl of the celebration a decoction (called
the black drink) was made and followed by prayer and
purification; on the second day the Ribbon Dance was
performed; on the third day the FeatherDance was given;
on the fourth day a game of stick ball was played which
preceded feasting. Both ritual ansocial dancing culmi-
nated this event

Calumet and Eagle Dances
The Pipe (Calumet) Dance, and the related Eagle Dance,

seried to greet strangers, create ceremonial friendships,
bring success in hunting or war, bring good luck, oppoge
bad luck, cure sickness, and make peace between warring
tribes Pipes were sacred objects and were handled in
ritualistic waysfashioned of a stone bowl, reed stem, and
a fan of golden eagle feathers The eagle was revered
every-where-as the ruler of the air and creatures of the
airpowerf4, fierce, and fearless. the symbol of purity.
The ceremony conisted of a parade, a pipe dance, a
discovery dance, the striking- the -post fiance, a surrender
of personal articles to others, smoking, and feasting. It was
a time df adoption of "ceremonial" children (ad,ults), and

Movements were like those of the eaglesoaring,
swooping, falling back, and advancing against the wind.
The Jesuit, LeSueur, tried to prohibit the pagan" cere-
monies by forcing die Indian to choose between Christian-
ity and the .calumet, the Indian chose the calumet. This
dance was much a part of Indian life, infAct:that he would
dance regardless of adverse conditions; one account tells,
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George Cadin's "Mandan Buffalo Dance"

0.

of a Cree Indian in 1848 who danced naked except for
breechcroth at -40° F.

The pike dance was a contest dance which included
slow movements and pauses during which the dancer was
required to hold his position and not permit his bells to
sound. At the end of the song, the dancer was to leap ver

' the fire, snatch the pipe, and raise it exactly wfieti last
beat was heard. Judges awarded prizes to the(vin ing
dancers The best attempt to describe the Sioux C,al et

.1DatKet:vas made by Father Louis Hennepim between/ 6750
:401681, The Sioux had just had a feast of bear's melt and
were preparing to send oui a war party. Hennepih ob-.
served:

After the repast, these Savages buying all of them
rain Marks in the Face, and their Bodies painted ith
the Figure of some Beast such as everyone fancy'd
best, their Hair being also annointed with the Oil of
Bears, and stuck all ober with red and white Feathers,
and their heads cover'd with the down of birds, began
to dance with their hands all upon their hip, and
striking the soles of their feet with such violence
against the Earth, that the very Marks appeared Dust-
ing the Dance, one of the Sons of the Master of CePe-

4nonies, made them all smoke in the pipe of war, -
himself shedding abundance of tears during the
whole action.4

The Sun Dance
The Sun Dance was.called by various Plains tribes the

Sun, Thirsting, 'sacrifice, Offering, Medicine Lodge, New
Life Lodge, or Lodge of the Generator Dance. It was held in

"June or July for a period of eight to fifteen days and
dramatized the entire spiritual and emotional life of the
peoplegood overcoming evil, supplication for future
help and strength, thanksgiving, and blessing. It was a
sacrifice or self-torture dance that was a vow by the brave
to overcome the forces of nature, it was thanks given for
divine deliverance from great danger. A central pole sym-
bolited the enemy and was struck by dancers while
"celinting coup" (recounting their glorious deeds). Partic-
ipants gazed at the sun while dancing, apparently never
suffering eye damage. The ceremony began with tribal
singers and drummers acCompariying social dances and
special dances by warrior societies. In some tribes the
sacrifice was a matter of "victims" skewered on their
breasts or backs and dragged around by the sharp sticks
until their flesh tore loose. in other tribes, ten to ene
hundred pieces.of skin might 6e cut off by a friend. The
Indian considered 'sacrifice of material possessions in-
ferior, so he sacrificed his flesh and blood (calledihe'red
blanket). After offering the red blanket, the victim rejoined
the dancers until he fell exhausted. He was forbidden to
pull the skewers out; they would be cut out by the
medicine man. This drama representational of captUre,
torture, captivity, and escape, proved the courage of.the
Indian and demonstrated complete mastery over the
body.5
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Sun Dance is believed to have originated among the
MaKidans, where it tylas called "Okipa" or "0-Kee-Pa." It
celehltted the deliverance from a flood or the induction of
a yoUth into manhood, or was a prayer for an adequate
supply of buffalo. It was held when the willow leaves
reached full size. Okipa began with the bull dance. Eight
buffalo dancers wearing buffalo heads danced four times a
dayethe first-day, eight times the second day, 12 times the
third day, and 16 times the fourth day. The "bulls" snorted,
pawed, and bellowed, and were joined by grizzly bears,
bald eagles, antelopes, swans, beavers, vultures, and
wolves. During Okipa, torture candidates were pierced
and hung from the rafters of the earth lodge by their chests
and backs, four to five feet above the ground. They were
00 pierced by skewers on arms, thighs, and below the
-knees Shields and quivers were suspended from the arm
skewers, buffalo skulls were_syspended from the thighs
and legs When the candidate fainted, he was lowered, and
the skewers were pulled ci;r torn away from the body.
When he revived, he crawled to a large buffalo skull and
had the little finger of his left hand chopped off. Then he
crawled to the central plaza where a pair of dancers
wrapped triongs around his wrists and dragged him
around the arena, Called "The Last Race" by Catlin, each
victim stumbled and ran, trying to remain "alive" for as
Idng as possible (dead being synonomous with fainting) 6
White observers were horrified and shocked by the sever-
ity of the torture. They did not understand the Indian's
attitude of this poor sacrifice of offering material posses-

% sions as a tokeri of gratitude, since all possessions came
from the Great Mystery in the first place, to offer them to
Him was only, to give back His own. So the only sincere
sacrifice a man could make was of his own body and blood.

The Ghost Dance

Around 187'0 a dance cult evolved as a means of finding
_ racial equalityroviding a return to the old way of life and
a return of wild game, and a hope for resurrection of the
dead. Wovoka, a Sioux of the Dakotai, began to preach that
given four days and nights of dancing:the old people
would be rejtfvenated, the dead would return, and things
would be as theywere in the past. The ceremony was held
every six.months, and the religion spread across thq. lain.
The dancing induced trances in coLverts and promised the
revival of the old Indian ways, theMrn of the buffalo, and
the annihilation of the race responsible foto all their
troubles. Circles with as many as three and four hundred
dancers were seen by some observers. They danced fast,
often_in dusttwo to three inches deep. This Was continued
until one, then another, broke from the ring, staggering
and falling in a trance. When the fallen dancers recovered,
they related theiyisions to the other participants. Con-

sffrned about the possibility of an Indian uprising, the U.S.
It` 'ernment sent troops. to put down the outbreak, result-

ing in the massacre at Wo(nded Knee in December of
1890 whereP300 Indians including women and children
were slaughtered. This ended the religion that had in-
volved 30-35 tribes and about 60,000 people.'

31

Henry Sthoolcraft most appropriately summed up the
Indians' use of dance in 848 in his hook The Indiap in Ilts

Dancing is both tin amusement and a religious ob-
servance antppg the American Indians, and is known
to constitute one of the most wide spread traits in their
manners ant customs It is thus interwoven thr,Ough-
out the whole texture of Indian society, so thitt there is
scarcely an event, important or trivial, private ox,
public, which is not connected, more or less inti-
mutely, with this rite.'

The American Indian evolved a specialized, practical
Ceremonial system with w nigh to control his life. He used
rituals, dances, and games as a means of controlling the
unknownto appease demons, spirits, and gods in search
of continued beneficsice or aid. Games and dances
provided spirit which Ted to a sense of unity, through
competitive activities and feats of skill the ceremonies of
the Plains Indians developed solidarity among the tribal
people. Dancing was as much a part of Indian culture as
eating, sleeping, and war. It served not only as entertain-
menttput as definite parts of religious and ceremonial
activities. The Indian daiced his religion, his social be-
liefs, his customs.
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. in America:
Institutions in Search Of Believers ---

Dennis Fallon

.

class and adoption by newcomers to that class of the social
habits expected of them."3

The upheavaLand_radicaLtheologypfthe 19605 sparked

There is an' old saying, "Newt. discus religion and
politics with your friends!" The reasons underlying.
this warning are th,at our religious and political

beliefs are personal and biased, which is to say, they are
accepted with uncontested deliberation and argument.
Does thiiwarning.also apply to discussions on dance? Do
our beliefs about dance relyeprimarily upon personal, ex-.,

perience and parochial examination? Does the American
society and its institutions, e.g., religion, understand the
meaning of dance?The purpose of thislarticle is to present
a parallel overview of religion and dance in Anierica and to
offer some recommendations dlat may, resolve miscon-
ceptions about dance that narrow its acceptance and e ee
tiveness in oursociety.

An OveryieW of Religion in America

Although the philosophy of religion is concerned with
the justification of belief by means of argument,pewm
"religion" is vague, unclear and argumentativelWails
,beliefs, attitudes, emotions, and behaviors that.constitute
'one's relationships with the universe, with God, and with
'other human beings.' ,Religion;is a general term that en-
/compasses, all denominations and sects; it is a term that has
been'stretched bysome to include thOs1 who reject God
and argue that a belief in the fundamental goodness of
humanity is a reficgion. It is an institution that;''
within the fabri of our society and is a ftiticitig'social
reform and at times a bulwark of conStorvatign3.

Early American colonists were often religious dissidents
who frequently squabbled within their ranks aboht doc-
trine and social sand Political affairs, usually in a moral
context. The floe of the social Gospel after the Civil

War witnessed a intredseisl_..cm ch membership, from 6
percent in 1776 nd 15 percenein 1850 to 30 percent-by
1900, 50 percent by 1920, and 66 percent by 1950.2 Argu-
ments Conservative-Fundamentalists and
Modern-trogressiyists were frequent and gave rise to
splintering religious sects. Following World War II critical
voices complained about complacenCY-Within-the Church
and argued that-although-there were increases in church
attendance, there were not necessarily signs 'of growing
faith but peapps reflection of the growth of the middle

33-

. by the Civil Rights movement of the late 50s, rested on the
belief that change was the preeminent factor in modern
life. Society was changing, therefore, institutions, sucb 'as
religion, sho9d change with it. The 60s and early 70s were
times of protest, disillusionment and turnril in social,
political, and religious spheres. "The general trend of the
new theology was away from elements of mystery and the
su*natural and toward the mundane. Some of the new
theologians felt it was time for man 6 work out his own
religious destiny on earth without help of a deity.,"4 All
traditional structures of, Christendom, partrcularly the
neighborhood chtirch and synagogue, were increasingly

° regarded as irrelevant and incapable of responding to
societal needs, Rosten concluded

that the fo esses of faith are experiencing the most
profound a ations in' centuries. Church authority
is being chall ed on wdozen fronts. Traditional
geedsarebeingdo, e i d. Halloukd canons

o are being shelved. Religious practices a e changing
daily. Church leaders are beleaguered by new bold,
persistent demandsfrom .their clergy no less than
from their congfegation!s
There is evidence that a profound religiodi revival is

Mounting in the United States due in part to the Evangeli-
cal movement. A Gallup Poll in 1976 recorded a rise in

"church attendance with 42 percent of Americans attending
a church or synagogue weekly. Gallup surveys also

-showed church membership on an upswing with about 70
percent describing themselves as church members.
Roughly 60 percent indicated that religious beliefs are very
important in their lives. Findings showed the Evangelical
movement to be an increasingly powerftil one and that 34,
percent of the members believed that they were :'born
again. This figure represents nearly 50 million Americans,
aged 18 and over.6.

This .groWth in religious interest and activity in the
'United States is primarily found among young adults. Ac-
cording to a survey of 70 nations, conducted by Gallup
International. Research Institutes, this countrylis the most
religious among advanced nations in the world." This is a 27
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unique country in that it has both a high level of formal
education and it displays a high level of religiolts beliefs
and practices Nevertheless, the influence of religion must
be questioned in a society where morality is losing its
influence Are c,hurthes simply filling their pews with
members lackingtesauine faith and commitment? Are
there grounds for believing that the spirit has gone out of
American religibus institutions that historically have had a
long, peculiar relationship with the creed of the democra-
tic policy "what has come to be called the civil religion
of America?"

These questions challenge the liturgy of religious de-
nominations and sects in America where more than 80
separate groups within tine Protestant Churth that

more than half of all the Christian population hold an
enormous range of Protestant beliefs. The Catholic
Church, the largest de'nurnination in theUnited States with
nearlv 49 million members, is no longer a spiritual for
tress, but since the Second Vatican Council in 1962, "it is a
questioning and divided cliurch, troubled by colliding
purposes and visions "9 A new age hat dawned for the
Catholic Church, an age of aggiornamoto, of relevance.
Catholics have been stripped of their St. Christopher itiecl-
als that once proclaimed their identity. They now share
with Protestants the same sacred supper.'°

This nation's six million Jews are no longer isolated in
urban enclaves, but are spread throughout our society'.
Today many have assimilated (primarily through inter-
marriage which increased from 6 percent in 1960 to 32
percent in 19'2) and shed their religious identities while
retaining their cultural heritage "

Fifty years ago. the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter. Day
Saints (the Mormon Church) with less than. a million
members was primarily confined to the western United
States This closely bound society has grown to a nation-
wide membership of roughly 2.5 million. It is not an easy
religion to folla'because it governs the individual's total'
life in which work is enthroned as the ruling principle of a
Church that surVived persecution and adversity and now

( must survive SUccess.'2
The, African-- Methodist Episcopal Zion Church, with

more than one million members has struggled. since its
inception for freedom and justice for all men,especia4 its
black brethren It has een a catalyst in the Civil Rights
movement.'3

Recently organized religious cults, particularly the Un-
ification Church and the International Society for Krishna
Consciousness, have attracted up to three million mem-
bers "'Over six million Americans participate in transcen-
dental meditation.* These new leligious grdups will
most likely encounter the same harsh criticism that pur-
sued such groups as the Christian Scientists and Jehovah's
Witnesses becatise the religious and cultural majority gen-
erally regard such new religious groups as subversive;
perverted, and clandestine."1

Ina society of religious pluralism one Must accept the
fact that "one man's 13ii.ari-e cult is another's true path to

28 salvation, and the Bill of Rights, was,designed to safeguard

C

Minorities frum the man -on- the street's uncertain capacity
for tolerance."" Minority movements need protection be-
cause they force us to look inward and examine your rule
within society. In This period of religious resurgence and
turmoil, established religions must pause and ponder
their purpose. It is a time to expel magnificent liturgical
differences and regressive beliefs su that human likenes-
ses can be recognized. Then a wealth of talent can be
Shared with energy and resolution for a more complete
manifestation of human potential..

An Overview of f)ance hi America

. In 1940 Margaret H'Doubler wrote, "Dance today is
clearly in an unsettled state. Old forms and traditions are
being given up. New ones are arising to take their place. A
time of change presents a confused picture. That there is
this change is proikthali.-5,14:ganical lyatial,_-_,Jad.......__
much more so than it hits ever.before been in this country"
This vitality H'Doubler claim was exhibited in the "less
mature art forms," such as tap, folk, and ballroom dancing,
as well as the "more highly developed forms," e.g., ballet
and modern dance, all of which were stimulated by some
kind of aesthetic experience derived from movement."
Today some people may argue that disco dance is also
aesthetic moveilient and deserves inclusion iri a contem-
porary definition of dance. Unfortunately the term
"dance" is no less elusive and imprecise than the tarn
"religion" in American society.
) In colonial days the repressive and righteous Puritans

forbade mixed and promiscuous dancing of men and
women by issuing tracts, against dancing, such as one
entitled, "An Arrow against Profane and Promiscuous
Dancing, Drawn out-of the Quiver of the Scriptures." '9'
Even Puritans equivocated on dance and peirintted it
when taught by a "grave person': .wh'o could affect- due
poise, composure and good manners.2° Although resis-
tance to dancing seemed ever-present except in the south-
ern colonies wherep, considered an important aspect
of education, by the.'ir, e of the Revolutionary War social
dancing had become widely acceptedas a form of recrea-
tion and as a means of education for bofFi men and women.

During the 18th century other dance forms enriched
American culture. Ballet attracted unsophisticated audi -'
ences of wealth, especially irl eastern cities. Black, dance,
an expression of folklore, religious tradition, and,hybrid
forms of white dance, eased the trials and tribulations of
slavery and segregation-of a minority and provided enter
tainment at the will of the majority. Religious-dance ap-
peared in, New England and tile Midwest among an un-
usual Protestant sect, the Shaking Qqakers. "True believ-
ers" viewed dance as a form of worship performed in
search of communion with God. In spite of the growing
acceptance of dance, all forms of da'fice, particularly soc4il
dancing, felt the scourge of the Baptist and Methodist
fundamentalists preaching the social Gospel. "There is no
disguising the fact that promiscuous dancing, including i
the V'alti. and Round dances to which the square dances /
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s onwifect, to a...1-979 0,Stimate of 3a
at_frequentthe disco,: In light of suety
y surmise/that the search for dance is no

all-daSsgs, faced with-Ole:first- essentials:9f art-,eiter_g.ing ---_less difficult thant the search for religion in American soci-
ksocle4,(11pnoulircS, educatiOn-can0 gol;errithentythefirr of et) , .

dafiee. ---fugged indi-
vidualist, at*hetic:4-Werenonprodii-aive. At "the,close,42';-

Religion and Dance in America-'the -19th:ceniury dance.st. -

stitUtioris",-refigiCm and.ectiirAffeg,svJiite.-ediificin slowly pluralistic nature of religion and dance is the basis
yielded io' ' .1*.=-. for consideral* misunderstanding and false judgment.

Without-cleaf definitions, a discussion of their relation-
ships rests on pa-rod:nal view and personal bias Not--
withstanding the roughly one hundred religious denomi-
nations and sects in America and what Ellfeldt describes as

' the multitude of dance foims," 24 in all, these definitions
are posited to allow 'further discussion. Religion is a
societal institution in which members accept beliefs and
values about themselves, others, and a Supreme Being
whO shapes their lives. Dance is qualitative human move-
ment pecformed with artistic and aesthetic purpose. Given
these definitions, a natural and spontaneous display of
compatibility and generosity between religion and dance
in our society can be expected.

The preceding overviews ihdicate:a growing,tolerance
for pluralism in religion and dance in our society. Cer- ''
tainly in a democracy one must allow for the emergence of
new forms of religion and dance that strengthen estab-
lished forms. Neliertheless, religionists and dancers must
challenge the creed, credentials, and contributions of new
forms of religion and dance lest the ,distinction between
religion and non-religion, dance and non-dance, becomes
unclear and misleading. While organized religions have
vigilantly safeguarded, their members against the evils of
secularism and materialism, dancers, by their failure to
communicate the true meaning ordance in the written or
verbal forin, have neglected in part iheir constituencies,
and in general, the American public. A clear distinction
between dance and non-dance is absent. Consequently,
false judgment about dancer such as the following con-con-
temporary tract published by a religious firm is warranted:

I flatly charge that modern social dancing is funda-
Mentally sinful and evil. I charge that dancing's charm is
based entirely on sex and appeal. I charge that dancing is
the most advanced and most insidious of the maneuvers
preliminary to sex betrayal ,Y Thisyiew, although held
by a minority, contributes to "a vague aura of sinfulness
that. clings to dance and which, compels some school or

'cpllege 'administrators', to hesitate to provide dance
instructionbecause some students or parents may find
it objectionable."25

Historically, we have brushed aside-such objections as
ignorani condemnations by an uninformed, regional
minOrity. We have failed to address such allegations that, if 29

The inclusion. of dance in-PUblic.education during the
early 20th centUty4.stediirincipally on a' Ccdnirrlodation.
Laboring-under Victorian influence, physical educators
included dance in their curriculum as a form of physical
activity, primarily designed to meet the expressive needs
of females as opposed to the instrumental needs of ?males
satisfied throligh sport participation. This misconception
of human sexuality perpettiateci.by society ana reinforced
by parents and educators led to the development of sepa-
rate departments of. physical education in schools and
colleges where dance educators yielded tp4the Victorian
myth, 1.

The democratic and individualistic Amekican spirit is
reflected in the turmoil of theatre dance where modern
dancers rejected the formalism and' elitism of classical
ballet in favor of freedom, emotion, and pe'rsonal expres-
sion Although modern dance received)reater support in
educational institutions, both forms of dance failedin the
first half of the 20th centu?y to generate large, literate, and
suppOrt.ive audiences whose principal concerns were
economic stability and national security. Ballet and mod-
ern dance had elevated dance as art forms generally un-
recognized and unsupported `by the Aniericai public
whose interest and involvement was manifested in a ne**
form of social dancing, rock roll.

In the 1960s Americans became immersed in a cultural
revolution.", Nurtured by technology and a new ally, eco-
nomics, consumers sought cultural activities during their.
leisure time. Their demands caused government, industry,
private foundations, anc
ine theirfunding prioritIes
of the wealthy.

tion institutions to reexam-
er the province

e mid-60s a new well-educked Imiddle class of-
fer road support for artistic expression. Today, local,
state, and federal agencies offer financial assistance while
professional associations provide counsel, certification,
and services to individuals-, companies, institutions, and,
communities in search 'of dance.

The National Dance Association estimates that there are
over one million ballet and modem danalcsjeachers, and
professionals in the United States. With increased private
and public funding these figures should steadily increase.
The International Folk Dance Foundation estimates that

,
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tiochalrenged, wilt continue to demean the eaning of
.dance and allow its impoteA non-dance; t seduce and

-#
confuse the pablie.

Can we",argue that dancing at the dis9itheque, where
substatfce abuse psychedelic lights, and electronic sounds
are used to entice performance, is 'a forn of,dance? Can
one move aesthetically and artistically with a provocativejy
dressed partner or are one's movements based ,on sex
appealthat, in effect, are publicly accepted forms of fore-
play, a prelude to-sexual encounter? In spite of these sexual

* and sensuous detractions, it is possible for dancers to
move aesthetically and, artistically; it is jmpossible for
non-dancers to dance. Instead non-dancers engage in
non-dance; that is, quantitative human movement per-
formed without aesthetic arid artistfturpose. They are
lured by materialigtic entrepreneurs and hedonists ped-
ling'novelty and sensation that offer little. to society and
offend the tenets of religion.sDancers must recall and

I

A
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embrace the historieallinkage -between Terigion and
dance by bringing dance in its true forms to societal in=

stitutions in search of greater participation in and appre-,
ciation of meaningful human expression.-

Dancers have, for too,long, been perforkance-oriented
to the neglect of theft' greater role in aesthetic education.

Neitherpracticing artists norprofessional critics react
with enthusiasm to the notion of aesthetic education.
The former are primarily interested in ,producing
works of and not in talking about them or teach-
ing anybody anything. Some are articulate about the
meaning of art and the politics of art, but not neces-
sarily about the way in which they themselvezcreate -

works of art. They tend to talk to or at each other
rather than to the public in general orto young
in public schools26

$

. .

'-

Unless we clearly and certainly define dans;'. e, and place it
in full view or Society as an avenue toward aesthetic edu0:
tion, our impact on the layPerson, school boards; state
departments of education, and societal institutions will
rest on the uncertainty of indoctrination and politics.

11.
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apcein Mormonism:.,
, the Dancingest Denomination

he Mormon Church, formally called the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, has a history of
vigorous participation in dance. From its beginning

with founder Joseph Smith in 1839 and in the contempo-
rary Mormon Church today, the amount of dance evident
in Mormon culture caused a Time magazine reporter to
call the church the "dancingest denomination "' Although
not found in Mormon wor§hip services, dance does exist
in abundance in the peripheries in the recreational and
educational programs of the church. The place of the
dance in Mormon culture is best examined by a discussion
of Mormon participation in dance in the history of the
church and of the functioning of dance in contemporag
Mormondom.

-Dance and the Mormon Philosophy

In the summation to the Articles of Faith written by
Church leader Joseph S110,,there" is a short statement
which concisetexplains the Church's encouragement
toward the arts, recreation, and the dance:

If there is anything virtuous, love 'ly, or of good report,
or praisewortby,..0e-seek after these things.2

Neither Smith nor his succesOr Brigham Young believed
in exclusively confining religious training to doctrine.
Both leaders desired to develop the whole man and em-
braced every good and enobling activity.in the secular as
well as in the spiritual realm. Brigham Young recognized
that he had been denied permission for phy,gical expres-
sion in his own youth and wrote that:

I shall not subject .my,littiv children to such an unnat-
ural !raining but theyishall go the dance, study
music, read novels, and do anything the that will
tend to corpand their frames, add fire to their spirits,
improve their minds, and make them feel free in body

. and mil 3 ,

4

Because Brigham Y
Man and woman in c
reation programs wi
Retrenchment SoCie
ment Association (M

ng strove to recdgilize the whole
urch activities, he encouraged rec-
in the church to serve all ages. The
, later called the Mutual Improve-
) first composed of young women

Georganna Ballif Arringtz\n

/S4
4,

and then young men, took the respOnsibility of providing
wholesome recreation for the youth of the church.' The
first dance festival sponsored by the MIA was held in 1928
and the festivals hde continued to the present.

The tabernacle and the theater were two structures of
comparable importance in the early Mocmon culture, and
the compatible existence of both revealed much about the
Mormon cu 'Jture. While the tabernacle was the center of
religious activity, the theater permitted education and rec- .

reation. Both buildings usually composed the foundation
of a new town. The 'brush bower-e'A primitive structure
used for worship services, was thetist structure built(in
the Salt Lake Valley by the Mormon pioneers in July of
1847. The Salt Lake Theatre was constructed in 1861 and
1862 at the regtiest of Brigham Young.6 W. 0. Robinson,
organizer of the first MIA dance festival, described the

tliposition of the tabernacle a' the theater in early Utah:
"Around these two inSkitutions '-`volVed pioneer life, and
by them was their pioneer life liftea up socially, culturally,
spiritually."6 Eventually, the tabernacle was combined
with the theater or recreation hall in a single building for
each neighborhood. Theaters continued to exist au:
tonomously, but The coupling of space for devotiofial,ser-
vice and recreation illustrated the attempt to unify. the
purpose of each activity. .

Brigham Young believed that dance, when ngaged in
by the pure in heart, was a worthy preparation fo a prayer
meeting or any other religioug activity.' The philosophy,
again rings clear. development of the whole man meant,
ideally, that both devotion and recreation would unite
man with Qod. ,

..

It is in this spirit that the Latter-Day Saints have ever
engaged in this recreation; and it is in this spirit in
which the art must ever be practiced.'

Dance and Mormon shilosophy still enjoy. a com-
plementary, coexistence. Through the leadership and
example of Joseph Smith and Brigham Young, the philos-
ophy of dance in the Mormon religion was shaped. :Their
admonition to pursue the good and enobling activities of
life, and to praise the Loricizzik music anclaancihg are still
acknowledgel.and followed. These attitudes provide the
underpinnings for the present church recreational pro- 31



grams, which encourage participation in artistic, intellect*
tual, and athletic activities. Boyd K. Packer, a present
Latter-Day Saint church authority, recently restated Joseph
Smith's philosophy of the pursuit of the excellent things in
life in the following admonition;

Go to, then, you who are gifted; cultivate your gift.
Develop it in any of the arts and in every worthy
example of them . . increase our spiritual heritage:in
mtgic, in art, in literature, in dance, in drama.9

Dance in Mormon History

In the early nineteenth century many ministers
preached against the evils of recreation. Work alone was
the activity of the righteous; dancing was especially

_forbidden. Joseph Smith however, set a precedent by
encouraging and personally engaging in the'educational
and social activities in the Mormon community such as
music, dance drama, and woodcutting bees.

After the dth of Joseph Smith, Brigham Young, the
leader of the Mormon migration from Illinois, saw dance,
as a method of strengthening group morale and solidarity.
Dancing provided mass physical and emotional release
from suffering and hardship. As the pioneers jowneyed
west, they met regularly to dance and sing, building their
courage for the gtruggle ahead of them. The United States
interrupted Mormon migration in June of 1846 b?request-

,

ing that the Mormons form a battalion of men to march to
the Pacific Coast at the onset of the Mexican War. The
timing of the request could not have been more inconven-
ient. However, patridtic feelings for country prthiled and
520;iiien served. Colonel Thomas L. Kane was present at

IlieTarlwell ball given by the Mormons in honor of their
battalion and described the dance of the Morinons in this
War

. leading off the dancing in a great double cotillion,
was the signal bade the festivity commence. To the
cdizto of debonair violins, the cheer of horns, the

jingle of sleighbells, and the jovial snoring of the
tambourine, they did ;dance! . French fours,
Copenhagen jogs, Virginia reels, and the like forgot-
tenfigures executed with the spirit ofpeople too happy
to be slow, or bashful, or conitrained. Light4earts,
lithe figures, and light feet had it all their own way
from an early hour till after the sun dOped behind the'
sharp skyline Of the Omaha hills.'°

.

On January 14, 1847, during the harsh winter months of
the journey; Brigham Young recorded a revelation which
reads in part: "If thou art 4nerry;- praise the Lord with
singing, music, with'dancing, and with a prayer of praise.
and thanksgiving." This statement reinforced the function
and purpose of dance as a sustaining and exulting activity
in Mormon culture. Aftei the Mormon pioneers settled in

o the Salt 14e Valley, danCe continued to be the paramount
recreation: "This activity was probably the most common
amusement of the founding of our State, being enjoyed in,

32 every city, town, and hamlet in Utah."" Dance was ail

1

important feature of every celebration. Schools for teach-
ing dance appeared in communities as.early as 1853. The
social hall and other buildings were constructed for the
purpose of this and other recreations. ,

With the establishment of the Latter-Day Saints in the
territory of Utah, also called Deseret, and the achievement
of a certain degree of permanency, dance as an art form
emerged, The Salt Lake Theatre, built in 1862, was the
home for the "Deseret Dramatic Association," a favorite of

-Salt Lake audiences. Within this association of actors and
,actresses was Sara Alexander, performer of dance spe-
cialties and comic roles. Brigham Young felt that Miss

-Alexander's contribution to the theater was so essential:
that he, in effect, "called her on a mission" to entertain the
people of Salt Lake C1ty. Before her term as a comic actress
and dapcer, Sara was engaged as a teacher to Brigham,
Young'i children. In fact, Brigham Young's daughters be-
came so proficient in dance that they frequently appeared
on the stage of the Salt Lake Theatre.I2

While dance was being appreciated from an observer's
perspective in the Salt Lake Theatre, enjoyment simulta-
neously continued on a participatory social level. Brigham
Young's colonization of the Utah territory brought
numerous churches and church-organized Onces to
communities whose recreational facilities wire !linked.
Soon however nen-church organized dance halls began to
open in the territory in direct competition with the church
redeations.^Controversy arose in the church about the
propriety of both the "gentile" dance lhalls (those not
owned by the c'hurch) and the new style of dancing arriv-
ing from the east and Europe (the waltz and other "closed"
position dancing). One church version of this controversy
is expressed in the following paragraph:

in too large a number of public amusement
Places, instead of being owned by the [church] wards
and managed by ou tions, are held by
ordinary private corporations _Vho therefore devise,
direct, and control the amusement of the young
people, always with an eye4o, the main chance of
gathering the dollar. While some Of the socials are
fairly good, it is often the case that no protection is
vouchsafed the young people except their own often
wavering power of self-oontrol. It is a condition that
needs remedy. The importance of owning our own
halls and of controlling and directing the social
amusements and recreations of our community is
only second to controlling and directing their moral:4
and religious training. r3

'In reaction to these controversies and other worldly temp-
tations confronting youth, the Young Ladies Retrenchment
Associations took a firm stand against closed position
dancing and sought to develop dance into a more worthy
direction for Mormons.

In 1910 the Deseret Gymnasium was built in Sarrtake
City and used by students of the Latter-Day Saint University
and eventually the Young Women's Mutual ImprovemeM
Association (YWMIA). The Deseret Gymnasium provided
young women the opportunity to learn and develop skills
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in appropriate social dances Ann Nebeker, a former
member of the YWMIA Organization, wa," specifically se-
cured for the purpose ofteaching dance,'gymnastics, and
athletics By June of 1911, courses in dance instruction
were offered throughout the church on neighborhoOd,
community; and regional levels with the philoswhy that
"it would be far more credible to teach the youghow to
dance properly and gracefully than to offer criticism.""
Dance in the YWMIA as of June, 1914, consisted of
"Hewitt's Fancy," the Scqtch Reel, an square dances. The
program of instruction proved successful and five of the
leading church schools arranged io offer a course in dance
direction fpr NY MIA leaders. During this time dance and
recreation were officially recognized under the auspices
of the Mutual Improvement Associations Enthusiasm for
dance in the churhh grew, and orgapized balls, became an
important social outlet fdr young people. The evolution of
the elaborate 'dance festivals began in 1922 with a dance
exhibition at Saltair, resort situated on the Great Salt
Lake, which grew out of this enthusiasm.

The cl41tce exhibition was soon included as a featured
event during a June conference, the major organizational
and nformational meeting of the MIA. As the years prog-

ressed and the yduth of the Church became more expert-
'enced and skilled, the colorful dance programs graov in
participation and popularity. Young people throughout
the church were encouraged to take part, and the dance
spectacles were known to include up to 10,000 individuals.
The.dance festivals continued through 1947 at Saltair, but
the festival moved to the UniNersity of Utah stadium where";
it cont,inued until 1973. Church ,organizations in various
parts of the United States and foreign countries now'plan
their own festivals, which feature dances peculiar to their
regional character and traditions.'s.

The need for fornial training of (lake educators was
noted by the church academy, the Brigham Young
Academy in Dance, -ProvoXtah. In 1890, Susa Young
Gales, daughter of Brigham Young, initiated a "Theory of

,1 Physical Culture" class which emphasized the health bene-
fits of calisthenics and military marching. During a trip east
in,1892, Gates persuaded Maud May Babcock, a teacher of
physical culture and the Delsarte system of acting at Har-
vard University, to come lip Utah and expose the women to
these important, idea of activity. As a result a summer
course- in the Delsarte system, natural and aesthetic
movements for physical developmentand for expressions
in elocution, were offered at the church academy. Bali;
cock's concepts of physical cultutv and her successful
classes provided the underpinnings for the establishment
ofa department dedicated solely to the purpose of physi- f:
al education. k

In 1913 the Ladies Gymnasium at Brigham Young Uni-
versity was completed and provided a new and spacious,
facility for dance and other recreational activities. Dance
was added to the physical culture course Work, so that
from 1915 to 1918 prOfessional. dancing, social dancing,
and dancing and ballroom supervision were made avail-
able, and in 1921 to'1923, creative movemrt was added.

4

In the following years, dance offerings continued to
grow and expand. The "Academy changed to "University"
as the curriculum of the entire school was up aded, and
the nev school took its place among other m r colleges
and universities in he country. Classes were ad ed in the
physical education program which primarily was con-
cerned with the asp cts of teaching dance in all its different
forms. social, 'squat- tap, marching, folk, clog; modern.

Dance in Cont

Dance within
Brigham Young
sive programs o
ous and challen
to a skilled, dedi
education and r

mporary Mormondom

the Department of PhysiCal Education at
University, one of the most comprehen-
its kind in the country, offers an ambiti-
ng curriculum. Success is credited both
tea faculty and to the Mormon belief in
creation. BYU is not the only church
e program, however, the BYU grogram
er,Day Saint church schools as well as
universities_across the country. Today
groups originate at BYU: The Dancer's
e Winterton and Pat Debenham, orga-

gchoof with a
is a model for La
other scnoots an
many performanc
Company, under
nized in 19-'6, currently tours internationally performing
and teaching master classes. The BYU InternationaltFolk
Dancers, originated in 1956 by Mary Bee Jensen, has made
fifteen annual European tours and serves as an important
public relations and educational unit for the University.
Beginning in 1960, the Ballroom Dance Tam has estab-
lished a reputation fonexcellence both in e UnitedStates
and abrOad,Because cif the team's success, prestigious
'dance competitions have been hosted by BYU. The
Theatre Ballet, originating in 196ftierforms on campus in
operas and other dramatic productions. In addition to the
performance groups, dance at BYU is widely panicipated
in by the students. Social dance classes, for example, ex-
ceediix thdusand students each year. .1

-Mormon activity in dance is not limited to church or-
.

ganizationS but is extended to the national and interna-
tional community Mormon culture and ideology have
influenced the sphere of dance thrOugh highly skilled
profeSsional educators, performers, and choreographers.
Perhaps the most well-known figure is Virginia Tanner,
acclaimed for her teaching methods of creative dance for
children. With an unquenchable boll& in the value ofher,
philosophies and teaching approaches, Virginia exposed'
her students tq opportunities and expriences perhaps
unsurpassed anywhere in the country.

Irk 1953, Ted Shawn invited-Miss Tanner to bring the
Children's Dance Theatre to the famed Jacob's Pillow in
Lee, Massachusetts. Overwhelmed by the .kauty of the
young performers, the nation's forerhOst dancers acknowl-
edged the children's skill with a standing ovation. Critic
Walter Terry referred to Virginia Tanner as a Mormon
teacher'who is a genius in traininAildren. He continued
in his review of the performance:

From the first Mere was beauty. They were( wonder-
fully disciplined yet gloriously free. It is difficult to
describd even the most potent intangibles and the best .33
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I can do Lc to say that the children danced as if they
had faith in themselves, had love for those of us uho
were seeing them actively believe in their iGod, and
rejoiced in all of these

, .

Tanner's Children's Dance Theatre, and her method of
teaching children hale continued to impress audiences
and educators throughout the world In recognition 'uf her
contributions, Miss Tanner recessed numerous honorary
degrees and awards, but her greatest personal reward was
to observe and participate in the growth and accomplish-
ment Of he( students." Virginia Tanner was also the
motivating force in the founding Of Utah's Repertory
Dance Theatre. RDT continues today as a nationally known
force in modern dance.

Another pioneer of present -dal} dance actn it} and of the
rise of the regional ballet company isl. P. Christensen.
Instructor of dance at the Deserer yie13-14fia, min and a direc-
tor of the 1922 dance exhibition at Sallair, Christensen
helped prepare Utah audiences for jhe appreciation 'of
ballet's His grandsons, Lew and William have strongly
influenced ballet in the western United States, especially

. tl.i San Francisco Ballet and Ballet West. ,

Two important figures known both inside and outside
Mormondom are Shirley Ririe and Joan Woodbury, co-
founders and directors of the Ririe-Woodbu' Dance
COmpan}. The} have contributed Jo both the Latter-pay
Saints church and the world through their gifts as talented,
performers, choreognxphers, and teachers. Their popular
company of dancers is among the most widely and fre-
quently traveled groups in the country. Shirley Rine has
also assisted the Mormon chit rch by adding her words of
experience in choreography and theatre dance to :the
MIA Dance Handbook.° Her articles have helped
amateur directors through the challenging process otstag-
ing a play or musical for a church function. .

Mormon influence has also been felt in the area of
movement education and in° the Artists-in-the-Schouiss.
prograTh. Many teachers and pealOriners in the Utah area
have awned their talents toward these new fields of ethica-
don. Dee Winterton, a member of the Modern Dance apd
Musical Theater faculties of Brigham Young University,s
also a successful and nationally recognized movement
educator His professional code "to teach people, not pi6-
grams' reaffirms Joseph Smith's philosophy of the educa-
tion, of the whole !wing. Any attempt to ,list all those
involved in these pr grams would be incomplete; how-
ever,. Shirley Ririe, I movement spothlist herself, esti-
mates that about one-third of the moVement educators in
the AIS program 'are either fro or are educatedated in Utah
4 Dance in Mormon culture h served as an end and a

means to an end in the pursuit of the praiseworthy in life.
Dance has served as a means to in end by increasing group
solidarity and providing a vital, recreational outlet in times
of tragedy and difficulty, and served as an end in itself, as an
enobling activity adding to the grace and dignity of man.
The Mormon message has been consistent from the or-
ganization of the church in April of 1830 to the present:
"Man is that he might have joy."34

The NN ords of Brigham Young explain simply an
use!) the phenomenon of the Mormons and the
cingest Denomination":

Our work, our' evoyday labor, our whole lives are
within the scope of our religion. This is what we
beheii?, and uhat we to, to practice Recreation and
diversion are as necessary to our well-bong as the
most serious pursuits of life. If you wish .tu dance,
dance, and you are just as prcpared fur prayer meet-
ing as you were before, if you are Saints ;°
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Soutlxrn,Baptisis and Dancing
, -

J. Douglas Thomas

F
or most of their history in America, Baptists, espe-

._ ,..,._. t
. cially Southern Baptists, have fOcused attention onLe

social issues which are individualistic rather than
institutional in nature. Opposition to dancing, one of these
individualistic issues, has also existed since the beginning
of Anterior' Baptist history. To understand the stereotype
of the non-dancing Southern Baptist and the modern
shape' of that image, requires consideration of several
factors. These are the structures of the American Baptist
church which permits individual memberoand local
church decisions about dance, the attitudes toward dance
in the history of the .church, and the environment in which
dance is performed. .

The Structure of the Baptist Church in America

The Southern Baptist Convention, the largest Protestant
denomination in the United States, differs from many de-
nominations in that it jacks the power to enforce any
position upon local churches or individuals who com-
promise the -churches. The basic Baptisi organizational
unit, and the only one with any authority to regulate the
behavior of the Southern Baptist member, is the local
church. Local churches choose messengers to attend the
annual meetings of their respective associations and con-
ventions; however, participation in the denomination, in-
cluding electing the messengers to the annual meeting
and contributing money to, support the denominational
programs is strictly a voluntary decision of each local
church. Each level of the denomination, local, state, and
regional, remains independent of the others, with only
fraternal and informational relationshipg continuing.1,
None of the conventions can coerce the chtirchesto adopt

policies for positions opposed by church memIzers.2
As a result of this structure, denominational statements

regarding dance usually express opinions and call upon
the churches to act. Local chtIrches determine whether,
when, and how to discipline its members for participation.
in dances. If a member acts in ways which his church

'Considers reprehensible or imnio ral, however, the con-
gregation can exclude him from the membership after
sincerely encouraging him tai improve his toehavior.3 Bap-
tist church members have; ti-eqUtently fallen under. this
discipline for participating inidance.

Dancing in Baptist BIStori

When Baptists talk about "dancing," theralmost always
apply the term to recreational dancing. The dance as an
artistic expression has feceivedvirtuall?no attention from
the Convention., The entertainment industry, especially
theatre and movies, has furthermore been criticized by
Southern Baptists.'"

The Anabaptists of the Reformation period and Pietests
of the seventeenth century provide a historical back-
ground to the attitude cif early Baptists toward dancing:
Anabaptist confessions emphasized that Christians should

-wcrld-including-pelit
i cal , civic, and social involvement.° As early as 1526
Anabaptists criticized the Zurich cit' council for permit-
ting frivolous activities such as dancing. A person accused
of belonging to the Anabaptists could clear himself by
proving that he "cursed, danced, drank heavily, started
quarrels, or beat his wife."7 The Pietist movement in Ger-
Many and Scandinavia deeply influenced the revivalistic
awakenings in America, both before and after the Ameri-
can Revolution. Baptists in the south and west grew sign ifi-
candy as a result of the revivals and perpetuated the Pietist
disdain of worldly pleasures such as dancing.°

Throughout the history. of Baptists in the south, the'
churches and conventions have opposed dancing, but
prior to the twentieth century most of the attention given
to dancing originated on. the local church level. Before the
American Revolution, Baptist churches regularly took dis-
ciplinary measures against dancing members. The Welsh
Neck church in South Carolina included in its church
covenant acommittment that parents would seek to re-
strain their children from "wicked company and vain plea-
sures,"- including,playing cards. and, "going to dances
balls and sinful assemblies." Furthermore, the parents
promised not to engage in those pastimes themselves. The
church consequently excluded members for dancing and
one for enrolling as a "scholar" at a dancing school .°

Typically a member accused of improper conduct was
admonished to improve, with a church committee ap-
pointed for this _purpose.10 'In 1775 the Grassy Creek
church of NO4 Carolina excommunicated a woman who,
after admonition, "found no repentance,(that is, she was
unwilling io give up dancing)."11 Again in the early 1790s
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the Grassy Creek church voted unanimously that Chris-
tianS should nut frequent :balls and assemblies of the
wicked" and censured any members guilty of attending
"balls or weddings where fiddling and dancing were car-
ried on."12 In 1880 the pastor of Grassy Creek church
noted the several examples of discipline for dancing and
described social dancing as "unscriptural" and "posit's, el)
and specifically forbidden by the word of God "° The
Elkhorn Baptist church in Kentucky extended its discipline
to a slave fur "getting drunk swearing & dancing2;14

Denominational comments on dancing began in the
twentieth century In 1913 the Southern Baptist Conven-
tion, established a Social Services Committee and corn-
bined it the following year with the Temperance Commit-
tee From then until World War II, this expanded Commit-
tee devoted most of the spactin its annual report to liquor
abuse and the eighteenth amendment of the ConStitution
In the early 1920s,' however, four statements from the
Committee reflected the traditional Baptist attitude toward
dancing. In 1920 the report admonished churches to
provide alternative recreational and social opportunities
so members could avoid the "lascivious and deadly" dance
halls 15 The next year dancing was identified, along with
motion pictures as a threat to the morals of young people.
The report attributed the increased popularity of dancing
to World War I and contended that !dancing's danger was
intensified "by immodest dress, by close physical contact
of the sexes, [and] by its lack of restraint." Pastors should
not only protest the dance publicly but should also coop-
erate with parents in checking and abolishing it.° After
recording some improvement in the 1922 report, the 1923
Social Service Committee characterized the marathon,
dance fad as a "disgusting exhibition" and "nauseating
excess" which destroyed the mode§tradd morals of men
and women. Churches should take stepslo protect_therp-
selves from the "positive harm inhei=tict in the modern
dance in all its forms."17,

No direct reference to 'dancing occui-red after the 1923
report, but,the negative attitude toward dancing remained
dominant. Preachers sermonized against dancing, card
playing, theaters, and movies as improper amusements for
Christians, while editors of Baptist papers and state con-
ventions protested recreational dancing and 'dancing in-
structions for students and militapr mebalike.°

In 1936 the program of Bales Baptist Church in Kansas
City, Missouri, was spotlighted as a model for other
churches. Alvin G. Hause, pastor, explained the churches
desire and need for a "separated church membership,"
that is, for members who did not indulge in activities
which delighted the unsaved and unchurched. Hause in-
cluded ballroom dancing in his list of prohibitions, al-

- though he professed that the church was reasonable and
logical in its teaching rather than fanatical.°

The Moral and Physical Environment of the Dance

The.environment where dancing occurs represents to
many Baptists, a moral void if not an overt enticement to

cy il Young people typically dance at school and home
parties, while adults usually go to a dance hall or a bar
which sponsors dancing. Youth dances, so the theory goes,
'are well-chaperona well-lighted, and unaffected by di
rect influence from alcohol and sex In fact, Baptists have
argued, most school and home dances are held in dimly
lighted settings, and many students bring alvholic bey er-
ages Chaperones cannot pros ide adequate supen, ision to
teenagers Adults who dance compound these problems
by the facts that consumption of alcohol is often encour-
aged and that no one attempts to. regulate the activities 20

Baptists have also been concerned with the moral envi-
ronment in which recreational dances are held. The feel-
ings that dancing arouses sexual desire cannot be denied.
Baptists have consistently advocated and remain strongly
committed to sexual continence prior to marriage and

:sexual faithfulness within marriage. For Baptists, es en if
dancing does not lead to immoral acts, "lust, in the heart"
is an equally serious situation.

Baptists have traditionally opposed dancing because of
its damaging effect on Christian growth, influence; and
witness. Baptist young people are usually encouraged to
ask the following questions: Would Christ dance?; Could
you witness to your partner on the dance floor?; Would
you be able to kneel and pray at a dance? Since the obvious
answer to some Baptists is "no," the question of dancing is
settled.

In recent decades the attitude toward dancing among
Southern BaKists seems to have undergone changes Offi-
cial statements have virtually ceased, and informal surveys
among freshmen classes in religion taught by this writer
indicate that very few of the students from Baptist churches
have ever heard daigtring ever mentioned in a sermon.
Over half the students indicate that they participate in and
enjoy dancing with little or no reprobation from their
parents or church leaders.

A number of Baptist colleges currently offer courses
,(usually in the physical education .department) on folk,
square, round, modern, and social dancing,-and others
allow campus organizations to sponsor dances off campus.
A few schools provide cultural expOsure to dance by pro-
fessional ballet performers, whilesome offer instruction
in dance as an art form. At times pastors and churches
privately and publicly criticize the colleges for allowing
such courses and activities, and conventions have occa-
sionally expressed- concern, but these developments do
indicate that the traditionally negative Baptist attitude to'
ward dancing is evolying into a more moderate posture, at
least among.the young and those who work with them.
Most pastors and othei Baptist leaders apparentlycontinue
to look upon dancing as a dangerous social activity recog-
nizing the impossibility of changing the course of affairs at
least for the present, they choose 'nor to force the issue
Perhaps the passing of another decade will reveal whether
this trend toward dancing becomes permanently en-
trenched or whether Baptists will revert to an older, more
traditional view on dancing as a recreational pastime.

A
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Throughout the long history of the Jews, dance has
played a significant role in religious observances.
Dance haf served to sanctify religious objects, to

express joyous thanksgiving and honor to God, and to
unite man's spirit with God'S. Dance was never thought of
as beingmerely recreational and professional dancing was
generally abhored by the Jews oftarly time.! Dance was a
holy, joyous experience augmented by gharing it with

. others and especially with God.2 In the ancient Midrashic
commentaries the following question was put to the rab-
binical scholars of Israel: "Can you furnish for us such a
dance as that which the HolyOne; blessed he He, will
provide for the righteous in the time to come?" The rabbis
replied, "The Holy Ohe, blessed be He, will in the time to
come lead the dance among the righteous .. ."3

Jewish religious dance can be traced through history by
examining the ecstatic dances performed in ancient testi-,
vals. The develoPmenCof dance through the harvest festi-
vals borrowed from the Canaanites, the dance of the
Hasidism, and the present-day Israeli folk dancing.

Ecstatic Dances in Ancient Festivals

The early prophets of the Old Testament performed a
form of ecstatic dance which was an expression of strong
religous emotion:The dance would begin quietly and
work up to a wild, rapturcius frenzy, consummated with a
trance-like state believed to be an ecstatic union with God.
In this state the prophet became a "mouth-piece" for God
since God's spirit was believed to have enteredlis body.4

Although there is a rather rare mention of dancing in the
Bible, there is evidence that. dance must have played a
significant-role-in-Jewish religious festivals. The Hebrew
word for festival,-"c.hag,q odginally -meant a circle dance
perfdrmed around atacred alts or sanctuary. This Circle
dance musthave been such a principal or customary fea-
ture of these-festivals and was in the form of either
PrOcessional or a closed circularprmation. In ritual en-
circlement rites throughout Jewish history seven circles
were completed to sanctify or dedikate to God. Thil occurs
in the marriage ceremony of the Jews of Persia where the
bride and groom are encircled seven times. Another dra-
matic example of this was 'when Joshua and hiS people

7.4

encircled the city ofJericho seven times, bearing the ar to
signify God's presence, and causing the walls of the cityto
fall (Joshua 63-5).5

The festival of Passover, or Pesach, is the most ancient f
all the Jewish religious holidays with roots in the tim
when the Hebrew people were still nomads of the !desert
even before their captivity in -Egypt. Originally a
springtime festival celebrating the month in which the kids
and lambs were born, the festival featured the sacrifice of a
goat or sheep. The Hebrew word for this festival, Pesach,
originally, referred to a certain sacred "limpieg," dance
which was performed around the sacrificial tfferings.6
This limping dance was done by the early prophets of Baal,
the pagan god of the Canianites, as a form of desperate
supplication, after all other prayers had failed, to arouse -
the pity of Baal? The dance resembled the ecstatic dance of
the Jewish prophets in that it would gradually,work into a
wild, jumping frenzy, concluding with masochistic prac-
tices of self-laCeration. These laceration practices were
rejected by the Jews as being too pagan.

Harvest Festivals

When the Hebrew people settled down to anagrarian,
life in Palestine, they adopted from the Canaanite peoples,
two harvest festivals, the Sukkos and Shovous...Both
vals,.which included ritual sacrifice,were celebrated in the
same fashion with a joyous feast followed by the Odor-
tnance of holy songs and religious dances. The of
these festivals were to ensure goodcrops for the coining
.year, to consecrate thesacrifices to God, and to express
thanksgiving. As time passed, the Jews began to infuse
more and more religious content into the festivals in order
to differentiate these from the Bacchanalian festivals of th
Canaanites. After the Babylonian exile, Sukkos, th
"Feast of the Tabernacle," developed into a spectacular
display of religious pageantry. In the Court of the Women;
huge menorahs (candelabras) set on bases fifty feet high
were lit and attended to by the young priests. The light
from these menorahs would illuminate the entire citffff
Jerusalem. Women then filled the galleries, to, watch the ,
most respected men of Jerusalem perform the ritual torch
dance. Torches were waved and tossed into the airaccom-
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panied the lei, choir and musical instruments." The
watchi women were not allowed to participate in the
ritual dances of the Temple and indeed the dancing of men ,

anckwomen together was prohibited b} Jewish law. How
ever, it was the women who greeted the victorious soldiers
with dances of celebration and thanksgii ing to God for the
soldiers' return.9

When the Jews were dispersed and,6egan living in the
cities, their dances changed. The nature festivals of their
ancestors no longer held meaning for them and their
written history and religious beliefs now became ,their
most precious possession 10 Instead of encircling the sacri-
ficial altar on Sukkos, the ceremonial procession now
wound around the Torah-scroll, held on the center plat-
form of the orthodox synagogue.

Hasidism and Dance

In the early part of the eighteenth century, a revivalistic
movement callsci Hasidism began in Poland and quickly
spread througfigut Eastern Europe bringing about A vir-
tual revolution in the lives of its adherents. Led by Israel
Baal Shem Tov, Hasidism reintroduced joy or "simcha"
into the religious observances of the Jews by utilizing
ecstatic,singing and dancing, in. order to reach a state of
spiritual unity of "devkut" with God," The physique of the
Jew, shrunken and cramped as a result of generations of

42.

ghetto life,life, became more robust and- no 1 resulting

Hasidim dancing with joy at the Weitern Wall
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from the w ide and free gestures essential in e, ressing the
joyousness and exhaltation of Hasidic dancin .12

Hasidism brought a new form of unity to th it worship
of one Supreme Being. As their for'efathers danced to
affirm one God, the Hasidic Jew did like se." The
Hasidim would gather together and holding nto each
other's shoulders or belts in a circle, would regin the
dance slowly with swaying movements charact risnc of
those used in preparation for prayer since antic t times.
While they swayed, they would sing ,a wordless melody
"with a touch of sadness expressive of yearning and mys-
tery. "" The sway ing would -move into walking or shuffling
followed by running and culminated With the men ;imp-
ing and leaping wildly and freely around the synagogue
with arms outstretched and heads thrown back. To see a
Hasid in this.final state of ecstacy is to witness something
totally ethereala man whose outer skin is released and
inner spirit is floating in a sublime state of bliss.

The rabbi of the congregation would exercise the lead in
these dances Icy way of gesture and voice modulations.'5
The circle dancing or "mechol," which symbolized the
circular relationship between man and God, did not al-
ways necessarily move counter-clockwise and there was
no limit t6 its participals. When the circle became too
crowded another circqwould form on the inside, when
there was,no room forii massive circle dance the move-
ment would switch to a rikud," jumping up and down in
place symbolic of ladder climbing, until the whole room
would pulsate joyously:

Packed together on risers and in the center with
barely enough room to breathe 'the men could only
move in one dii-ection up. With heads 5lesing" and _

"noing" and hands clapping, rising higher and
higher overhead, they bounced up and down, follow-
ing their rabbi's lead with spellbound attention. As the
excitement became contagious, spirits rose, and
likewise, the movement until their bouncing became
jumping which quickly generated such a powerful
rhythmic momentum that the floor shook. 16

The greatest occasion for Hasidic rejoicing was Simchat
Torah Dressed in their traditional long black coals, wide
brimmed hats and skull cars, they carried their Torahs
aloft executing the seven circles around the reader's desk
inside the ,synagogue. Then the rapturous dancing fol-
lowed, highlighted by improvised dancing in the center by
the rabbi Who alone exercises the right to solo perfor-
mance.'7

As in ancient times the Hasidic women are not included
in the religious dancing except at weddings,and even then
the men and the women again dance sepa'rately adording 41.

to Jewish law. Wedding dances serve a religious function
' since ibis stated in the Talmud that "Whoever participates

in a wedding dinner and does not make the bride and
groom merry he transgresses five cOmmandments,"";
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Yemen* men in a typical dan e movement

Israeli Folk Dancing

As Israel developed into nationhood, Israeli dance re-
searchers and choreographers were looking for dances
from the various immigrant groups whiO could be con-
sidered' authentically, "Jewish" and factored dances of
Hasidic Jews and Yemenite Jews.'9 amiilg from a desert
country l ice Palestine, the Yemenite Jews:stirred romantic
images i the minds of these early ISraeli folk dance
choreographers. The dance songs of the Yemenite men
are in the form of religious poetry, collected in a book
called the Diwan. The recurring therhes of these songs are
the lobetwAeen God and Israel and the longing for
Zion.20 eldest remembered .clances were very slow
and accompanied only by singing and hand clapping. The
people of the older generation aucibuted this to the
mournful remembrance of the.destration of the Temple
and the subsequent dispersion of the Jews. However, over
the past one hundred years these dances have radically
changed in response to more relaxed relations with the
Arabic characteristics in rhythm and movement style."

Many Israeli "folk dances" have been choreographed
within the last thirty years dilizing elements from Hasidic a.

and Yemenite dances., Many of these dances express the
joy of returning to thehomeland. Furthermore with the
Israeli return, to an agrarian lifestyle, the major festivals
reverted io their ancient functions ashatvest celebytions
and'dances were choreographed to, portray theArk of
the harvest.22 Many dances have been created for each of

the Jewish hOlidays and perfordied in Israel as well as in
other Jewish communities thrdughout the world.23
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Commerits on Revivin
Biblical Fesffvals in Israe

Judith Arin higher

The settlers of the modern day state bf Israelhave an
inspiring precedent for dancing. Their forebears '

celebrated the.sycles of nature and the cycles of
human life with great exultation and with dante. Dance
was an integral part of the life in ancient Israel.

There were three holidays in particular in biblictl Israel,
with celebrations most likely- involving darice. Each of
these holidays included mass pilgrimages to the Temple in
Jerusalem. The Talmud says, "Even as all rivers go down to
the sea, yet the sea is not full, so does all Israel stream to
Jerusalem on the pilgrim festivals, and yet Jerusalem is not
full " Interestingly, earh holiday hari a religiousand_alicLan-.
agricultural significance, which in particular spoke to the.
modern day farming settlements. The?kibhutzim took
these holiday, times for celebration and dance.

'The spring Pesah or Passover holiday, early summer
Shavuot holiday, and the autumn Succot were revived by
the agricultural kibbutzim. In the Diaspora, Passover is the

. family holiday which is 'centered in the home around the
4 meal where the exodus or the leaving of Egypt for freedom

is told. In ancient times, the Omer,A4Ohe cutting_ and
presenting of the first grains,Was pare dais spiting festival.

- The modern kibbutzim which were esS'enlially noveligi-
ous, stressed the Omer at Pesah. Shavuot marks the giving
of Laiv to Moses. At this holiday time in the Diaspora,
the holiday is marked in the synagogue with 'special
prayers and,often with the festive appearance of flowe'rs'
and fruits. In ancient times, there was a celebication of the
first fi-itits or Hag Habikkurim. In modern Israel; this also

--7becaine a time for dancing. At Succot, the third* ariCient
` pilgrimage holiday, there was an autumn harvest festival,or

Hag Ha'ssif and Simtat Bait HaShOeYah praying rain
in earlier times. So this also became a *renewed tim of
dancing.

`Kibbutz festivities were not productions such as the
dance of highly developed city life, n theaters for a select
audience. Kibbutz dances,took place in the fieldsand in
the communal dwellings. There were no limitations on the
stage area or on the length of the perform ce. There were
no requirements for training their dancer , nor were there
elaborate financial concerns for produ on. These cele-
brations were for the people, a way to foCus the incredible
energy of creating a new society; or siciedlistic youth, of the
fervor of socialism; of the excitement ailed settling of vastly
different peoples from the East. and Wiest.

final kibbutz celebrations

e holidays prOviiled the settlers of this century with a
e for celebrating life together and for acknowledging

the produce work as well as the rebirth of the land.
The pioneers turned their physical energy from the fields
togriance, as a communal expression of their miraculous
presence in the ancient land. In the 1920s, 30s, and 40s,the
member's of the kibbutzim reflected in dance, what had
occurred 20 centuries before.

Creators of someof...the ori
include Leah Bergstein, Gurit Kadm
These artists galvanized not only
munities and the cities, but also aff
Munity of Israel and eventually even JewisJi communities
abroad. Their dance was --unique, and it was also the
seedbedof the later Israeli. folk dance and of much of the
theater dance that came later.

, and Rivka Sturman.
e agricultural corn-

cted the entire com-

These matriarchs of dance re
Mon from the settlers of the ne
find new ways to, celebrate in

eived a kind of commis -
Israel, a commission to
e old land. They all re-

ferred to the Bible for focus Me. power and fervor of
their days. Their experiments/ in dance were for specific
groups in special times. Gurit Kadman was the Diaghilev
of this epoch period. She. envisioned and produced
pageants and festivals that tombined the works of all of
these women from the different kibbytzim as well as
others, At Kibbutz Daliah, in 1944;Gurit took the Shavuot
holiday and created a "Story of Ruth." In addition, she
invited others to participate. ThoSe whocame to Daliah
saw parts of festivals and holiday dances created through-
out the country. Kadman gave the nation an impetus to not
only search and createbut also to performi,The Dalian
Festival became a pilgrimage of modern times, a cultural
ceremony in the life of Israel. It was held several times,in ai
25-year span backed by the kibbutz movement, the gov-
ernment, and an.ecstatic public.

A. first-hand account of the connection of Israeli folk
dance io the Bible w* delivered by Gurit Kadman at the
International Theatre Institutes Jerusalem Seminar in Au-
ghst, 1979. In the interest of historical records Kadman's
account is presented in its entirety. 45
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In the ipring of 1944, I pas irwlkd to stage, with the
. members of Kibbutz Daliah, parts of, the Book of Ruth,
for the celebration of the Bikkurim; for the three kib-
butzim in doe neighborhood, in the hills of Ephraim.
The performance, a collective creation by Kibbutz
members, with me, took place outdoors, in a beautiful
spot. in Daliah. It teas a great success. Shortly after, we
dance people decided to have eh int gathering at
Kibbutz Dalian to stage the evening erformances in
that beautiful spot, ands to open it ith the Book of
Ruth, as far' as we understood, in biblical style and
spirit.

ystrating I Sarsue118:7

Our fiioneer:genera n and the workers' settlements
;danced dances in the beginning we brought with us
from the Diaspora. 1 came to Palestine with the
pioneers from Central Europe in 1920and well re-
member the five to six European -based dthiCes which
made us happy through long dance nights. Burisoon
we felt the lack of tradition and began searching for
roots, first of all through a lievival of the ancient
nature festivaglater an, when ur children grew .up
and wanted indigenous trcpress-zon.in theseboly days,
we searched for songs and dances. Nat rally, we
turned to the bible and found plenty of inspiration
for rMving.,,the seasonal agricultural festivals, but
nextio nothing for reviving song and dantes. So, out
of want and an arden, wish for an adequate self- 4

expression in movement, we were forced to create
dances, which we did, starting in the 1940s. Our first
Bence gathering took place in, 1944 in Kibbutz
Daliah, and later, unti11968, followed five More huge
4ancilestiva Xsin Daliah. All of these events furthered .

; the creadoriPf ourfolk dances. Between the first and.
second Daliab festivals, 1944 and 1947, folk dances
develafied in a lez)erisb intensity and tempo, mostly in
connection with the-revived nature holidays.

" Interesting' is the fact that the first beginning of this
dance--creation and its relation with Kibbutz Daliah
was connected with the Bikkurim (summer hatvest)

festival and with the Book Cr). Ruth.

. .

I have to mention here, that in those pioneer days, and
especially in a
could1 not be
in the field not

-wing kibbutz such as Daliah, God
ned.so Boaz greeted his reapers
rod bless you," like in the Bible,

but with :Peace 10 you." And in many celebrations of
the revived Bikkurim festival all over the country, the
people dedicated the fruits of their work, instead of to
the priests or to God, to. the national fund. A great
number of the dance songs drew4heir text from the
Bible, and -here as well, occasionally to is were

"'changed in order to eliminate the name of God. For
example, "Ken Yovdu," a victory dance of mine,
Where I changel the text, 'Thus, may perish all you

foes, Oh god," into, "Thus, may perish all your foes,

The most strikinlexample of change of text exists in
Rieke: Sturman's war and victory dance, "Debka Gil-
boa," in the song composed by Amiran, the finishing

. line dares to change the ancient biblical curse, "No
dewiand no rain on the Mount of Gilboa," where Saul
and Jonathan fell in bqttle into the blessing, "Dew,
Ilezir and rain on the Mount of Gilboa!"

zwit

The creatbrs of our new awes drew inspiration by
performante of thOse many songs with biblical texts,
bUt the resulting dances dd not contain any steps or
movements retitii4`biblical dance. There are two
reasons for this regre 1e fact: (1) We simply have no
'knowledge at all abo those movements in detail,
not out of the language ei'en though there exist more
than 30 words on dance movemqnt in the Bible and
the Talmud, but their exact meoninand execution
are not known to us, arzeture get .no help Wail
creations (as do the Greeks, Egyptians, lizdians) be-
cause of theforbidding Third CoMmandment, 'Thou
.Shalt not make any image or likeness"

Inorder to build up a'dan:languagefor us today, I
'worked for years with the Language Committee, fLx-
ingin meticulous research the exact meaning and
execution of thebM131t liwordsfor themost important
dance movements;

The second reason for our lack of revived biblical
daices is the fact that the dance creation-was inspired
by the melodies or tunes and not by the text ofsongs.
So we can rightly say Any dance creation declaredas

r
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'biblical dance" is pure imagination. Authentic bibli-
cal dances are nonexistent.

I

Very few.' of our folk dances try to come near to a
biblical feature, ni44nly in chjreographic, not in
movement detait. For example, the form of
hfachanayfm, or two opposite,lines in "Ken Yadit."

From the beginning, I was not only interested in but
fascinated by the dances of the Edoth of our Oriental
communities. From 1944 on, we brQught their dan-
cers, soloists and gr4s to Daliah. tvlso filmed the
dances whenever possible starting in ci951, among
them, Yeinenites the Moment tbey-arriped in Israel
with the magic carpet, in the small plan& they called
angel wings, according to the biblical promise, '7
shall bring you on angel wings to your bgloved Zion."

Later on, eight years ago, I founded the Israel Ethnic
Dance project with the aim to preserveerve and7or to
revive their ancient, traditional dance customs with

the music and dance costumes. We encouraged them
to continue the customs in daily life and holidays as
well as in especially built up performance troupes for
state occasions.

All those current traditional dances developed in the
long Diasporanobody can know for sure of any

I
have the impression that strikingly similar very spiri-
tual upward movement in Yemenite and in Chasidic
dances could be remnants of the biblical epoch. But I
have no way to conjirin it. The same is true about
ancient prayer movements which appear often in
movements for the holiday.

J

It is interesting to mention that jn all their activities
and -intimate relations with the Oriental-com-
munities,- we Over heard them' talk about any con-.

nectionof then4dcinces to _the Bible. It seem that their
relationship to the Bible is just the opposite of at
pioneers.50 years ago. They are so deeplf based and
robted in tradition that they do-not feel any necessity
to search for roots, as we did! The Bible is alive in their
midst, they live in the atmosphere of the Bible quite
naturally in daily life and in holidays. They have no
problems in their relationship with the-Bible.

Rivka Sturman, in her work, was concerned about rep-
resenting all branches of agriculture during her Hag
HaBikkurim celebration at Kibbutz. Ein Harod. She also
took special pains to present the children of the kibbutz in
dance out in the fields. Sturman braided together ele-
ments of the OriAt and of Europe, paying attention to
descriptions and Biblical presenting tractors and
produce-and even the new babies born during the year in
the dance offerings. Leah Bergstein , by contrast, had more
of a clioreograilher's concern in planning the movements
in her Omer celebration at Kibbutz Ramat Yohanon. She
wanted the movements to be simple enough and effective
enough to present the elements of spring and God's
bounty at Passover so that both those untrained kibbutz
folk doing the dancing and those watching would under-
stand. These women: and others --(including Yardena
Cohen and5ara Levi-Tanai)made experiments in dance for
their own specific groups at special holiday times. Yet
the dances and pageants created were., of such artistic
worth, that they are recognized as cornerstones of the new
Israeli culture, surpassing the original intent searching
tor new dances that still spoke to the roots of ancient
Biblical Festivals.
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is Church
Fr. Edmund T. Coppinge

s I begin this article, I feel that it is good for me tope
aware of my limitations. Being, the pastor of a small
rural parish, rather than citing statistics or giving a

detailed overall picture, I prefer to write of my own expe-
riences within the past few years, and follow these with
some personal reflections.

I recall being at the pare of the Paulist Fathers in
Boston overlooking the Common, at a Mass for a special
group one -evening. The part of the Mass selected for
amplification by the dance form was the reading of the
epistle, the text being Romans 8:14-23 As the text was read,
slowly and devqutly, ad-with music in the background, a
male dancer expressed through his motions the meaning
of the passage-In it there are many won? denoting strong
feelings and tensions such as, "We know that all creation
groans fn agony even until now." The dancer who was
ministering through dance was able to interpret these in
such a way as to deepen the awareness and appreciation of
the congregation for the scriptural passage.

At an outdoor Mass at a summer camp in Maine I had
helped two young women prepare to interpret the mean-
ing of a hymn, "Take Our Bread," which was sung during
the preparation of the gifts of bread and wine, the theme of
the hymn being the attitudes of prayer that we bring as we
share in the Lord's banquet. This was expressed solely by
the dancers in a verses; at the end of each verse the.

dancers turned t the congregation and invited them to
participate in the chorus by movement and gesture. Be-
cause the movements were simple, dignified, and expres-
sive,-the congregation was able to join in with ease, and
thus feel an involvement of their entire being in the hymn.

At another occasion I recall the use of a, very simple
gesture at a Mass for our religion school teachers at the
parish church in Marydel, Maryland. During the sermon I
hd spoken of the theme of sharing gifts,so at the "greeting
of peace" I invited them to express this sharing by going to
one of the teachers, and with hands held together in the
prayer position, tilt them toward the person and say, "What

have received: I share with you." The other person,
clasping the hands, between theirs said, "And I accept."
Then each person .4.1 turn both "shard" and "accepted,"
repeating the same gestures. This is an example of how a
variety of expression can be usefl at this part of the Mass.

Another very joyful experience I had with liturgical

dance occurred in the above mentioned church at a Mass
on Easter Sunday. The teachers of our 8th grade religion
claw agreed to prepare the young peon e (six 'girls and
three boysVor a 'solemn procession to b ing the gifts to
the altar. The boys led the procession ea ing incense and
candles, while the girls brought the gifts, sing a "pavan"
step (three steps forward and one bacicvva d). Each of the .
girls held a gift,and as they moved up the ain aisle the)[
extended their gifts outward and upward t ward the con-
gregation, thus symbolicaNdrawing all in the spirit of
the procession. On the bacard step each made a deep
bow to express reverence and adoration. Cat Stevens'
version of "Morning Has Broken" was the chosen proces-
sional music. After the Mass a good number of the congre-
gation came up to me and said they were quite moved, and

ey found the procession prayerful and inspiring.
The a .le number of practice sessions given the young
people the advance preparation made this a positive
experience for all.

I also recall the alrla of the Mass danced by a group of
those participating itt a cikred dance workshop under the
leadership of Carla peiSola. Different small groups inter-
preted the various parts of the Gloria in sequence. Then, to
bring a sense of unity and strength to the closing phrases,
all the dancers came together and expressed the meaning
of the prayer in unison, giving us a real sense of communal
praise.

Finally I remember a Mass which took place in Silver
Spring, Maryland, for the final vows of a Franciscan sister.
Following Communion, the sister did an interpretive
dance to a hymn extolling the virtues and the joy of Mary,
the mother of Christ, thus expressing in a very personal
way, and yet in a way that was shared by all, her own deep
joy and thanksgiVing.

I do not see the present status of liturgical dance in the
Catholic tradition as being perfdrmed oda regular basis in
the weekly parish worship; I do believe it should be per-
formed prayerfully, artistically, and competently at Masses
on special feasts; for special groups? and at various
paraliturgical sei'vices. Some of the places where liturgical
dance would be more likely to be found on a more regular
.basis are at Newman Centers of colleges and universities,
and at convents and monasteries where there is a desire to,
seek a more creative expression of worship.



I am encouraged by what I feel is a new grossing aware
ness in the Church of the need and ability to pray not only
with the lips, but with one's whole being Part of this
awareness can be attributed to the spirit or renewal em-
bodied in the documents of the Vatican Council II In the
deliberations of the Council, the liturgy, or worship of the
Church, was singled out as having a special need to he
reformed, renewed, 'and revitalized, so as to better meet
the needs oft)* people of God Two examples can be ciLd
from the Document on the Liturgy whiCh speak to the wins;
at hand. "(The) Church earnestly desires that all the faith-
Tul be led to that full active and conscious participa-
tion .... which is demanded by the very nature of the
liturgy"; "By way of promoting active participation, the
people should be encouraged to take part by means of
acclamation, responses, psalmody, antiphpns and songs as
well as by actions, gestures and bodily attitudes." In the
' same document the section on music and art reads: "The
musical tradition of the Universal Church is a treasure of
immeasurable value .... the Church indeed approves of
all forms ofgue art, and admits them into divine worship
whein they showed ap'propriate qualities."' To me, the
above references to "actions,"-gestures, and bodily at-
titudes,'; and to "all forms of true art" are especially signifi-
cant in relation to the concept of prayer through motion,
gesture, and dance.

The Church realizes however, that these reforms will
not take place unless pastors are filled with the spirit and

The greeting of peace

power of the liturgy. A piogram of education and forma-
tion 'ifor the clergy is most necessary. I would like to offer
an example of such a program. Recently ith all the other
priests of my diocese, I attended a retreat the theme of
which centered on the presider, or leader of worship and
prayer. As an aid, each of us receised a reference book on
the same theme entitled Strong, Luring, and Wise 2 In
the book Fr. Honda expresses a thought which I feel-

illustrates the need of the clergy to be more aware of the
role of the body, and of gesture in liturgy. Speaking of
"action and environment" Fr. Hovda says. ,

Experience seems to indOlte that initial resistance to
the body's part in liarliical celebration is com-
mon . so how can we overcome . inhibi-
tioans which effectively prevent the people involved
from enjoying themselves in liturgical celebrations?
One way certainly is for the ministers and leaders of
celebration to do more in tpe way of movement,
gesture, postureencouraging the congregation,
but allowing them slowly to adapt.

In the spirit of this idea, one esening our retreat master
very effectively opened us up to the possibility of using
very simple gestures during a worship sersice. At a service
of reconciliation he instructed us how to express the
prayer, "Lord, forgive us," in sign language. The gestures'
for "Lord," and "forgiv stayed with me. For "Lord". one
touches the palm_s of e o n hand with the middle finger
of...thenther as if touching the wounds of the nails. For
"forgive," one brushes the right palm slowly (and away
from the body) across the left palm in a movement
suggesting that all is washed away. As we went through a
litany of things we sought forgiveness for, we made this
gesture at the end of each petition, at the same time
praying aloud"Lord, forgive us All were deeply moved at
this simple yet expressive way of asking the Lords forgive-
ness.

In conclusion, it is my prayerful hope that through
education, .rind good, inspiring, liturgicll experiences;
clergy and congregations will find themsaves opening
more and more to the many possibilities .,of prayer in
motion and gesture, and thus be able to use in even fuler
measure all the gifts which our Creator has so generously
and lovingly bestowed on us.

Footnotes

'Abbott, Walter, and Gallagher, Joseph, The Documents of
Vatican H. New York:America Press, 19661.

*R.

2Hovda, Robert Strong, Loving & Wise Washington, DC. The
Liturgical Conference, 1976.
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Sometime when danCe is included in a school or
recreational program, parents or others in the
community, or even the participants themselves,

object to the practice of dante on religious grounds. It is
helpful for those responsible for the program to be able to
respond to these objections both with personal sensitivity
and With some basic knowledge of the historical and
theological relationship of dance and religion.

In terms of Christian history, there is a wealth of both
positive and negative attitudes to the arts in general, and to
dance in particular. While the basic religious stance of an
individual orofamily is not likely to change in response to

. the issue of dance participation, the leader or teacher is ih
a position to offer accurate and nonjudgmental informa-
tion which may help to relax the situation for all con-
cerned:- .

One common historical error which leads to the rejec-
tion of dance is the assumption that religious tradition
means "what was done in our community in 1910 ..." The
truth is that it is possible to have a deep, understanding of
what we do' now, and why we do it, only if one has some
knowledge of what was also done in 1810, 1510, 810, and
so on, and not only "here .1n our community" but in
colonial America, 18th century Poland, medieval Prange,
and Byzantine Athens as wel9Obviously, many will Mx
have such a 31ehdth of knowledge about their religious
tradition. A sense of such knowledge, and help with the
sources of more information can beoffered. ,

A Southern Baptist student objecting to the study of
modern dance might be helped to understand that al-
though many American Protestant groups have not con-
doned dancing, earlier Christian groups (both Protestant
and Catholic) did dance. The New England Puritans
danced, objecting only to dancing by couples. Their objec-
tion was based on scripture, iia which (although there is no

prohibition of couple dancing)1he dancing mentioned is
that of groups of women or groups of men, as in Exodus
15.2d, the account of Miriam's dance. This, of course,
reflects the dancing of Middle EaStern people who almost
always_ segregate men and women in the dance The stu-
dent might ide helped to see that the study of modern
dance as an expressive art form is a situation quite differ-
ent from couple dancitg which has been historically re-
jected by many religious groups.

.11' Ira
Facing the

, Against My Religion
Judith Rock

This leaves the issue of dance and sexuality, which is
behind most objections to dance and which ultimat
must be addressed, open for discussion. Psychologically,
there,is probably little the leader or teacher can do that
will change this situation in a short time. Theologically,
however, there are several things whicli can be said to-
ward opening up participants' thinking and freeing some
of their feelings.;

First of all,q-eligious people for whom Genesis -is an
important scriptural book must take serious God's re-
sponse to our creation, which is that it is basically good
(Genesis 1:31) Human bodies and sexuality are dimen-
sions of hurnannest The muddy thinking which leads to
the, rejection of dance because of fears related to sexuality
usually involires the failure to distinguish between sexual-
ity as an element of humanness, and the use one makes of
sexuality People n e at these
are two separate theological issue affirmation of
God's gift to them, of being eit women or men; sec-
ondly, by thoir own moral choices bout how to relate to
other people as men and women. i dividuals may feel that
using the body expressively is using\ it sexually. They may
not realize that to make this assumption is,to ignore God's
other gifts of spirit, intellect, feelings, and senses, all of
which 'are experienced through the physical body. and
shaped by artistic expression into dance and other art
forms. In other words, a leader can help others to realize,
perhaps for the first time, that to use the body expressively
may or may not mean to use the body sexually. To See
sexuality as one among many physical possibilities can
mean greatytelief not only to the adolescent but also to the
religiously conservative adult who may have learned ko
identify sexuality with all physical experience. The person
who has made this identification will perch' e sexuality as
a potentially overwhelming force to be kdAnder control
with the greateSt of care. ,

If there are several for whom dance and sexuality are
inextricably identified, the leader might consider inviting a
local dance company (assuming that the invited company
includes articulate and sensitive performers) to presenta
lecture-demonstration for the gfoup, and then discuss the
dancers' experience of using their-bodies expressively in
public with persons of both sexes. My own experience is
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that just as physicll, sexual expression is a relatively minor
issue for the health) religious celibate, it is also a minor
issue for the professional danCer. Dancers'seem to regard
their bodies as expressive instruments rather than sexual
instruments when they are dancing. To hear them discuss
their own feelings and excieriences in relation to partner-
ing, costumes, contact improvisation, and so on, could be
relevant to those in aitendAnce, and could also enable,
them to discuss their own feelings and fears about dance
and sexuality.

A secortd stage of this process would,be to in% ite a
company, ur sukist..with experience dancing jn religious
settings, to do the same. With this performer, specific
religious questions might be raised. "How can we justify
the viewing of bodies in a worship sell ice?", "Isn't religion
about spirit and not about body?" Students may be sur-
prised to learn th.it in the earl) church it was a heresy to
think that only spiritual things are good and important.

52
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In relation to this, it would be important to help Chris-
tian students to understand that when Saint Paul spealecs'of
flesh and spirit in his letters, he is using Greek words
which cannot be adequate!) translated into English He
does not mean what we understand as -fl pk* and "spirit."
By flesh, he means an attitude towan.rre4lity, which 'as-
sumes that God does not matter, and by spirit an attitude
toward reality which assumes that God is at the center of
things. Ultimately, information, conversations, with dan-
cers, and discussions of feelings can only be helpful if the
leader is nondirective and nonjudgm4ntal in relation to
the groups. The point, of course, is to help indiliduals
discover what they want and to affirgi them as complete
human beings Agroup.okChristians called Matonites used
to pray this prayer as Part of their morning worship.
"Grant, Lord; .that we may give' Thee choice gifts, three
lighted and dazzling torches. our minds, our spirits, and
our bodies." So may we all. 0
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The Religious Nature of Dance

Marina Herrefa and Elly Murphy

To arrive don understanding of the religious nature
of dance, we must consider the elements of move-
ment, form, rhythm, and.meaning. These elements

allow the dancer to enter a space that is both sacred and
profound, static and dynamic, changeable and eternally
the sameand in this space to outwardly express that which
is inwardly felt.

Dance Is Movement_
, All the possible functions of dance are linked to the
essential nature of the dancethe movement of the
human body. Movement is the essential sign of life and
dance is present when the body is in motIon. The dance
may be rhythmic or arhythmic, rehearsed or spontaneous,
with or without purpose. Dance has existed in primitive
societies and in the most sophisticated circles, among the
poor and the wealthy, the simple and the educated, the
religious and the profane. An activity so profoundly linked
to' the development ofuman life must carry a significance

.
that goes beyond the events themselves; -Dance can be
performed to express emotions and ideas, to tell a storyor
repeat a dream.; to placate the gods, to beg for favors, to
experience delight, to deal with magic, and to communi-.
cate. -,

Through dance, the dancer attempts to move beyond
the limitations ofthe body to create new movements. For
example, there are more than four tholliand mudras for

I. the Hindu dance. The hand gestures constitute an
eloquent example of the body's infinite possibilities for
expressive motion. Is there a more religious experience
than the human potential for creating movement?

Dance Is Form .

While the architect fincompves space with given
'forms, the dancer opens up space with the many forms of
which the human body is capable. These spaces created by
the dancer have the ethereal nature of the interior space
created by visions and the concrete reality of foims to
communicate an emotion. Forms have an interior reality
as well as an exterior expression and danFe presents us
with these two aspects The interior reality of the dancer is
not for us tappreciate unless it is revealed through the

r

tl
studied, skillful, or exalted form of die dance. Only-when
the dancer feels "the spirit" can the external form have the
potential for the expression of joy, sorrow, love, or anger.
Dance is form that links the inner reality of our being with
the outer reality. In its highest expressions, dance has the
ability to unify these two realities.

The body is essential to the form of the dance. ymboli- '
oily, the body is, a reminder of our earthiness, our mate-
rial nature, our rootedness in time and space. Dance forms
on the contrary are ever-changing, ever new. Contemplat-
ing a dancing body constitutes a powerful visual reminder
of the two realities that humans represent, the material and
the spiritual, sometimes in harmony, but most often in
conflict If we could allow the inner being to express itself
in motion, there would be more wholeness,, more cen-
teredness. If our prayer could be expressed in moving
forms, we would be less divorced from reality and our
faith and our works would be less contradiciory and more
harmonious,

Dance Is Rhythm
All activit)i, because it is rhythmic, has the potential for

restoring our sense of balance, for changing our focus, and
thereby for soothing our nervous system. The rhythms of
the dance are renditions of the many rhythms present in
nature. Awareness of the rhythms in all life is found in the
famouspassage of Ecclesiastes that reminds us, "to every-
thing there is a season ..." (Ecc. 3:1 8) There is a
prayerful quality to that declaration. The 'author under-
stood the rhythms of his body and knew them to be a
reflection of the many rhythms around,him. ,

The successful dancer must have a sensitivity to 'hear
rhythm to create fdrm with music. The person who has
attained a certain level of confidence in prayer must be
aware of the rhythms of nature to make prayer respdnsive
to the call of the inner being. All religious traditions re-
quire their followers to be aware of certain times that are
best suited for attaining desirable effects in prayer. When
the rhythmic patterns of dance can be spontaneously ac-
complished, the dancer is able tocommunicate the world
of meanings with inner rhythms and those of the external
world. Then we can begin to live out the ultimate and most
profound meaning of our lives. 55



Dance Is Meaning
Dance engages the whole body in prayer. In recent

years, this expression has taken the form of liturgical
dance in which body, word, spirit, and music are har-
moniously joined People who arc comfortable with word-
less communication and those Ou find poetic inferences
in the ordinary events of life ak most often attracted by
this form of pray ing. Feeling froM prayer that is danced can
only be captured for a moment in time as we physically
and artistically link ourselves with the abstract, intangible
mysteries of life

A well-spoken word at the right time may adequately
come), our thanks, our praise, our Wunder, for indeed,
words can powerfully express our innermost feelings.
EPequently however, words are inadequate to convey our
reactions to something that inspires us. How can we
praise/thank the sacred objects, events, and persons for
lifting up our souls and leading us on the path to whole-
ness? There is a mode of self-expression, one known to
many characters of the Old Testament. Miriam, whit took a
tambourine and led the women Ina dance after the Red
Sea event (Ex. 15.20-21), Jephthah's daughter, who
greeted her father w ith a dance after he had defeated the
Ammonites (Jgs. 11:34), the women who welcomed David
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and SatIl after their victory over the Philistines (I Sam.
18.6), Da% id who danced with abandon before the Ark of
the Covenantn an ecstatic, sacred dance (II Sam. 6.14, 16).
Perhaps the most striking reference to dance in the New
Testament occurs in the parable of the Prodigal Son..VC'hen
the errant son returned home, his father "ran out to meet
him, threw his arms around his neck and kissed him." (Lk.
15.20) The celebration began. There was singing and danc-
ing because, this son of mine was dead and has come back
to life. He was lost and is found." (4. 15 24) Another New
Testament reference to dance is Jesus iscourse on John
the Baptist w hen' he compares this ge erauon of wayward
children to the children "squatting in wn squares, calling
to their playmates. 'We piped you a une but you did not
dance! We sang you a dirge but yo did not wail!' (Matt.
11:16 17)

"I was dancing before the Lor said David (II Sam
6.21) We too can dance before Hi During liturgy we can
dance as community to blend w rd and spirit and body to
make an acceptable sacrifice. In the privacy of our own
homes as we play a favorite piece of music and simply
move with abandon, we can dance. Our inner spirit dic-
tates the way in which our body moves and extends the
prayer

I
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Duncan's Perception
of Dance in Religion

Diane Milhan Pruett

In her essay "Danyng in Relation to Religion and Love,"
Isadora Duncan wrote that the expression of a God in
a place of worship with a sense of spiritualiti.might be

called a dance. The sacred dancing of any mortal, she felt,
was the aspiration of the spirit to transform itself into a
sphere higher than the terrestrial.

This is the highest expression of religion in dance: that
a atman being should no longer seem human but
become transmuted ftzlekthe movements of the stars.'

Much of Duncan's aesthetic of dance-is concerned with
the dancer's ability to allow this transmutation to take
place. The philosophical impetus for her aesthetic de-
veloped through the writings of Friedrich Nietzsche.
Duncan studied.the extensive discussions on the nature of
art and artists, especially on the topics of the Dionysian and
Appolonian sides of the human that Nietzsche developed
in The Birth of Tragedy and in "An Attempt at Self Criti-
cism," an essay which prefaced the second edition of the
book. Both the philosopher and the choreographer have
m uch to say to those who today would dance in holy places
as prayer to God.

Duncan was sensitive to the fact that people in theatres
or in churches Were forced to sit while the service was
going oh around them. She lamented that the congrega-
tion did not fully participate in a physical sense in the
religious celebration. In a theatrical setting, Duncan
suggested that the standing and applauding of a perfor-
mance did have elements of a dance participation for the
audience. But she dreamed of a more complete dance
expression on the part of the audience in a temple or
amphitheatre where the spectators would rise and make
-certain dance gestures to fully participate in the invocation
to the dance. Duncan suggested that the alternate kneel-
ing, rising, and bowing of the Catholic and Greek churches
formed a segment of dance/movement ritual, perhaps
vestiges of a more elaborate movement response to a
religious service forgotten in time?

Sacred dancing expressed the aspirations of the soul.
This dancing, according to Duncan, was filled with magic
and potency and was the dance that was the best method in
Which the child could comprehend those things that
he/she could not understand in a Written or verbal form.
Duncan believed that profound secrets of the nature and

natural forces we're easily revealed to children through the
dance. In childhood, wrote Duncan, humans feel the reli-
gious sense of.the movement poignantly and give them-
selves up entirely to the celebration and worship of the
unknown God .3

Discussions on the nature of religious dances and the
method of becoming one with the god through dance are
incomplete without consideration of Duncan's Dionysian
aesthetic. In The Birth of Tragedy, Nietzsche identified two
opposite aspects of man which in combination give riseto
the creation of art. These two aspects, the Apollonian and
the Dionysian, were representative of the worlds of dream
and intoxication. The Apollonian aspect expresses a de-
sire in art for that which is' measured, ordered, and re-
posed, while the Dionysian aspect immediately plunges
man into the center of living with all the urgency and
excitement and joy that can be found.4 The compulsion of
the Dionysian state, intoxicated with life, expresses itself in
song and dance and is a celebration of life and the eternal
joy of existence. The dancer is transported in rapture.
Duncan felt that the double Message of Dionysian and
Apollonian aspects of man could be conveyed only in
terms of the human body. From the form and symmetry of
the human body, Duncan believed, was man's first concep-
tion of beauty gained. Art and artful movement was instinc-
tive to.the dancer if only the dancer would allow the body
to express the spirit moving in harmony with itself and
with its environment. The creative sources of man, be-
lieved Duncan, came from Dionysus who "is the eternal
God, all powerful, who under many names and in many
formS inspires every creative artist." The Dionysian way of
dancing was to "throw oneself into the spirit of the dance
and dance the thing itself." 6,

The state of ecstasy that is often seen in religiously-..
inspired dancing is described by Nietzsche asa physiolog-
ical state of frenzy or elation where thepower of creation
is based on increased strength and abundance. In thisstate
the artist enriches and makes everything that he comes
into contact with, fuller.6 The artist in this state may also be
described as having unusually vivid perceptions that de-
mand outlet in bodily movement. The artist's nature is a
fully heightened state of sensitivity and communicative-
ness.? Duncan desired to develop a dancer capable of .

finding, this Dionysian rapture, capable of converting his/ 57
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her body into a luminous fluidity, surrendering to the
inspiration of the soul. This dancer would understand that
the body, by force of the soul, can in fact be transformed
into living expressiveness. The flesh would become light

thanbuoyant, "but always the human soul is more powerful
than anything we can see ... When the soul completely,
possesses the body, it converts into a luminous moving
cloud through which divinity itself can be revealed."8

When Nietzsche speaks pf this new Dionysian soul that
"stammered with difficulty, a feat of will, as in a strange
tongue, almost undecided whether it should communi-
cate or conceal itself," he declares that this new soul
"should have sung, ... not spoken." Duncan however is
ready to go further to describe the' needs and respon-
sibilities-of this new soul, this new, dancer:

Man must speak, then sing, then dance. But the speak-
ing is the brain, the thinking man. The singing is the
emotion. The dancing is the Dionysian ecstasy which
carries away all.!°

1
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14W
n Dance and Prayer : ell ..

. Carla De Sola

et me begin with prayer:

I pray that everyone, sitting cramped inside a
pew, body lifeless, spine sagging and suffering,

weary with weight and deadness, will be given space
in which to breathe and move, will be wooed to
worship with beauty and stillness, song and dance
--cdance.charged with life; dance that° lifts up both
body and spirit, and we will be a holy, dancing,
loving, praying, and praising people.

.J

How can this be done? Does dance really play such a
part in worshipsuch a fragile yet earthy, ephemeral but
enduring, peripheral and seemingly useless form of en-
ergy in this age of efficient activity? What is dance? What is
its source of strength? Why is it feared and loved? And
when did it begin?

All of life involves movement, and movement becomes
dance when there is an inner life and a living spirit direct-
ing it A tree gets its energy from the earth and sunlight all
around it, the energy doesn't exist solely in the sap that
flows inside it. In the same way, dance isn't just mecha-
nized intellect or rootless flutterings. True dance draws
strength from the living flow of the universe. (Either the
universe doesn't hold together and we're simply mad, or
we really are connected in some way!) With this power,
dance can lead us to the heart of reality, it can release
energy within us, and this could be a fearsome thing if one
were not rooted in goodness.' The dance began in the
beginning, in silence and stillness, as the world lay wor-
shipping under the hand of God, for the "Spirit of God was
moving over the face of the waters." The dance began with
God!

Movement abounded, for life. was bursting forth
everywhere, There were the rotation of the planets around
the km, the changing of seasons and of day to night, the
creepings of cells and plants and animals, but as yet the
dance,was incompletrefor it required the human soul, the
soul of persons moving in relationship to God, to give this
dance its deepest purpose, that of praise and gratitude.

De Chardin, once said that God's creative.power does
not mold us as if we wee of soft clay,but is a fire that
kindles,life in whatever it touches, a quickening spirit A
quickening spirit! That's when I catch my breath, jump in, .
joy, and glasp a new idea. Even when we turn to one

-*

anoth8r at the bidding of the priest for, peace and I touch
you with my fingertips and lips ... and though we have
only moved a little, we are suddertly quickened, charged
with life, and we love. So simple a thing. Our bodies have
taught us of What we had been only dimly conscious. We
return to stillness as the liturgy moves on, but it is all
different. Movement Ips awakened us. .

If prayer is the central core of life, then dance becomes
prayer when we are expressing our relationship to God, to
others, and to all the world of matter and spirit, through
movement originating from our deepest selves, this same
central point of worship. The movements of dance-prayer
start from our deep center, &yw outward like rivulets into
the stream of life, and impart life everywhere. So dance can
be a part of prayer, just as stillness can be a part of move-
ment and silence can be a part of music. There is one root
all the rest, movement orstillness, silence or sound, is its
expression. The closer to the source, the purer the g.

I think Thomas Merton was speaking of this source
when, in Hagia Sophia, he wrote that there is in all things
an inexhaustible sweetness and purity, a silence that flows
with action and joy and which rises up in wordless gen-
tleness, and extends to men,from. the unseen roots of all
created being.

Now we can,understand when the Pstlms say to praise
the Lord with/the dance! It is-a dance that wells from our
true nature, Vorn persons not cut off from their inner
Selves. This dance has found different expressions through
the ages, and our own culture has its unique contribution
to make.

In the past, dance was an integral part of all aspects pf
life, such as harvesting fertility; health, marriage, life,
death, and the relation of people to all of nature. They
were the way cultures expressed their deepest religious
understandings. In our own religious tradition, the Israll-
hes had triumphal and gay processions, circle dances, and
dancels of ecstasy, of which King David's must have been a
stupendous example (Samuel 6:12 15). The early church
carried on the tradition of the circle dance and developed
the idea of the "ring-dance of the angels." Those graced by
God participated in this dance. Throughout the Middle
Ages there were a wide variety Of dances, some even
prescribed for bishops! (See E. Louis Backman's Religious
Dance in the Christian Church and in Popular Medicine 59



for a full description of dance in the church.) A living, deep
\understanding of the religious significance of dance was
being lost in the midst of "development," and so' our
Western civilization gradually relegated dance, a mode of
expression so fundamental to human life, to secular actin
ity. The secular world became its only home.

All good things emerge and are recreated in new ways.
As we gradually rediscover the sacredness of all matter
(through mystics like Teilhard, from appalled ecologists,
from our own sense of deprivation of the sacred in the life
We. live), we will discover how to dance and pray' with
purity and meaning and depth in our Own Western way.

This reemergence of sacred dance will take forms that
use aspects of folk dancing, square and popular dancing,
ballet and modern dance, and it will draw from 'the ad-
vances in psychological understanding for its depth and
freedom and individuality. It will no doubt be affected by
disciplines from other cultures, with which, for the first
time, the average person has a chance to become ac-
quainted---disciplines such as themovement-meditations
of Yoga, T'ai Chi, of Sufism, and of Zen.

We haven't handed down a tradition of sacred move-'s
ment from generation to generation, like that of the sacred
dance of India. so we must turn to the artists, the dancers in
this case, and ask them to plunge into their own depths and
draw, from the living spirit that dwells within them,
movements that are meaningful for the church. The dance
has to be in relation to all the people of God, learning from

them what is soul-satisfying and what is really wanted.
Vatican II's Constitution of the Church in the Modern
World, in the section entitled "Harmony between Culture
and Christian Formation," states very well this relation of
the vs to human development. bf specific Interest for
those concerned with dance and liturgy are these two
sentences in paragraph 62:

Let the church also acknowledge new forms of art
which are adapted to our age and are in keeping with
the characteristics of carious nations and regions.
Adjusted in their mode of expression and conformed
to liturgical requirements, they may be intrbduced
into the Sanctuary when they raise the mind to God

Whenever and wherever there is dancing as part of the
specific worship of church, it must be clearly prayer and
not performance, in keeping with the liturgy and setting.

One way of preparing the congregation for dance is to
clarify how much the church is already involved in dance
through its rituals. Think of all the various movements of

Jae priest as he presides in a mass, and all the moy &ments
prescribed by the church during the year. The priest bows,
raises his hands in so many ways to bless, lifts the bread
plate and cup, and prostrates himself on Good Friday and
at ordination. The people respond by kneeling and bow-
ing and standing. There are processions, as en Palm Sun-
day, and all the movements of the Faster Vigil. Think of all
the rhythms that could tie described during each liturgy
and throughout the year!

The Scriptures also speak of movement. Jesus raised his
hands to bless, fell with his face to the ground in the
garden of Gethsemane, and touched those who needed
healing. The very words "descent" into hell, "ascension,"
and "resurrectiorC_ convey imagesof movement. The
dancer in the church, as a member of the Christian com-
munity with a special gift of understanding and loving
movement, lifts up by art and prayer all the movements of -

everyday life, uniting them to the deepest gestures of
church.

The congregation can participate in the dance-prayer
experience as it is expressed by the movements of a solo
dancer of fine quality, who can lift up the people's souls to
God through beauty in the same way that a solo singer can:
Then there is the participation of asmall group of nondan-
cers with are willing to learn beforehand a simple
movement-prayer, such as the Our Father. Finally there is
the general active%involvernent of all in a simple circle
dance, or even just the jOining of hands during the final
s_ ong.

As a dancer I know the special gifts that dance has to
offer, gifts we all need for the fullness of life:They are gifts
of rhythm with its exuberance and energy, of motion with
its full spectrum of dynamics, ranging from softness and
delicacy to piercing strength, and of moving shapes,
shapes that can sweep through space awakening undying
visions All these comprise the unique language by which
dance communicates. Perhaps dance's most important gift
to us lies in its ability td unify.us and make ,us whole by

C2
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joining our inward life with our outward exp?ession. This
can be done when the simplest gesture is meaningfully
done.

What I hive experienced is that the very atmosphere
created by people dancing together in prayer is conducive
to evoking; in an easy and joyful way, gifts each of us
hasgifts that emerge when we are called to look freely

'and deeply into ourselves and then share our discoveries
with others, focused on one another in Gbd: "When you
come together, each one has a hymn, a lesson, a revelation,
a tongue, or an interpretation." (I Cor. 14:26).

We all have gifts, gifts needed by others, gifts which are
shaped from how we see and hear and respond to the
watt that is inside us and around us. Dance expresses

'.)

4.,

4,

these gifts in an all inclusive way, for its subject is our very
selves our thoughts, dreams, loses, talents as well as our
bodies. Dance, when it is esponse from the heart to the
thing God, is also a s cial gift in itselfa gift of prayer,
praise, and transfor ation.

lif
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My Self, Examined

If you are seeking the solutions for the Great Whys of
your creation, you will have to start with the Liul
Hows ofyour day-to-day living. If you are lookingf
the answers to the Big Questions about your soul,
you'd best begin with the Little Answers about yoUr
body.

Dr. George Sheehan
in Running and Being:
the Total Experience'

1
t had been suggested thaI set down on paper just what
I, a dancer, conceive myself to be, th'at I inquire as to
whether I perceive my existence/essence as being

physical or mental or spiritual or, just perhaps, an integra-
tiqn Of these. Certainly never before having7f6und a
graduate course assignment -to be a fruitless, purely
academic, even debilitating exercise, .I asserted that I
would defy the perpetrator of this self-dissection and, by
God, express on paper who the hell I am.

I came to like the idea, deciding to have the document
reprinted. "Copies of a copy of a copy," Plato would have it,
but he, like the fox who sold his Xerox stock before copies
became respectable, was just sourgrapes4At will be good, I
reasoned, to have a reprint on han when a cashier, con-
templating my bank check, demands identification or
when a receptionist asks "Who's calling?" "Who am I,
anyway? Am I my resume?"2 My professor suggests that I
am just that, so I decided to write it.

The professor's belief that I can, through mental and
verbal pyrotechnics, arrive at an expression of my essence,
and my subrInisgion to that suggestion, label both of us
rationalit in method. One holding the rational process in
lesser esteem would declare this exercise a "fruitless,
purely academic, even debilitating" one and would take a
never-to.be,fulfilled Incomplete in this particular course
of life:

.

The other side of the rationalist coin, the side that is
bartered more passionately than the method side, is con.
gerned with belief.

The opinion opposed to mysticsm in philosophy is,
somitimes *ken of as rationalism. Rationalism in-
.

e Mark Wheeler

1

Acts that all our beliefs ought ultimately to find for
themselves articulate grofinds . Vague impressions
of `something indefinable have no place in the
rationalistic system . . . If you have intuitions atall,
they come from a deeper level of your nature than the
loquacious level which rationalism inhabits.3

I shall proceed. I'll resume this survey, but with no naive
hope of finding "articulate grounds" for my beliefs or for
my belief-related actions. I'll be loquacious, but never
entertaining the possibility that this or any other excava-
tion will reach my "deeper levels." Granted, I like to think
things out, but I love my mysteries too.

Another problem with the rationalist position, itseems,
is that in its most eloquent expression, that of Descartes, it
is sufficiently narrow in its conception of the cognitive
process. to exclude from application apy movementof the
body or other link to the senses. It is, in this light, the
logical extension of Plato's mind -body dichotomy.

I shall close my eyes, I shall stop my ears, I shall call
away all my, senses. I shall shut out even from my
thoughts all images of bodily things4

Descartes, as Kleinman observes, \further identifies
movement of the, body, the dancer's raison d'etre, as
"physical, non-thinking, and corporeal, severing it com-
pletely from the world of cognition, sensing, and knowing
(res cogitans)."5 Descartes convinces me, a rationalist I am
not.

The "vague impressions" and "intuitions . .. from a
deeper level" which James associates with the non-rational
outlook likewise do not fit into the idealisin of a Plato nor
the materialism of a Berkele!: For Plato even the furthest
recessed fossils of knowledge are easily, explained
through an elaborate system of deja vu: we've been here
before, and though the replay isn't instant, the recall may
be. The materialistsi for theirpart, would have me reduced
to that finite point oi'h a graph where gertics and circum-
stancemeet. Such simplistic bisection is an insult to my
infinity of idiosyncracies. What idiosyncracies? Hang on;
like an initially reluctant participant in primal scream
therapy, I'm warming up to the idea of baring all.

I must first complete this rundown of what I am not.
Rationalist. Idealist. Materialist. Pragmatist? Although Wil- 63
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liam James is among my favorite thinkers, I find him in the
pragmatic position a potential threat to heartfelt discourse.
James relates the principle of Mr Charles Peirce.

In what respects would the world be different if this
alternative or that were true' If I can find nothing
that would become different, then the alternative has
no sense. 6

Man, I hold, has a deep, deep need to talk about things
he cannot know, about that which he only believes, about
this "alternative" rather than that. To "know" in the
Platonic sense implies that all the facts are in In questions
of this kind the word "fact" itself provokes a smile: cer-
tainly the facts are never all in Accordingly, the debate
cannot end Believing that this paper's conclusion's or
absence thereof will make "nothing different," but at the
same time not believing the paper to be a "fruitless ...
exercise," I conclude: pragmatist.

Phenomenologist? Getting to the thing. itself? In this
paper, that thing being sought is I Getting to that "thing"
necessitates getting to those "vague impressions" at the
"inner level " Fpr with me, you see, we're out of the

-- tight -ship world of Syllogism and ontological proof and
into the realm of mystics Not only am I not rationalist,
idealist, materialist, pragmatist I'm not philosophical. I'm
religious. -

It has been lamented that philosophy is a rational
scratch for an emotional itch For this predicament the
lamentor prescribed the salve of religion I prescribe the
same for the seventy-two-year itch of my expected lifespan.
But one can hope to answer the question, "What is,the_
nature of religion?," only after inquiring into the mature of
the itch."

I deny that the itch is correctly characterized as being
solely emotional Analogous to emotional states in need of
attention are body anxieties. A particular instance of this
phenomenon is identified by the colloquial expression
"the can't help its In this state the body experiences a
slight, momentary, completely involuntary convulsion,
uncontrollable, yet tolerated by tensing the neck and
shoulders, shaking the head, and saying "I have the can't
help its." An occasional case of the "can't help its," like the
emotional state of anxiety, is a necessary side effect of
existence The, universe scratches us and the "sacrifices
andesurrenders," James' terms to be cited in context be-
low, are the itches we muster up. Upon reflection I realize
that the nature of my itching response, to a variety of
Scratches, is decidedly physical.

My life would seem to be organized around a set of
physical rituals. For example, once I have been out of bed
over two hours, my every use of the toilet is preceded by
my bending over; with legs straight and perpendicular to
the floor, a la Horton technique, and touching my palms to
the floor four times. I do the same before getting into a
bath tub or shower, and again immediately upon stepping
in, I go to my knees'when feelings of gratitude or entreaty

64 rusli, over me. I touch palnis to the pavement before

entering a ear. When drinking beer in my home, alone, late
at night, I sit 'in the gross -legged Indian position .of Yoga,
Graham, and Hawkins, finding it important that I be w ell-
aligned so that clear thoughts might close out the day. I
care not about the alignment of the stars with regard to my
astrological sign, but believe it crucial that this reflective
hour of the night finds muelvis in proper relation to my
spine.

On a PBS documenr devoted to the life and artistry of
pianist Arthur Rubenstein, the genius expressed, All my
life I have been on my knees before music." Upon hearing
these words I decided that it would be admirable to at-
tempt to inspire the epitaph, All his life he wits on his
knees before life Thus, I go to my knees frequently Mind
you, I take care not to be observed, but hope that the
physical act of kneeling will create in me .a sense of humil-
ity and awe which might be reflected in less physical
aspects of my life.

At moments of particular significance I am compelled to
extend this prostration into a .fully-counted execution of
Erick Hawkins' "scroll" exercise. For four counts of eight I
explore the articulatiZm of my vertebrae. Attempting to
sense every physical point between, I Pass four times from
the forehead-on-the-floor, "rolled up into a ball" position
to the squatting position with the spine perpendicular to
the floor. Examples of such moments of particular signifi-
cance are those when a rush of gratitude or entreaty comes
over me, when leaving a place dear to me; when leaving,2
piano where I have fond inspiration, when approaching a
piano where I hope lo be inspired, or, of course, every
night before getting into bed. To experience one of these
moments, or to reach the milestone which is the end of a
day without acknowledging it would be a cosmic case of
presumption. 4

Postures are of critical importance to me. My return to
organized religion (I have six years before quietly re-
nounced my Methodist upbringing and with it all orga-
nized worship) was to a gre,at extent precipitated by the
Episcopal Church's practice of using the kneeling rail
which graces every pew. The dilemma for me was how to
use it, to kneel with thighs perpendicular to the floor or to
stretch the quadriceps and let the pelvis sit on the heels,
one of the positions of the Hawkins' "scroll." The latter was
more relaxed, permitting me to have the pelvis in its
proper tilt forward, consequently permitting free contem-
plation. The former, however, seemed to more effectively
pay homage. I recently determined that I would employ
both positions, depending upon the part of the service
being said and upon rhy relationship to the Force before
whom I kneel.

Since learning some years ago that Katharine Hepburn
ended every shower with a cold shower, I have done the
same. What began as a 'challenge has run the course
through habit to ritualized reminder that I am alive. Wben
the water has reached its coldest I push against the wall
with my hands, doing eight Achill endon stretches, a la
barre, four with each leg. Once d' I can turn off the "I

water, do my floor touches, and tak p my towel.



On a Kuder psychological preference test, I was asked if
I frequently took stairs "two steps at Arne." I realized that
the right answer for me was "yes" and determined that
every set of steps I later encountered would be graced'by
at least one such jete To fail in this would be to admit lost
enthusiasm for-alife

Sometimes when I'm studying in a carrel at a favorite
coffeehouse, though,' will jump from a written page to
spur something to my mind. I will write it and like it. An old
song will he on the radio and the moment becomes magi-
cal I place my pelvis and spine in that harmonious rela-
tionship to each other, I contract my pubecoccygeus mus-
cle, my iliac, psoas, and gluteals, until I feel that I have
sufficiently imprinted the moment and adequately ex-
pressed admiration and gratitude to whom it may concern,
To nierely "take it in" would constitute a case of taking it
for granted To tacitly let it go unheralded by my deepest
nerve ending would result in atrophy from the inside out;
soon the thought ,on the page would just stay there; soon
the old song would be just another oki song, soon I'd be
physiologically incapable of tingling with a high.

In summary, in random moments of recognition of the
precious tenuousness of life I may being my pelvis forward
end push out my lower back, I may stretch my arms from
their glenoid fossae, I may touch my hands to the floor or
lean over into a flat-back "table-top," or kneel with the
forehead on the floor and there, pray.

For when all is said and done, we are in the end
absolutely dependent on the universe, and into sac-
mikes and surrenders of some sort, deliberately
looked at and accepted, we are drawn and pressed as
into our only permanent positions of repose. Now in
those states of mind whrch fall short of religion, the
surrender is submitted to as an imposition of neces-
sity, and the sacrifice is undergone at the very best
without complaint In the religious life, on the con-
trary, surrender and sacrifice are positively espoused;
even unnecessary givings-up are added in order that
the happiness may increase 7

In the above words William James characterizes the
relation of my self relating itself to my self, he pinpoints
what I feel If physical joy, i.e., tone, leanness, agility,
flexibility, is to be taken away, I want to be sure that it was
God, or fate, or the ravages of time that took it away, and
not my own laiity, my own reluctance to surrender, to
sacrifice, to expend energy in homage, to get "on my knees
before life," Thus, this physical dues-paying has a physical
end But it must be seen in a broader, more complex,
integrated light. -

Removed from purely physical concerns, I feel that if
happiness, i.e., perception of the divine, aliveness to the
instant, ability to reach the natural "high" of a peak experi-
ence, is to be taken away, I do not want it to be due to my
smugness of taking it for granted, to my failure to ac-
knowledge, to my surrendering and sacrificing grudg-
ingly. Despite the not exclusively physical nature of these

O
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broader concerns, the tool of cheerful surrender and sac-
rifice is the all of me, including my body .

I cannot rationally explain why I do these things with my
body, why I feel compelled to perform these personalized
genuflections A force from withiii my mind and body, and
from without, commands me to these actions; I "can't help
it " The force, because I can neither see nor explain it, has
to be termed "spiritual" or "mystical My compulsion to
obey such commands attests to my belief in the force As
for grounds for belief in the reality of this spiritualmystery ,
I find C S Lewis stating my position eloquently.

Authority, reason, experience, on these three mixed in
varying proportions all ()Lir knowledge depends The
authority of many wise men in many different times
and placesforbrds me to regard the spiritual world as.
an illusion. My reason, showing me the apparently
insoluble difficulties of materialism and proving that
the hypothesis of a spiritual world covers far more of

-the facts with farfewer assumptions, forbids me again.
My experience even of such feeble attempts as I bave,
made to live the spiritual life does not lead to the
results which the pursuit of an illusion ordinarily
leads to, and therefore forbids me yet again 8

Believing in the reality of spiritual energy, I am indeed
happy to answer its command with my mental and physical

'energy.
I hold that the physically toned and tuned individual

enjoys more potential Or realizingInd maintaining a mys-
tical, religious, transcendent life, for offering the sacrifices
and surrenders of which James writes. The imageg "the
praying hands,' to choose a well-known symbOrfor the
awe-inspired, obedient, communing person, strikes meas
being as limited as the belt-turning production line
worker was to Laban The tone, aligned body is an available
instrument offering more opportunity for integrated sur-
render and sacrifice. "Nothing is more spiritual than the
human body."9 On its knees pr contracting its way toward
inner quiet, the examined body happily responds to the
universe's, and its own, varied necessities.

Afterword
All of this may seem rather eccentric. I am not unaware

of the threat involved in following formalized; regimented
repetition had eccentric mind fixes in childhood, e.g.,
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"Step on a crack, ybu break your mother's back.- I sin-
cerely believed, and assiduously, devoutly kepi my, head
dow n I walked home from grammar school, missing the
beauty above I recall also a relentlessly open closet door
which I, when haying passed by it, closed with religious
fervor.

In the summer of my twenty-first year I, read My first
book on Zen and the following fall &Connecticut lankee
in King Arthur's Court, Mark Twain's biting indictment of
the medieval church. The combined effect of my reading
these two works was a falling away from organized reli-
gion and my renouncing anything more ritualized than a
walk alone in a forest I suppoe that aftersix years I could
no longer cope with the beauty of the forest without
acknowledging that beauty with a "formal and customarily
repeated act."

Since returning. to organized religion and to ritual, I
recall the ancients' "moderation in all things I strive for
that Golden Mean, between falling into slavery to a barrage
of personal ritual, and living "the unexamined life" which
Socrates deemed "not worth living
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Biblical Criteria in Modern Dance:

Lab

Modern Dance as a Prophetic,Form

Douglas Adams and Judith Rock

heologian Paul Tillich advanced the discussion of
'Theology and the Arts" by noting that some art is
stFonjily religious in style even though it is not

religious in subject matter; conversely, some art is not
religious In style even 'though It is religious in ,subject
matter Similarly, some sermons and writings cite 'many
Biblical passages but are essentially unexpressive of Bibli-
cal faiths (for such sermons uphold the status quo without
justice for many individuals); other sermons and writings
cite few if any Biblical passages but express Biblical faiths
(for such sermons call into question the status quo and
seek justice for each human life) To date, most discussions
of the Bible in dance have focused on works which are
Biblical in subject matter such as "The Prodigal Son" or
"Job "i This paper focuses on the less obvious but pro-
found reflection of Biblical faith and value in the aesthetics
of mo*rn dance technique and choreography.

Religion and art analysis in the visual arts has proceeded
further than such analysis in dance and therefore may aid
dance criticism as we consider the question of Biblical
criteria Tillich has drawn our attention to how the very
style of art expresses theology.2 Our preoccupation with
iconography in visual art or with subject matter in dance
tends tosreduce the visual art of dance to narrative or
literature; attention to style considers each art fiirm in its
own terms and allows its unique contributions to inform
us. Tillich distinguished between religion in the larger
sense ("being ultimately concerned about one's own be-
ipg, about ones self and one's world, about its meaning
and its estrangement and its finitude") and religion in the
narrower sense ( "having a set of symbQi, ... divine be-
ings, ritual actions and doctrinal formulationeab,out
their relationship to us."3 The largerppe Of religion is
communicated in style and the narrower is communicated

,.through subject matter. 1.

.

Thus Tillich was able to distinguish four categories of
relation between religion and visual art. The first would be
a style expressive of no.ultimate concern and a content
without religious subject matter The second would be
religious in style and non-religious in content. As an

wirer up
adeVrtexample of this secon egory, he cites Picasso's "Guer-

nica," because it is inting in which "we do not
anything, but have to look at the human situation in .its
depths."' The third category is a non-religious style But

...

religious content, as in the case of Raphael's "Madonna and
Child" or "Crucifixion." The symbols in these paintings
are obviously religious, but so harmonious and well-
rounded is the style that it denies the content and makes
the paintings "dangerously irreligious." 121lichsees paint-
ings of this kind as dangerous because, for example,
Raphael's Christ on the cross reveals no dimension of
suffering and so may mislead the viewer to expect an easy
harmony with humanity as the goallbr result of Christ's
presence, an expectation that will blind the viewer to
Christ's presenct-in much of life. The fourth category is
that in which we find both religious style and religious
content. Tillich's prime example for the fourth category...Ls...4,--
Grunewald's sixteenth century "Crucifixion" on the
Isenheim altar where the style as well as content expresses
the Crucifixion. He is uneasy about identifying any con-
temporary visual art on this level.

Tillich's four categories are thought-provoking when
considered with respect to modern dance.,In the first
category, that of a work whose style shows no ultimate
concern and whose subject -matter-is-not re-IWO-Us, we
would place many student dance compositions of the
Cunningham genre. The second grouping characterized
by religious style and non-r *gious subject matter would
include Kurt Joos' "Green le," Paul Taylor's "Cloven
Kingdom" and "Esplanade' se Limon's "The Moor's
Pavane," and Twyla Tharp's "Sue'sLeg" to name only livery
few. In the third category, we would place Mans), of the
so-called "religious" dances we have seen. Many of these
dances, while their content is specifically religious, display
a non-religious style, i.e., a style which is smooth, pretty,
and entertaining,itt no more. Norbert Vesak's '"Giftto be
Simple," a ballet about the American Shakers, would be in
this third category. In the fourth category, that of dances
with both religious style and religious content, we would
place Margalit Oved's "Mothers of Israel," Helen Tamiris'
"Negto, Sptibituals," and Martha Graham's "Seraphic
Dialogue."

It is the second category which radically expands our
understanding of the Bible in dance, as we begin to ex-
plore Tillich's observation that the very style of form ofan
art workiriy be Biblical whether or not its subject matter
is Biblical. The influence of the Biblical sects and the
effects of valueS on Western culture (and therefore on art) 67
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is diffuse, but discernible in many specific instances Any
artist within a culture is affectedbids-i,.aliie-s-, both those
consciously accepted, those rejected, and those no even
consciously considered. Western modern dance choreog-
raphers are no exception. Any modern dance may reflect
Biblically- routed affirmations and values, whether or nut
its subject matter is specifically Biblical, and whether or
not the choreographer had a direct intention of affirming
Biblical values The reason for this is that there is in
modern dance techniqueand choreography a prophetic
element which parallels the prophetic element in the
Biblical narrative.-

The first obvious question raised by tits thesis is, an
important one. Because the modern danCe is such a di
verse phenomenon in terms of style, technique, and
choreographic intention, is it even possible to speak of a
basic modern dance aesthetic? Selma Jean Cohen states, in
her Introduction to The Modern Dance. Seven Statements
of Belief, -The modern dance is always concerned woh the
unacceptable symbol, the one that startles us into aware-
ness. The pressure may be subtle or it may be 01)% ious, but
tt is'alvvays there "5 The modern dance, then, can be seen
as a prophetic attitude toward the function of art in gen-
eral, and dance in particular, in the contemporary world
The basic ntudern dance aesthetic is a prophetic point of
view.

Biblical prophetic as defined by Abraham Heschel is.
the prophet is an iconoclast, challenging The apparently

holy, revered, awesome." The prophet's language, ppetry,

and action is charged w ith agitationinguish, and a spirit of
nonacceptance. &'he prophet is a !)reacher whose pur-
pose is not self-expression or the purgation of feeling, but
communication."6

John Martin, a Neu' York Tunes dance taint., elaborated
in 1933 that the modern dance was not dame for spec[ cu
lar display or self-expression, but dance hich attempted
to Lornmunicate personal authentic experience, experi-
ence connected with abasic-truth about human beings and
reality Modern dance began as a prophetic form in that
its purpose was.the communication of pepsonal authentic
experience by means of new symbols, new forms, and new
ways of mol,ing. It queried both the dance that had previ-
ously existed and the time and place in which it found

-itself.
Perhaps the mod ince of the 1920s, 30s, and 40s

shows the basically prophetic haracter of the form more
clearly titan the dance of the 50s, 60s, and early 70 ,s. For the
early choreographers (Graham, Humphrey, and Wigman),
emotional mom anon and human communication about
human beings was' primary. These choreographers be-
he% ed in the potential social relevance of art, art rooted in
time and space. They saw the ordinary experience of
human beings as valid artistic material out of which the
artist may create. They were concerned with meaning in all
its dimensions; like Biblical characters and stories, they
saw no necessity, for happy endings (Moses never made it
to the promised land, the elder brother in Jesus' parable
does not go to the party.) While the earlier choreog-

Body and ,Scnel Dance Company in Judith Rock's "House of Prayer"
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raphers saw that darce cou d be communicative in itself
apart from narrative oR-vrestnnative cOntent, they wee
Id Ways tioncerned with rorm as the structure of content,
rather than simply as an end in itself As Heschel remincts
us, the prophet's central concern is "the plight of man ..

pod Himself is described as reflecting over the plight of
man, rather than as contemplating eternal ideas." The
early' modern dances of Of. latn, Wigina'n, bind Humphrey
did not contemplate eternal 'fleas. Thy looked at human
beings in human situations a I told the brus'que, undeco-
rated, unlovely truth as they saw it BorrOwing Joshua
Taylor's categories of style, we call such dances "corn-
munnive" and not "unitive."

Those choreographers offered us dances which lift up
the ambiguity, the humor, the sorrow, and the absurdity,
(and through these realities the truth) found in ordinary
human experience This lifting up of things as they are is

'part of the prophetic %owe and Biblical touchstone within
modern dhce Confronted with such a dance (one thinks
among others ofJo<)'s "Green fable,"Graharn's "Lamenta-
tions" and her dances based (;i1 Greek irryths, Wigman's
"Witch," and Anna Sokolow's "Rooms") the audience has
the opportunity to see some part of themselves as they
really are, to hear some part of the truth about how it is to
he truly human

Heschel states that though' the prophet begins with a
message of woe, he ends with a message of hope. As the
modern dance and its choreographers grew, 'they also
developed the counterpoint side of their prophetic form.
The_prophenc message has a tenderness at its heart, what
Heschel calls the pathos of God 9 Repent so that the
crooked may he made straight, so that the barren places

may bear fruit, so,that Jacob may stand, for he is very small
Dances which come immediately to mind are Humphrey's

Day On Earth," Graham's "Appalachian Spring," and
Charles Wetdmnon's "On My Mother's Side."

While in that earlier period, modern dancers shared
Friany,of the above mentioned principles of belief, this is
not as true today Perhaps the major change since 1950 has

. been the lessening importance of emotional- motivation
and communication of universal human experience Form
has taken precedence over content Graham found, the
genesis of movement in the act of breathing, the source of
human life, beginning as the Biblical narrative begins with
the gift of breath to the human body. and its consequences
Humphrey created new movement out of her discoveries
about the-human body with respect to the world around it,
to space, to gravity Some of the middle generation of
choreographers, however, have taken the modern dance
in other less prophetic directions As non-Western reli-
gions and their corresponding aesthetics permeate West-
ern culture, one sees a shift IL modern, dance style as
reflected in the Work of Erick Hankins Hawkins-stategilhat
the function of the artist is not to present life as it is, but in
line with traditional Oriental aesthetics, to offer ideals of

`enlightenment, life tls it ought to be,'° this is '11irectly
opposite of the Biblical prophetic understanding that re-
newal or enlightenment is to he found in the midst of life

Judith Rock in "Mary Alice's Magnificent"
as it is in all its grubbiness and ambiguity, that God is at
least as likely'to be encountered through the experience of
being invaded by the Assyrian army as in meditation in the
temple **"

Other choreographers, e.g., Alwin Nikolais and Merce.
Cunningham, have turned almostexclusively to form itself
as their artistic concern. This is 2 potentially prophetic
direction, as witnessed by Tillich's second category of art
with religious style but non-religious content. However, a
requirement for the,,prophetic whether in Biblical narra-
tive or in modern dance is that it calls us and our favorite
attitudes and assumptions into question. -Insofar ag
choreographers have simply acknowledged the tenacity of
contempbrary' forces of abstraction, randomness,
mechanization, aid meaninglessness, they have ceased to
he prophetic. The prophetic s that which speaks the new
word and calls us beyond what is The prophetic-trans-
cends the contemporary and is allied with a yet unrealized
future lnsofar as modern dance or any art simply retie&
or reiterates the beliefs and tendencies and statements of

. the surrounding culture, it ceases to he prophetic. The
prophetic art form grows out of its time and pl:v but also
questions its time and place and offers a- clearer and
deepei: vision lest the people perish. in the work of the
choi:eographers df the 1970s, such as Twyla Tharp,
Meredith Mpnk, Philobol us, and Kei Takei, there seems to
he some return to a concern with emotional motivation
and the importake of human experience, although the
result looks utterly different from the works of Graham,

70 le,.
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Humphrey, Limon, Weldmann, and others There is a new
unification of emotional mons atio and abstraction of
form in dances which are religious in style by suggesting
realities and LonLerns below the surface of human life. In
these words the mode rndance seems to be reemerging as
a prophenCart. form in our time and place

In retrospect, we see that dances w hich has e struck us as
prophetiL 'haw certain teLhnial elements in es IdenLe that
stress the realities of life, as it exists. use of percussive
movement, the center body, fall and recovery; the floor,
a.symmetry, humor Such elements have been used to
create dances that have been surprising and new to us,
they have required us to again look more closely and they
have expanded our vision. Si milady , the Biblically prophe-
tic calls us to the new sung, the new w Me, repeating what

--used-to- be pL opt/etc-will- -no lunges be-prophetL. Jul irr
Cage helps us understand w by this is the case. He notes
that the American flag is radically asymmetrical in design,
but we have seen it so often that it becomes symmetrical
because of our expectations of it. and we du not re-ally see
It

New prophetic. dances use .mus ement elements in un-
expected, new prophetic ways as we see in Twyla Tharp's
-Sue's Leg." Although all dancers try fOr a flow of move-
ment, Tharp achieves it to a unique degree in "Sue's Leg."
She uses an extraordinary flow of movement in the dan-
cerg' bodies, with humor, to recreate the social dance and
popular music world of the 1930s and 40s The movement
-never stops, it flows through individual bodies, and from
body to body, without vOble drops or dead spots, The
dancers meet, cling together, bounce and roll off each
other, giving and receiving energy from each other's flow
amusement, When body contact Occurs between dancers
it is not for the purpose of spectacular lifts or other techni-
cal fireworks, but to show us real bodiesexcited, mov-
ing, playing, exhausted. Her use of humor also pefmits the
audience to perceive a sense of community among the
dancers. We see potential couples eye each other, try each
other; we see them both succeed and fail at dancing to-
gether, we see them move on. Their encounters, like ours,
are both serious and absurd Like us, they keep on dancing,
stepping on each other's feet, and squeezing the last drop
of life out of an era and out of temselvq.

"Sue's Leg"' is a prophetic dance with secular subject
matter. It is prophetic in showing us human beings not
Only as they were bilt as they are. Tharp's dances have been
called merely fashionable, chit., and slick by some critics

,r
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In this particular work, though, she has shown us some-
thing of "the plight of man," to use Heschel's words.12
Watching "Sue's Leg" and listening to its musk., It is re-
membered that those people mos mg frequently , throw mg
each other into the air, dinging together the last hours
of dance marathons, were people on the brink of war and 7
in the midst of war. Their dances came out of the heart of
the plight of man." As w e watch them, recreated by Tharp,

we are in our time and in the midst of our own wars,
reminded of,our own 'light.

A prophetic modern dance whether religious in subject
matter or not tells us the truth, not necessarily particular
truths (that Gud exists or does not, or that lose is full of
pain or full of pleasure), but some truth about ourselves. A
prophetic modern dance tells us something about how it is

-to-be liuman. Any partrarla-rtrudr, any particular illessage,
is soon stated. The truth about ourselves can never be told
frilly or too often. Biblically prophetic art, is made by an
iconoclast, b rtists who break the holy Images to shock
us into new a areness of the truth about ourselves. Con-
fronted with su a work of art, we once again have ears to
hear and eyes to see, miraculously ,-fur a moment, we do
hear, and we do sge.
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To Dance or Not to Dance

Mary Jane Wolbers

9

Hail Terpsichore. Sweet Goddess of the Dance; Art-
Divine/ Grace of Manners and Innocent Joys are thy
Charming Gifts, Gentle Muse, and nocin the Rhythm
of MMotion, but only in a Bad Heart, or a Vicious
Tongue, is the Guilt of Sin Then hail, Terpsichore,
Sweet Goddess of the Dance, all hail! Bigots may
scowl, Hypoch6ndriacs Hon-or-Stricken, may sigh,
Dancing is, nevertheless, an AMaserrient as Old and
as Universal as the Human Race. Classic Antiquity
made it one of its Chief Modes of Aesthetic Develop-
ment as well as Most Delightful Pastime, while the
Holy Bible of the Jews and the Christians' Sacred
Gospel Emphatically and Benignly sanction and
sanctify its Judicious Observance! Then bail, Sweet
Terpsichore, Goddess of the Dance, hail, all hail!'

.
.

th this invocation,
b

the Reverend J. B. Gross
opened his treatise in defense of dancing in
1879. In this work, he praised the dance for its

positive effects on "the mental and physical constitution of
man." He endorsed dance as a form of religious expres-
sion and as an artistic, social, and recreational pursuit as
well. Recognizing the-religious and socializing nature of
early dance, he stated that dancing is, and always has been,
a normal,.natural response to life?

"God has wisely ordained that all the faculties with
which He has endowed us should be exercised in their

44 proper time and in their appropriate manner," he wrote.3
He did not espouse an "anything goes" attitude toward
dance;, in defending it as a form of human activity, he
acknowledged that it is liable to abuse, but not more so
than any other activity. (He conceded that even some
religious sects are guilty of abuse and perversion in the
practice of dance.) He concluded that "a great many worse
and less seemly deeds,than are implied in dancing are
done in His august and holy presence in His "house of
Many Mansions." , .

Hs belief that "rational amusement and true piety are
Clearly the essential twin-factors of a useful, a contented,
and a happy life," supported his case for dance. It set him
apart from many of his contemporaries who wrote and
preached against dancing He attributed to Ruskin a state-
ment that the only safeguard§ to morality are "music and

. .

precise dancing."

73

Clearly the complaint of early Christian leaders in
America was against "mixed" (male-female) social danc-
ing, fe.g., at balls, in dance halls, in taverns, and what was
labeled "profane and promiscuous dancing" (the associa-
tion with feasts and public demonstrations was specifically
mentioned).6 Where dancing was justified by the Bible, It
was not condemned, nor was dancing Instruction totally
frowned upon. increase Mather looked with favor on
dancing instruction which concerned its ood
manners, poise, composure of body, decency o
havior, provided it did not take place in mixed company.

Mather was distressed that dancing was "customary"
among Christians in the colonies. Maypole dances were
particular targets of condemnation and the people re-
sponded (at' least in one instance,( in Charlestown, Mas-
sachusetts) by,erecting larger Maypoles. History records
laws against dahcing; court cases, the presence of dancing
masters, and books published on the dance. Dancing sur-
vived, despite the ;fire and brimstone" sermons. Marks'
bibliography of "anti-dance" literature from 1685-1963
lists some 150-books, tracts, essays, sermons, and dis-
courses, fifty-four of which were published since 1900.1

Although dancing has been suppressed by religious
leaders and communities in the Western Christian world,
it is well td bear the following facts in mind. Some theolo-
gians condemn dance; others support it. Some deny joy,
others claim it is our salvation. Some discourage self-
exPression, others urge that it be given release in 'satisfac-
tory, healthy modes of behavior or it will self-
destructive, anti-social outlets. Attitudes toward ce are
being examined and the dialogue is now more open and
rational than it was in the early days- of Amerka.

Constraints against dancing have not come solely from
the church. Secular factions have also been involved. The
Federation of Women's Clubs banned the Argentine Tango
and the Hesitation Waltz in 1914. This was the era in which
Vernon and Irene Castle popularized such dances as the
Castle Walk through their ballroom exhibitions. Public
officials denounced the Lame Duck, Turkey...Trot, Fox Trot,
and Bunny Hug as "orgies taking place in public dance
halls." Fifteen young womewvere reportedly fired from
their jobs with the Curtis Publishing Company because
they were caught doing the Turkey Trot during their lunch
break. 73



The case against dance has not always been predicated
on its abuse The invention of the printing press thrust
upon the world a new emphasis on verbalism The capac
ity to read and write, as well as to speak "the word"
suddenly took on increased importance, all forms of non-
verbal expression were suppressed. We are only now
coming back to a full appreciation of nonverbal forms of
expression and communication.

Although too many colleges still base admissions chiefly
on SAT "verbal scores," other institutions are probing
ways to develop and evaluate human potential. We hope
that the indivjdual can develop a healthy self-image, the
ability to express and communicate his values to others, to
behave in a socially acceptable manner and to approach
problem-solving with creativity and confidence. Studies
on hemispheric' functions of the brain point out the de-
sirability of training the right half to perform long-
neglected tasks, and of bringing the activities of the two
hemispheres into harmony (It is interesting to note the
great potential which dance holds for meeting the chal-
lenge of the above mentioned goals.)

Dance can and does exist under a variety of names.
'Perhaps it is the old matter of semantics: "a rose by,any
other name... A group which rejects dancing as sinful
engages enthusiastically in "singing games" (self-
accompanied dances). A congregation feels comfortable
with the "worship choir" or "motion choir" which dances

MatyJane Wolbers in "Liturgy of Dance in Worship"
performed at the Salem United Church of Christ,
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
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regularly in its church. (A "dance choir" would not be
welcome!) Leaders involve people in "symbolic move-
ment" vi," ho could not bring themselves to think. of this
movement as dance. Church "sociables" just as often in-
clude dancing among the evening's activities as prayer and
the potluckupper.

On the other hand, there is a growing, open acceptance
of trance as worship and in the social lives of Western ('
ClAstians by formerly resistant denominations. The revi-
val is well-documented in And We Have Danced, by Car-
lynn Reed, and other sources.' Priests assert that "the Mass,
itself is a dance." The Coast Salish peoples are dancing
againancestral "spirit dancing" laced with elements of
Shaker dance (which has been incorporated into their
beliefs and practicete Social dances are frequently spon-
sored by church groups. Dance is a technique increasingly
used by tligious educators..Sfudents are learning about
dance in theological schools and, they are calling it dance!
In asserting that the pioneers of American dance were
"evangelically inclined," Joseph Mazo writes,

Religious ceremonies frequently are celebrated in
dance, even, at times in the Western tradition. A Chas-
sidic folk-song bids the congregation be quiet, the
rabbi is going to dance, and when the rabbi dances,
the tables and chairs dance with him and Satan falls
dead in the middle of the floor. There comes a mo-
ment of ecstacy -in which voice and words are too
weak to contain fervor; the entire body is impelled to
movement.°

Modern Western society, beset with problems of drug
abuse, crime, Itsipertension, and disease can well look to
other times and Otter cultures for clues to their solution.
We can no longer write off the practices of other cultures
as "heathen," or "uncivilized," and having no relevance for
our time. We have tended to dismiss the dance practices of
primitive man and other cultures without seriously exa-
mining their naturand significance. Is it possible there is
a message here we are missing?

Two present-day churchmen speak for dance as a way of
life that hotds promise for the future. "Do something (it's
bound to have a shape). Move (movement makes a path or
pattern)," writes John David Maguire. He concludes, "Our
call is to begin moving. And as we warm to Walking in the
Light, we shall surely come at sometime to that moment
when twith all men'the sons of morning'we Shall
dance and sing for joy." We shall dance in the company of
God." " Marvin Halverson in "Opening Statement" to the
proceedings from the first national conference op the
church and the dance in 1960, writes of the role of dance in
worship adding, "And not least, the restoration of the
dance in flte life-of man, even apart from corporate wor-
ship, is an important gesture in the direction of wholeness
and holiness." 2

We live in a religiously plural World. Today's world is
shrinking. We must be mindful that the Christian religion
is one of eight major faiths, and one of a considerable
number of faiths if all denominations, cults, and groups are
counted. Christians actually number less than one-fourth

4.1



of the world's population. For many of the world's people,
dance is part of the very fiber of life. In many non-Western
societies, religious activities are an integraland intimate
pan of community life and defy separation from the total
cultural pattern. There are those who have always danced
their faith, have always danced as a form socializing,
healing, and Celebration. Theywould be una le to accept a
religion kvhdch forbids dancing. Those in the field of Chris-
tian missions have always experienced difficulty if cOnver-
sion means giving up dancing in order to ae "saved."
Present-day missionaries have expressed grea interest in
the revival of dance in Christian worship and in e work of
individuals and groups such as The Sacred Da ce Guild,
an international, interdenominational organi tion de-

..voted to furthering the dance as a dimension o worship.
Jose Limon said, We all dance a little every yi" We all

know the spine that stiffens in resistance, the lasp of a
sympathetic hand, the impatient, tapping foot. eing hu-
man, we all-reveal something of our inner selve through
expressive movement. If this movement is n t a full-
fledged dance, it is at least "dance-like." In this retard, is it
possible for a normal person to be a non-dan r?" Is it'
humane to forbid something as normal and n tural as
dancing? To dance or not to dance: do we reall have a
choice? If dame is a normal, human response to 1 fe, then..
let's be humanlet's dance!
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The Art of Worship

and the Art of Dance
Barbara Kres Beach
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The first time I ever danced in a church service.was at
Harvard Divinity School My husband, with several
other Unitarian students, decided to creme a service

for Good Friday. Why the Unitarians decided to tackle that
particular religious Everest (I su,,spect that Hillary's answer
would have served them as well), why they brought me
into their conspiratorial band, has long since slid into a
memoryless chasm I remember the sequence of the
dances (triumphal entry, betrayal), and a lot of personal
anguish. In the midst of one of these bodily and psychic
wrenclAngs, I left the chancel to execute a great sweeping
gesture, a sort of "we're in this together, folks" message,
and found my fingertips within inches of Dean Sam Mil-
ler's nose I suddenly felt terribly exposed. I had leapt in
front of plenty of footlights, But had never been eyeball to
eyeball with my audience before. What was worse, was that
this was not an audience bt,_,, ongregation. I knew that
there was a difference, butliffle -yet to establish what that
difference is. I

Dancing in the Unitarian church was never a big issue.
Unitarians tend to gloss over the Salome-seductive-body-

_syndronsein favor of Paul's "temple of the holy spirit."
Dancing in church taught me how to proof-text. Liberal
rtTigionists, I learned, readily identify with David, "danc-
ing before the Lord with all his might." In Davids famous
dance, in which the return of the Ark of the Covenant to
Jerusalem is celebrated, he abandled his ephod in an
exultant moment and finished the dance nude. His proper
wife, Michal, peeking from the tent, was shocked and thus,
reprimanded him. Though there are never many "MK-
halsfri" our congregations, with David I might have said,
"Cool it, Michal. If the Lord hasn't struck me down al ready,,,*
dancing in very holy places must be OK."

Of course there are issues. First was the barefeet issue.
Several people had previously suggested that dancing in
church would be more religious if they didn't have to look
at barefeet, especially those that were dirty. Several years
later, the. big issue in the liturgical dance group was bras-
or-no-bras. (That was during the period, to paraphrase
Kipling, when all those abo.ut us were burning theirs ...)
The implication is obvious. Dancing is holy.when the
bodies in question do- not distract from their ethereal
Intent.

Then there is the who-should-dance issue. If the liturgi-
cal dance group is in fact a community-creating adjunct to

ThelargeralirCE:aouldn't everyone with desire and
sincerity (and 'reliability at practice) be encouraged to
share the dance experience with a congregation? The
question is how much desire, sincerity, and reliability is
required to compensate for the sins the flesh is heir to.
Adult congregational dance groups usually attract young
matrons, not nymphets whom George. Balanchine so
readily takes to his heart and into his company. One en-
thusiastic member was perpetually on the brink of losing
30 pounds-Some folks feel the act of dance ought not to
require a willing suspension of utter disbelief.

Finally, there Ire the issues of purpose. What does dance
Wh,do in a service of worship? How does it work? 4 ere does

it fit? Is the best dance in the church fund entally the
same as the best dance in the theatre? Do we ask only that
dance expression reflect the diversity and depth of the
creative imagination which gives it form? Do we ask that it
be authentic? Aesthetic? Both? Because it's church art and
not art with a capital A, do we look for dance more in the
manner of Norman Rockwell, and less in the manner of
Mark Rothko? Should it, in other words, cleave a little
closer to the explicitness of actual gesture, and a little
further from the kind of symbolization not given to facile
translation0Should we tread a careful boundary, eschew-
ing dances (like David's) which might evoke ecstasy at the
expense of the logic that liberals so admire? Should these
aesthetic questions be discussed at all, when taking into
consideration that most of the dancers are volunteers, and
the community is beloved?

In his preface to The Holy in Art, Gerhardus van der
Leeuw writes: "Whoever talks about religion and art comes
in contact with two sorts of people: Christians of the most
varied,stamp and connoisseurs of art. Both are difficult to
get along with."' Difficult or not, I would like to concern
myself for the remainder of this article with worship (and
some Unitarian attitudes toward worship), what dance is
and how it speaks to us, and dance and worship and why
they belong together.

Attitudes toward Worship
Before struggling once again to define the relationship

between the art of worship and the art of dance in the 77
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"Invocation" performed at the Unitarian Glued;
of Arlington, Virginia

liberal church, I wanted to learn what worship meant to a
cross-section of laypersons. The Unitarians I consulted
firmly believed that reason and truth in its diverse forms
are entirely compatible with religion, and with relig(ous
faith as they uphold it, and it, them. Many indicated that
they came tci their liberal position after an intense intellec-
tual struggle with orthodoxy. It led them to ask no less of
their religious faith than they ask of secular intellectual and
aesthetic disciplines. In short, they possessed a determina-
tion tO pursue truth, to commit themselves to the ethical
dimension of their lives, and to insist that seekers, like
themselves, whatever their theological persuasion, be
welcomed within their religious community. The spirit of
the Enlightenment with its emphasis on tolerance, reason,
and Biblicalsriticism,,rny informants told me, is as strong
in Unitarian churches today as when the religious ideas of
William Ellery Charming, Ralph Waldo Emerson, and
Henry Ware swept the New England Congregational
Churches of the 1820s and carried them into the Unitarian
fOld.

' Liturgical embellishments associated with "high" Prot-
estantism, e.g , the chants, prayers, choral responses, and
interactive ceremony between minister and congregation,
'ere never integral to the spare Protestantism of the Puri-

tans from whose roots Congregationalism sprang. On the
other hand, neither is liturgy, in its root meaning, "the
work of the people," foreign to the liberal Protestant tradi-

78 don What has remained, however, might be charactrized

by an artless simplicity. the congregational hymns, respon-
sive readings, and strasightforwrd traditions peculiar to
individual churches. Thus when ontkrespondent cited his
requirement for a "clean service," simple and direct, with
the emphasis on the sermonic spoken word, I was not
surprised When another indicated the need for religious
services capable of "celebrating the inherent div'ersity in
liberal thought" (emphasizing the intellecnial mode),
without "pulling congregants by the heels into some un-
controlled religious experience" (negating the affective
mode), I was not surprised. ,

The congregational autonomy of liberal con-
gregationally-governed churches guarantees both
their particularism and their openness. It does not guaran-
tee a structure in which community-affirming religious
beliefs are articulated through the music and actions of
liturgy, through forms which bridge belief and feeling

Is liturg al dance possible in this context? Insofar as
dace, lik any variable element of the act of worship, is
indeed the work of the people" of a gathered community,
I would hold the answer to be yes. The parameters of that
"work" are elastic, its meaning variable, unlike "work" in a
church community whose liturgical worship points ex-
plicitly to its belief system. There are two dilemmas: in this
context, dance in -worship cannot as easily biiild on
commonly-held beliefs effected through liturgical forms,
the function of dance, and any art in a tradition so heavily
weighted toward reason, must be examined, even "in-
vented," within the particular worship service in which it
becomes a part.

Howard Nemerov has written of "the tears which clarify
the eye toward charity "2 What I look for in a church
service is that something which "clarifies my eye" too. A
confrontational period of meditation-silence-prayer often
does this, precisely because itkisks that the congregation
do something with their own thoughts and feelings, not as
passive listener-observers, but as active participants It
engages A second element can engage the congregation
in a simple "choreography '2 At the Unitarian Church of
Arlington, Virginia, we take a few moments to reach out, to
extend a hand to greet persons on either side, to the front
and behind us. The invitation is not to anticipate the coffee
hour, which most liberal religionists would agree is cer-
tainly a Unitarian' ritual, but to anticipate in thee out-
stretched hand, the community we would become.
Merleau-Ponty calls this phenomenon "an intentional arc
"Our intentions," he writes, "find their natural clothing or
their embodiment in movements and are expressed in
them."3 1.

While reaching out io grasp the hand of another doesn't
giveiyelf to Dionysian abandon, esen this modest exer-
cise suggests that liberals want to break through the bar-
riers of isolation with whicliall of us, shield ourselves,
perhaps even to break through to some emotional qual-
ities which have elekled us. Clewing as w e have to the
Apollonian virtues of rationality, saiteal Judgment, and
restraint, we have tended to cut_ugthe Dionysian ones
(ecstasy, transformation through v.xcitement, and danc-
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ing) We have eliminated, as Marianne Mick:, points,J,
those qualities through, which one "enters into another
body, another character (able) to see the god "4

Appealing to these contrdry Apollonian and Dionysian
ideas may seem indirect but there is a dialectic at work
here which we syko.celebrate the Apollonian virtues onl}
ignore at our peril The thesis, examined in Nietzsche's
early essay, The Birth of Tragedy and the Gene° logfr of
Morals, argues that classical tragedy is born of the mare
riage of Dionysian and Apollonian elements, and that
tragedy dies when the union is dissolyed.5 When later
Greek dramatise, attempted to extract the so-called irra-
tiopdl elements, and tried to make everything understand-

le, Nietzsche suggests, the poetry, the -art, the drama
degenerated He writes, ."Because you had abandoned
Dionysus, Apollo abandoned you."6 I interpret this to
mean that the stately, ordered movement of Apollo stands
in tension with the Dionysian mood, the breaking through
of order Without that tension, ttke dynamic center dissi-
pates Even Emerson remarked of the attempt to devise
rituals for the post-French Revolution religion-of-reason
that it was all "pasteboard and fijigree."7

How Does Dance Speak to Us?

The compelling reason for dance in worship, in both its
Apollonian careful measure:and countermeasure and its
Dionysian excitement, is the reappropriation of feeling.
This is not to ignore the powerful capacity of music,
poetry, and sermons in affecting us, Dance gives presence
as no other art can.I would not have us divorce reason
from worship in the liberal church, but to enhance the
marriage through dialogue with other modes.

What of the art of dances How does,it speak to us, and
what is it really? Dance opens up one more avenue to
knowing and feeling Its symbolic language eschew ver-
bal translation, it defies, as music does, the constraints of
language. When tve become attuned to the symbolic lan-
guage of dance, we become fluent in a sensitivity which
does, however, translate to our everyday lives. Gertrude
Stein once said, "I like to go to musetTais, I like to look out
the windows "8 Of dance we might paraphrase, "I like to
watch dances; I like to move out into the world."

Even without a sophisticated dance literacy, congre-
gations have direct access to dance, as the,y do to music
The dancer Pauline Kroner speaks of dance communica-
"(ion as melding subjective and objective experience, and
adds, ':We (dancers) identify with the receiver (the.
audience/congregation) and the receiver with us , be-it
cause that person has the identical instrument we have: the
bodF. The body sends a messageirom a giving muscle to a
receiving muscle, the spirit sends a currentof emotion to a

wing emotion,"9
Even without the communicative poyyer of dance,

choreographer Erick Hawkins has written that dance
mo ment, being in and for itself "yields that strange and
ho} j center which is the only thing we know about being
alive its significant purpose is to fill the audilnce With

re

i lk_wonder and delight ... ' valuable than anything in the
world.'" In worship, t e

f
dance might well be the per-

fect Whitmanesque expression. As van der l,eeu W puts it,
"The dance is the natural expression of the'man who is just
as conscious of his body as he is of his soul. In the dance
the boundaries between body and soul arereffaced The
body moves itself spiritually and the spirit, bodily.""

In dance, what we see is what we get. So what is it we
seed We see dance, Suzanne K. Langer writes, through the
dymunic image that it creates. "In watching a collective
dance one does not see people running around; one sees
the dance drip ing this way, drawn this way, gathering here,
spreading therefleeing, resting, rising, and so forth, and
all the motion seems to spring from powers beyond the
performers. In a pas de deux the dancers appear to mag-
netize each other the' relation is more than a spatial one,
it is a relation of forces . dailce forces, virtual powers."
She adds: "The prototype of these purely apparent ener-
gies ... is the subjective experience of volition and free
ehergy and oP reluctance to alien and compelling wills.
The consciousness of lifethe sense of vital power, even
of the power to receive impressions, apprehend the envi-
ronment, and meet changesis our most immediate
self-consciousness."''

Dance in Worship
Do dance and worship belong together? That :con-

sciousness of life," or "vital power," of "volition" and

Invocation" performed at the Unitarian,Cburch
of Arlington, Vita
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countervolition, is one sought element in a 'set, Ice of
worship Through it and as a result of it, we want to be
turned around We do not want to depart in the same w a)
that we arrived What we ask, and are willing to participate
in, is a change of heart, .1 new inclination of the heart,
mind, and will.

Each artform4'has the power to affirm in Robert Coles
words, "the thoughtful reveries of people who struggle for
coherence, vision, a sense of what obtains in the

%world "13 I regret that Coles omitted passion, the Dion)
sun element in art also can mov e us into that struggle for
what obtains in the world by breaking through mere or-
der, stagnation, and even repression. "Passion:' opens the
possibility of being subject to overwhelming forces, and
thus, even to suffering. But when that suffering is shared,
when it is suffering with, tt becomes compassion People
often commspt that dance in church moves them to tears.
Du we weep for ourselves or for othersor is it both, in
recognition of our common passions? Howard Nemaov
says it much better than I can:

That there, should be much goodness ui the world,/
kindness and intelligence, candor and ehann,fand
that it all goes down in the dust after a uble,/ this is a
subject for the steadiest meditation/ of the heart and
mind, as for the tears/ that clar0, the eye toward
charity '4

The melding of an) two arts, such as worship and dance,
is itself an art, requiring sensitivity, cooper..Dkaand
peppering of spontaneity. lh the worship context, dInce
can affect in heart and mind some new vision, a vision of a
moment a vision that turns us around, The sour of the
vision is both in the dance and within us. What is articu-
lated and revealed through dance resi
the repleteness of its symbolization. The
within'us our responding muscles and

s in part within
er part resides

tending hearts.
The meaning is completed within his at the mornenttbs.

moving form of the dance reverberates against our own
unique experience and thought. This'can be a potent
meaning, for as Martha Graham reminds us, "Dance is the
symbol for the performance of living."' But before the
performance of dance, as every dancer knows, ,or the

rmante of living, as we live to learn, comes practice.
hrough practice that each of us, in Miss Graham's

becomes in some area "an athlete of God."16

Not lung ago I found Martha Graham sitting alone in a
hotel lobby after a performance. I wanted to thank her for
those "moments" that her choreographic genius had
treated, andnot incidental() ----;to confess that I had
been her student. On the far side of 80 she sat, enveloped
in clouds of chiffon, fragile, musing. "Ummm.. Barbara
Kres Among the thousands I was, alas, not a is id

mentor) Then she smiled. But I'm sure," she said, 'Im
Sure id recognize) ou in a leotard...A kindness and a truth
For as Graham has said, "the buds does not lie." It is
important that we dancu in church. It IS important that we
bring this truth into our midst,
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Dance as Worship

Jerry Bywaters Cochran

Alittle over ten years ago, a young minister asked me
to dance in a worship service We had both been in
school in New York City (he at Union Theological

Seminary and I at Juilliard) in the days when those two
institutions were across the street from each other. Hewas
studying to be a minister and I, a dancer My only concern
with his request was whether I, a fallible human being, a
searching, struggling Christian, a sinner, should dance in a
church? Would my body Serve as a vessel to convey the
Word of God? The minister assured me by saying, "If we
gave into that concern, there would certajnly be no dance
in churches,,and probably no music, no preaching, and no
congregation as well."

.

As I have danced and choreographed for worship ser-
vices many times since this -first request, I have grown
increasingly grateful to God for allowing me to pray in
church through dance. I believe that dance can serve as a
prayer for the dancer and I often think Of Paul's sacrifice,
holy and acceptable to God." Prayer in dance must not be
limited to the expressiOn of the dancer however. Dance in
church must communicate for and to those who watch.
Both the needs of the dancer in prayer and the needs of the
congregation who are the audience and worshippers must
both be addressed.' ,. . .

In retrospect, that first invitation to dance in church
forced me to search for thfopiritual and technidal re-
sources I had not thought could be used in this way.
Though I had not any specialized training to prepare me
for this moment, I soon found that muTh of what had
passed for "secular`" dance training was now of use to me. I
thought back to many of my dance teachers, in particular
Ruth St. Denis, Martha Graham, and Jose Limon, all of
whom have produced 'notable choreography qn religious
themes. I called on my own experiences in church as a
child, on College courses in religion and most notably, in
the lectures of theologian Paul Tillich, who was parti,cu-
iarVinteresta in the relationships between religion and
art. With all of this, I began to vie* dance as an earthly
trinity, joining body, mind, and spirit, impelling me to a
greater understanding of the Word. This understanding
allowed me to go straight to the spiritual significance of
man in relationAGotl, not just by, hearing the message but
by experiencing it. I realized that it was long before danc-
ing in church that the undeistanding had begun to grow.

Each time I dance in church,'I try to open my mind, my
body, and my soul to the conversion significance of my
faith. I hope that my mind, the body, and the soul of the
congregation can likewise be opened.

The total individual needs to express his worship-of God
with his total-being. Such basic themes as the differences
between activity and passivity, strength and weakness, ten-
sion and relaxation, disease and grace, are more easily
learned frbm bodily movement than in any other way.
Certain emotions aredifficult to fully comprehend without
motion. Perhaps the sparcity of joy in contemporary life is
related to the loss of dance as a-primary means for the
education and articulation of values. That dance isa natural
vehicle forseligious expression is clear to the dancer for as



he works to train and perfect the body, he becomes in-
creasingly aware off' the miracle of God's creation One
need not be a trained dancer to have this experience.
When a worshipper kneels and clasps his hands in prayer
there is a dance, a simple dame but a dance in the broailest
sense of the word. In this sense it can be truly be said that
dante never really left the church.

Now that dance is coming back into the Western Chris-
tian church, I am thankful that this opportunity is available
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to me as a dancer and choreographer I am always in mind
that the physical juxtaposition of julliard and the Union
Theological Seminary, which seemed of no particular tn-
terest to me when I was in school, ultimately played a part
in bringing me to religious dance. The words of the Psal-
mist have a deeper meaning for me.

Praise Him with timbre! and dance;
Let everything that breathes praise the Lord'
Praise the Lord!

a
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0 ur worship and the arts that serve that worship
must show an understanding (*The unity and thg
salvation of the wholeness ofihe body and soul.

The art of n'vement, whether it'be the ritual gesture of
ministers and people or the creative work of trained litur-
gical dancers, is the art which most profoundly cultivates
and demonstrates the reality of the redemption of the
whole person. In The twelfth chapter of his letter to Ro-
mans, St. Paul exhorts believers to offer their "bodies as a
living sacrifice, acceptable to God" in their spiritualmor-
ship. In the earliest centuries of Christianity, gesture and
dance were integral parts of worship. Gradually however,
dance. was discouraged and even banned by the Church
which came to honor intellectual and spiritual afectspf
the human persoh and to distill& the physical and emo-
tional ones. ,

Protestant churches began experiencing the return of
liturgil or sacred dance to wcirship in 1925! Since Vatican
II, the Catholic Church has produced some documents
which guide the reintroduction of liturgical dance. The
mOst notable of these documents is theAmerican,Bishops'
Environmentand Art in cptholic Worship, which states that
"processions and interpretations through bodily move-.
ment (dance) can become meaningful parts of the liturgi-
cal celebration if.clone by truly competent persons in' the
manner that befit the total liturgical action."2

Although many forms of dance are available and could
be used to present religious themes, the theology of Chris-
tianity tills its dance artists beyond these forms. A Chris-
tian art of dance calls for movement which is created lthe
body-mind-spirit unity -of the darker. 'Performing con-
ventional imps or routines by,memory 'while placing reli-
gious meaning upon them like some "outer garment" is
not sufficient. The outer form of the dance must grow out
of the inner feelings of the dancer. No false or limited
vocabulary of "dance moverrient" will do. The new Chris-
tian art of dance must arise from the natural., God-given
language of movement and shcruld be as limitless in its
vocabulary as the GOd of whbm it speaks is limitless. The
creators of this kind of dance must draw the form.of their
darice from their own feelings and faith rather than imitat-

'"Ang the .forms of theatrical or show da4e. This is easy
because their art is a gift from .God and readily

Carolyn Deitering

availablea natural, free movement of the human body
united with mind and spirit.3

One might argue that technique or discipline could
suffer from such an approach.' If the Christian dancer
desires to offer his or her body as an instrument of expres-
sion, then every part of that instrument must be strong and
alive and capable of its full range pf movement within the
limitations of the dancer's temperament and boc1)% struc-
ture. That takes work. If the liturgical dancer wishes to
speak in the language ofmovement of his experiences of a
limitless God, then continuous exploration of new move-
ment possibilities is requited. That is a soul-searching as
well as a body-aching discipline that neverends.
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Liturgical dancers need to be welltrained in the disci-
plines of liturgy as well as in the disciplines of their art in,
order that each dance presented "befits the total liturgical
action Dances to be offered during a liturgical celebra-
tion need not only be of the highest possible craftsman-
ship of nhoenaent and meaning, but must also serve/he
liturgical action and be appropriate to the community.
Christian dancers haye, at this point in history, an oppor-
tunity to affect both the Church and the world of dance. In
this way, challenges of breaking through the harriers of
Lomentional approat.hes to dant.e and through the bar-
riers of objections to dance in the liturgy can be met

a.

3
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Ballet Training

.as,It Relates to Sacredj)ance
Suanne Ferguson .

..... .
.

For years theFe has been some sense of controversy
over the training of the sacred dancer The first
conflict seemed to be to train or not to train?" This

conflict seems to have been resolved, at least for the
majority of those involved in this expression of faith. If not
overwhelmingly, at leas.substanally, we seem to agree
that training is necessary if we want a product that will
communicate to anyone beyond ourselves

The issue now seems to be "how to twin Should the
sacred dancer have modern dance training, ballet training,
or razz? No dancer today can be satisfied with learning any
one technique So it is with the sacred dancer who must
explore and become proficient in many fortis of dance if
he is to truly-communicate the message which he has to
share We must be concerned with thetrami ng of the body,
the 'mind. and the spirit if we are to produce dancers who
can express their faith with the dances they dance and the
lives they live

- .

Since my OWn orientation to dance began, with ballet
training, I will expand on this type of traiiiinwand what it
has to offer the sacred dancer Although ballet is one of the
most disciplined of art forms. throukh its very nature, it

. leads to freedom. The discipline of 4Study results in.free-
dom to use knowledge in'new and creative ways, The truly
disciplined artist is the one who is ready lo make use of his
imagination and communicate the message he would,
share in a clear, exciting, and valid piece ofwork.
, l'have heard it said that "pretty poses" have nothing to
say about 4ife and sacred dance is.aboutlife .. the-er fore,
sacred dancers should study ballet I can accept the fact
that pretty poses have nothing to say about life, but the.

-dancer well-trained in ballet will a difficult time identifying
the art of ballet With "pretty pos.- The strength add
palish of the ballet dancer is not an accident, but built \into
the discipline-of the training.

_

02.e of the greatest weaknesses that I have noticed in
mu elF of the sacred dance that I have observed isits lack of
energy The :.pact 'of the dance does not reach much
beyond the flirt pew Much of the congregation is thus left
untouched I have witnessed this in my own group hen
what I thought was a "good dance" left me absolutely cold

i when I notched it duripg the service from the baltony. It'
sent me back to the studio to analyze the problem. The
source of energy is within the dancer. The dancer must

discover the control of energy which come's from under-
standing oppositional forces in the body. For example, we
may IC>ok at the first exercise of the ballet barre, the plie
The bending of,the knees is a movement which obviously
takes the body down, but when correctly executed, the
pull of the body is up. It is one of chez-lost difficult but most
Important concepts that a teacher must reveal to his/her
student in the training process. that is, that the student
must learn to make use of all the oppositional forces in the
body which will then result in the control of energy
Perhaps it is difficult to understand what this Instruction
about oppositional pull in the phe has to do with sacred
dance that communicates beyond the first pew. Actually, it
has everything to do with it because new life is breathed
into a beak performance without. any alteration to the

-choreography. It is a matter of cohtrolling energy. It is
actually the ,energy that communicates.

Ballet technique can also be beneficial in clarifying the
line of each individual dancer so that the focus is more
defined and thereby' the message clarified and
s'trengthiened.The problem of focus is a problem of use of
the body, the focus of the entire body, or line. There is

I discovered t is quite by accident. In my earIV y rs of

certainf) *no o e easy lesson approaCh toapplying.ballet
concepts of lin to sacred dance. 4 means wotting with
this approach o -er a period oftime before the influence is
observed in ou, dances and our dancers.

teaching sacred dance, (purposely avoided the ballet class.
The people with whom I was working had very little
fornial training and rather than intimidate them, I avoided
the classical approacThen as more trust was manifested.

. I felt that I had more to offer in ballet and I began to
intoduce more and more into the training. The results
surprised even me-.35chnique became cleaner, line be--
came much cleirer, and the dancers with even the least
amount of training began to looltrained." The added
bonus was that the dances were clarified. I knew this,not
only by observing them myself, I5ut by the response we
began to receive.fro. m our congregation. People began to
comment on how much the dance meant to them and how
much they could relate to the dance instead of how
"erect)" the dancers and the danCe were.

In summary, We musetram the sacred dancer. The study
of line, focus, and motivation can energizeclarify, and

7
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lend purpose to movement. All forms of dance discipline turn, v.,e cart more adequately express our faith through
are important and the, mgre we can intdrporate into the the art of dance.
tvining,the better will the vocabulary of the dancer be. In
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A Practical Guide r

to Dance in Catholic Liturgy
Virginia Shuker

spects of introducing dance into contemporary-'
Catholic liturgy which must be considered include
the discovery of the most practical and appropriate

tocationssto include the dance, introduc-tion2f the dance
experience to include congregational moved! ern, and ex-
perimentationwith accompaniment This chapter, then,
will sequentially deal with these three aspects through the
purposes of the four divisions of the Mass. Introductory
Rues, Liturgy of the Word. Liturgy of the Eucharist, Con-
cluding Rite' These guidelines may be expanded to in-
clude ritualistic celebrations in Other denominations
where such an order of worship is also prescribed:The
placement of-dance/movement in a particular section,
however, will naturally give emphasis to that section, and
care must be exercised to asst/re that the emphasis is
acceptable to that particularliturgy Therefore, even
though the general theme of all Eucharistic liturgies is
thanksgiving, there are times when that thanksgiving may
be emphasized through penitence, reconciliation, quiet
toy, or exhuberant celebration, and further tempered by .
the prescribeddally readings.
'Within the Introductore Rites of Entrance, Penitential

Rite, Kyrie, and Gloria_ the easiest place to ir roduce dance
by adance company or ch -r is through I e Entrance or
Processional This gathering ng, when accented by dan-

cers'and rhythmical and cele t movement through she
aisles, stresses unity and equanpy ..aniong all worshipers,
clergy and laity alike Schutte's "MotIntains.ind Hill; and
DUCOCC'S "Sing out His Goodness" are'gdod choices espe-
cially when accompaniedby congregational singing. In

'this way, all are participant$, there, are no observers., . .-
,When the Gloria is sung, its forcefulness and molest) can

be,enhancec) through-dance "Gloria of the Bells ",by Pelo-
quin 'and. FOley;s "Glory to God" both contain repetitive

_ lines which give opportunity forcongregationa/ as well as
choir singing' Both alm-dopportunities:for dance in .un-
lson and in harmon even [Hough the first is light and
grovies in intensity and the Seconti is intense and Majestic
throughout.- ' c' '

Tiie Kyrie and Penitential Rite are often overlooked as
possibilities for dance. but when they Viclude the congre
gallon in a simple movement or gesture at the same time
that the dancers perform. they can intensify the feeling

0

behind "Lord, have mercy." It can assist in acknowledging .*

failures and shortcomings if_the congregation kneels or
turns away from the altar atile errors of omission are
read.. At times a Penitential Rite may be especially written.
to coordinate and emphasize the importance of cleansing
the 'heart and mind before coming to the Scriptures
readings. Here the framed dancers may embody the words
to provide even deeper understanding.2 ,

The Liturgy of the ,Word offers numerous possibilities
for dancejwinnirig with the scriptural aspects, Old and
New Testament readings and even- the Gospel may be _,

danced as long as the dance 'clarifies, deepens, of isheds
,new insight on the written and spoken Word...These may
be performed in a number of ways. The lector may r d as
accompaniment
entire text and have the dance follow, or the lecto may

I0 the. dance, the lector may r d the

read a short segment 'followed by the dancer dancing the
same segment and freezing in a meaningful pose as the
reading progresses, alternating word and dance to its con-
clusion. If the Gospel reading is readily remembered, such
as the stones of the Prodigal Son or the Good Samaritan,
dancing the Gospel Alleluia, especially with candles or
lanterns to emphasize Scripture as the illumination of
God's Word, is appropriate.

The Responsorial Psalm is also an excellent place to
include'dance between Old and New Testament readings.
By' its, title, the.Psalmlis a response to the Old Testament
rtaciing and itSpurpose is to vocally involve the congrega-
tion in singing or chanting. If the response is sung, the
kongregation may sing the refrain while a group of dan-
cers dance, when the solo singer sings the verse, the ,dlo
dancer may interpret it.' Often, also, the congregation can
be taught a simple gesture as accompaniment to the re-
frairt,NTeaching out and clasping the hand of the
person on either .icle while singing the refrain to Ducote s
"Be Vol Afraid" or simply lifting the arms from a resting

IjOil in the lap to an open position overhead to the
refrain of "1 LifvtIP M) Soul" by Manion can be evidence of all

"one's openness to God and humanity. .

The other areas within the Liturgy bf the Word where
dance is not widely used but which have enormouspoten-
tial are at the Homily, the ProfessiOn of Faithor Creed, and
the General Intercessions of Prayer of the Faithful. Ths

8.6
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Mond), the practical application of the Scripture readings,
mas be enhanced bs 'dance at its beginning or tont I usion.
On some btcasions it can be replaced entirely the
dance, the nom erbal communication can lime an impact
far greater than words, particularly w hen the readings
themsehes are lengths Owens' lie Came in Lose" and
Carter's 'Lord of the Dance- both deal in different Musical
sty les with tht; birth, life, death, and resurrection, and can
be'used in liturgies geared to s oung adults or to the entire
congregation respects el} , especially during Ads ent or
Lent w hen the focus is on internal and external prepara-
tion Instead of mechanicalls repeating w ords of the Creed,
dancers may muse to it bs coming from the congregation
to the altar then ulumatels connecting with one another
and seeing as a visual stimmars of the proclaimed faith
The General Intercessions, bs contrast, could ins oh e the
congregation in mosement At the response, which is of-
ten, -Lord, hear our praser,- the congregation could muse
from a standing position to stretching the arms wide, from.
there'to lifting them upward. and from there to a deep bow
w Ink holding hands This see es as a s isual and kinesthetic
tixpenence of the faithfuls support of each other through
comm unity

The first part of the Ltturg) of the Eucharist, the Offer
tors, is another natural place to include dance The gifts of
the people which the hale recened from God are now
brought hack to Him in thankfulness These gifts ma} he
symbolic of the theme of the Liturgs Tokens& healing
such as stethoscope~. medication, ur books can be brought
forward b) doctors. nurses, or counselors w ho work in the
healing professions when wholeness is emphasized dur-
ing Advent, signs of s arious s orations may be offered w hen
committment to \orations is celebrated, balloOns may be
presented on Pentecost. the brrthdas of the Church, for a
fesuse atmosphere All offerings are appropriate when
the are connected with vie theme At other times the
actual bread and wine to ->e consecrated as well as the
wheat and grapes from which the) are made can be of
fered These gifts are emphasized through sung music
such as joncas -Our Blessing CT- or Cothran's Is ncs for
"Planted Wheat" to the Oditional Hebrew -,Flasbual
However. sometimes instrumental classics such 'as Yis al
di's "Wintef- from "The Four Seasons" or 1%ch's jesujos
of Mans Desiring" impart even More intense emphasis on
the gifts and help the worshiper to more full) appreciate
them

The'lictus or Hob, Hols . Huh . is an ewellent place for
congregationaktmos ement Simple gestures of reaching up
and out.hiAding-the hands of those on either side, bowing.
then lifting arms again upward-can be combined accord-
ing to the musical version being sung This gives acknow
ledgment to the w ork of God in esersdas life IA6 Ise. the
Mrfters of-Faith, in ans of fns forms rbas be mused to bs
dances or congregation as an eipenaigh) the awareness of
the unseeen yet betiesed Esen the Eucharistic :{men is
intensified thrtaigh conpreptional mos ement and the 'so

pe it- is strengthened
Also within the laturgs of the Eu-chanst, the entire,

Communion Rite from the Lord's Prayer to the ign of

Peace, Limb of God, arid Communion Meditation offer
possibilities for mosement. A series of repetitise most,-
Ments bs the congregation to the Lord's Praser4 or _an
antiphonal reading-of the accompanied b) dame's\ dl
foster greater concentration on the meaning of the praser
for dancers and congregation alike The handshake l); kiss
attire Sign of Peace and cros,sing the arms user thZ breast at
the Lamb of God are additional gestures which focus on
the meaning of reaching out and looking in, respectis eh
The silence after Communion mas be broken bs the dan-
cers mos ement meditation to Landrs's Las Your Hands
or readings .of 'Children Learn What The Lire or De-
siderata Dancing the meditation to music without Is no,
such as Pachelbel's 'Canon in D" or Sor's Estudio 5

can change the tune from oneufqureaneditation try ne of
glorious celebration emphasizing the strengths ing ef-
fects of Communion

The Concluding Rite bids the congregation, now
strengthened bs comm u rifts celebration, Id out into the
larger community to du good works and to praise and
bless the Lord in all aspects of daily life General's the
concluding hymn is strung and straightforward, lending
itself to'the tripudium step which mos es three steps for-
ward then one backward. and -indicating the ongoing
progress of Christianity in the face of occasional setbacks.
or to a modified sermon of the African high-life, stepping
right. touching left at heel of right, behind, at heel again.
then stepping left to repeat the sequence which repeatedls
alternates with rhythmic foot stumping' Eitherk step works
aell to the contemporars Mountains May Fall bs Schulte
or the the Black Spintuak Amen. or even to the tradi-
tional Joyful. usful, We Adore Thee, V. in Ds kes adapta-
tion of Beethoven's 'Hymn,to jos,' 9,6

The abuse guidelines suggest logical places to include
dance, and at first onls one segment of the Mass should be
danced The congregation should be left wanting more.
Gradualls one may includeboth .1 major work and a minor
one such a.4 the Offertory Procession and thee Gospel Al-
leluia theNlysters of Faith acclamation In a liturgs
which celebrates a major feast such as Easter. Christmas, or
Pentecost, more than one major segment may be danced.
e g . the Processional. Responsonal Psalm, and Offertory
Some of the other congregational musement sections
such as the Sanctus. Lord's Prayer, and Rite of Peace. may
gradually be incorporated into the communal s weekly
liturgies and on special occasions may be emphasized by-
their omis.sifin Occasionally liturg-iwill cater to a special
group. when the congregation is primarily composed of
dancers. svgers. and musicians, mans of the sections of
the Mass may be danced

Dance w#11 become an integral part of the ritualistic
liturgs of the Catholic Church. Holt just enhancement for
imijor celebrations, when both liturgist and dancer studs
each.other'; craft :Ind flay e the sensitis its to understand its
prpper placement and execution Bolli placement and
execution need to be -well-planned and revised hen
necess* In' this way- performance 'of good dancing
hthrgs, and good,liturgical dance ill give shape to the
celebration This heightened awareness, of the interde-

**"'
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pendence of the two elements will then enliven the ex,
pression and communication of the sacred from God to
humanity and from humanity to God.
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